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I. Introduction 
The s tudy of the vibrational and rotational spectra of small molecules 
has provided a powerful method for probing certain aspects of molecular 
structure and intramolecular forces. In great part  this has resulted from 
the highly developed theoretical tools which have been available and 
from the feasibility of applying these tools to the detailed analysis of 
such molecules [HERZBERG (76) ; WILSON, DEClOS, CROSS (245)]. A com- 
parable analysis of the spectra of large molecules is far from having been 
achieved. Although the basic principles underlying the origin of the 
spectra of large molecules are understood, the complexity of the problem 
has hindered the achievement of the kind of detailed solution which is 
possible for small molecules. As a result it has been observed t h a t " . . ,  the 
most that  can be stated at present about a large organic molecule or 
polymer is that  it does or does not contain certain chemical groups, and 
even this statement has frequently to be hedged about with qualifications" 
[SUTHERLAND (273)]. The implication of this situation is that  if a com- 
plete analysis of the spectrum of a large molecule could be achieved, 
additional significant information would undoubtedly be a consequence. 
In recent years increasing efforts have been made in this direction, parti- 
cularly in the case of high polymers. This has been a result of the exploi- 
tation of certain simplifying features of polymer spectra, the development 
of techniques which have extended and amplified our experimental data, 
and the realization that  infrared spectroscopy provides a structural tool 
which often complements other methods such as x-ray diffraction 
ESUTHERLAND (273) ; KRIMM (Q6)]. The aims of this article are to discuss 
the kind of approach to the complete analysis of higll polymer spectra 
which is developing at the present time, and to examine the results of its 
application to the spectra of several high polymers. We will begin by  
reviewing briefly the theory of the origin of vibrational spectra and by 
indicating how this theory was initially applied to the spectroscopy of 
complex molecules. 
A. Origin of Vibrational Spectra 
The energy of a molecule is determined by  several factors: the state 
of motion (in the classical sense) of its electrons, the vibrations of its 
nuclei, the rotation of the molecule as a unit, and its translation in space. 
The translation of a molecule does not lead to any interaction with 
electromagnetic radiation, and we will therefore neglect it in this dis- 
cussion. The rotation of a molecule can give rise to the absorption or 
Raman scattering of radiation, but  since, under the usual conditions in 
which high polymers are examined, such free rotation of the entire 
molecule is not  feasible, we will leave out of consideration this contribution 
to the energy. The energy of such a non-rotating molecule is therefore 
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dctennined by  electronic and vibrational contributions. In general, it 
would not be possible a priori to separate these two, i. e., to t reat  the 
vibrational motion of the nuclei as taking place in a constant force field 
(determined by  the electronic configuration). Were this so, the problem 
would be a quite complex one, comparable to discussing the motion of 
masses connected by  springs whose force constants changed during the 
vibrational motion. However, to a very  good approximation, the total 
energy of a molecule can be considered as the sum of an electronic energy 
(due solely to the state of motion of the electrons) and a vibrational 
energy (due solely to the vibration of the nuclei). This arises because 
(speaking classically), although the electrons and the nuclei are subjected 
to comparable (electrical) forces, the mass of the former is several orders 
of magnitude smaller than that  of the latter, and the electronic motions 
are therefore of much higher frequency than the nuclear oscillations. 
Since these oscillations are also of very small amplitude compared to 
interatomic distances, the nuclei vibrate essentially in an averaged 
electron distribution. Another way of stating this is to say that  when two 
oscillatory systems of widely different frequencies are coupled together, 
the interaction between them leaves the original frequencies essentially 
unaltered. 
The interaction of such a system with an electromagnetic field is of 
course determined by  the well-known quantum conditions. The total  
energy of the molecule (considered here to consist of electronic plus 
vibrational energies) cannot assume any of a continuous range of values 
but  only certain discrete (quantized) values. An absorption band will 
result when the energy of the molecule is changed from one discrete value 
to a higher one by  the absorption of a quantum of radiation. The fre- 
quency of such a band, in cm -1, is given by  the Bohr relation 
104 E "  - -  E ' *  
o~_~ Z -- h~ (1) 
where ~ is the wavelength in microns, E '  and E "  the energies, in ergs, of 
the upper and lower states respectively, h is Planck's constant, and c is 
the velocity of light. In order to change the electronic energy from its 
ground state value, radiation quanta in the visible and ultraviolet regions 
must be absorbed by  the molecule. Absorption of the lower energy 
quanta of the infrared region (roughly from 10 cm -~ to 12,500 cm -1) 
results in changes only in the vibrational energy of the molecule while it 
is in its ground electronic state, and it is with such vibrational spectra 
that  we are concerned. The basic problem of vibrational spectroscopy is 
to correlate the experimentally observable energy levels with the struc- 
ture and force function of the molecule. 
The solution of this problem must of course be approached quantum 
mechanically. When this is done, however, it can be shown that,  in the 
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harmonic oscillator approximation, it is reducible to a classical analysis of 
the vibrating system. This comes about as follows: when the SchrSdinger 
wave equation for a system of N particles is set up in order to obtain the 
vibrational energy levels, it is found EPAULING and WILSON (]65)~ that  
this equation is separable and readily soluble if it is written in terms of 
so-called normal coordinates rather  than Cartesian coordinates. The 
normal coordinates describe modes of oscillation (normal modes) having 
the characteristic that  in such a mode all nuclei in the molecule move 
(generally in phase) with simple harmonic motion of the same frequency. 
The result of using normal coordinates is that  the total  energy can be 
expressed as the sum of the energies associated with the individual nor- 
mal modes, each quantized according to the relation 
E i = h v i ( v i + - ~ )  v, = 0 ,  1,2 . . . .  (2) 
where v i is the classical oscillation frequency for the normal vibration i, 
and vl is the vibrational quantum number.  The problem is therefore 
reduced to determining the classical vibration frequencies associated 
with the normal modes of oscillation. This also constitutes the classical 
solution of the vibrational problem, because, since the normal modes are 
the only simple periodic vibrations of the molecule, the normal frequen- 
cies wiU be the ones absorbed by  the molecule in its interaction with the 
periodically varying electric field of the incident radiation. 
The determination of these normal frequencies, and the forms of the 
normal vibrations, thus becomes the pr imary problem in correlating the 
structure and internal forces of the molecule with the observed vibrational 
spectrum. I t  is the complexity of this problem for large molecules which 
has hindered the kind of detailed solution tha t  can be achieved with 
small molecules. In the general case, a solution of the equations of motion 
in normal coordinates is required. Let  the Cartesian displacement 
coordinates of the N nuclei of a molecule be designated by  ql, q2 . . . .  q3~v. 
The potential energy of the oscillating system is not accurately known in 
the absence of a solution to the quantum mechanical problem of the 
electronic energies, but  for small displacements it can be quite well 
approximated by  a power series expansion in the displacements: 
~ / o v \  3,~/ ~2 V \ 
By choosing the equilibrium position as the zero energy, V o can be set 
equal to zero. Also, since the energy of the molecule is a minimum at the 
are all zero. Therefore, if we neglect equilibrium position, the ~ o 
higher order terms, 
1 ~ v {  ~2 V ~ 1 ~r 
v = ~ , . , _ l ~ 1 0 q ,  qj = T,.Zk,~_~ q, qj (4) 
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where the kts are known as force constants. The kinetic energy of the 
system is given by  
3 ~  1 
T = =- 2L mi q~ (5) 
Z i=l 
where m i is the mass of nucleus i. By  analogy with equation (4) this can 
be written 
1 32r 
where in this case 
bij= 0 for i =t=j, bn = b22 = b 3 3 - -  m ~ ,  b44 = b55 = b66 = m 2  . . . .  (7) 
The normal coordinates are required to be combinations of the q~ such 
tha t  the total  energy, when expressed in terms of these coordinates, 
becomes the sum of the energies of individual harmonic oscillators. This 
means that  no cross terms should appear  in V and T when written in 
normal coordinates. For an oscillator of mass 1, we would therefore have 
3 N  1 
v = X (2, (s) 
and 
l 3 N  ~ T : Q, (9) 
where tile Q~ are the normal coordinates, and 24= 4 ~zv~. Equations (8) 
and (9) are obtained from (4) and (6) by  a substitution of the form 
q~ = 2," ck~ Q, k = 1, 2 . . . .  3 N  (10) 
t = l  
This transformation will exist if there is a linear transformation expressing 
the Q's in terms of the q's, and equations (8) and (9) will result by  
suitably choosing the coefficients c~i. By introducing equations (8) and 
(9) into the Lagrangian form of the equations of motion, viz., 
at + ~ 0 ~ =  0 l =  1,2 . . . .  3 N  (I1) 
we obtain for the equations of motion 
Q~+ 2~Q,= 0 l = 1, 2 . . . .  3 N  (12) 
The solutions of these equations are 
Q~= Q~ (~/~-~ t + ~v~) l =  1 , 2 , . . . 3 N  (13) 
where the Q~ are amplitude constants. From equation (10) we see, there- 
fore, that  in a given normal mode, Q~, all of the nuclei oscillate with the 
same frequency; tha t  is 
q~=ck~Q~ q)~) k= 1,2 . . . .  3 N  (14) 
= A~ sin (V~-~ t + ~0z) 
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In order to determine the normal frequencies, the general form of 
equation (14) is introduced into the Lagrangian equations of motion in 
terms of the q's. The result is 
3N 
--bi~2A~+~ki~A~=O i - -  1,2 . . . .  3 N  (15) 
J = l  
As is well known, such a set of 3N  simultaneous linear homogeneous 
equations has a solution other than the trivial one A 1 = A~ . . . . .  A32v =0  
only when the determinant of the coefficients is zero. The normal 
frequencies are given by  the 3N  roots of this secular equation: 
hSz~',  1 9 9 9 h3~,3 ~ -- D 3 ~ , 3 z y  A [ 
i. e., the 3 N values of 2 which satisfy this equation. I t  should be noted that  
of these 8N frequencies at least three, representing translations, are zero. 
If the molecule were free to rotate, there would be three more zero 
0 frequencies (two in the 
~ / ~  ~ easeofa l inearmolecule) .  
The form of the normal 
vibration for a particular 
H H 9 va d v~ mode, say l, is determined 
~ig. 1. Nor~a~ ~odes of a non-Une~r triato~* mo~ec~l~ such as by  substituting tt~ in equa- 
H20 (schematic). vj : symmetric stretching, ~: symmetric beading, 
va: asymmetric stretching tion (15) and solving for 
the ratios of the amplitude 
constants A~. These ratios are given by  the ratios of the minors of any 
row of the determinant of equation (16) after putting 2 = 2~. An example 
of the resulting normal modes for a non-linear triatomic molecule, such 
as H~O, is given in Fig. 1. The most general internal vibration of a 
molecule is a superposition of such normal vibrations. 
The determination of the normal vibrations does not specify the 
conditions under which interaction with electromagnetic radiation is 
possible. For our purposes these may be taken to be the classical require- 
ments. According to the latter, if there is a change in the dipole moment 
of the molecule during the normal vibration, there can be absorption of 
electromagnetic energy. The intensity of the resulting absorption band 
will be proportional fo the square of the change in dipole moment 
(quantum mechanically, to the square of the transition moment). In 
many cases there is no change in the dipole moment of a molecule during 
a particular normal vibration. There will therefore be no possibility of 
inducing a transition in the energy state associated with this vibration 
by the absorption of infrared radiation. However, a transition can 
frequently be induced by  a different mechanism, viz., Raman scattering. 
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In this effect light scattered by  the molecule is found to contain frequen- 
cies other than that  of the incident monochromatic light; the differences 
between these frequencies and tha t  of the incident light correspond to 
normal vibration frequencies of the molecule. Raman  scattering can 
occur only when there is a change in the polarizability of the molecule 
during the normal vibration. I t  is important  to emphasize in this connec- 
tion that  knowledge of the complete vibrational spectrum often requires 
both  R a m a n  and infrared data.  This is particularly true of molecules with 
a center of symmetry,  because the mutual  exclusion rule for this case 
requires tha t  vibrations which are infrared active, viz., those which are 
ant isymmetric  with respect to the center of symmetry,  be Raman  
inactive, and vice versa [HERZBERG (76)]. 
The foregoing discussion has been based on the assumption of a 
harmonic potential  function, i. e., one in which no terms higher than the 
quadratic ones appear. A consequence of this is that  the normalmodes  are 
of the simple harmonic oscillator type, and therefore only the fundamental  
frequencies appear  in infrared absorption and in Raman  scattering. In 
actual molecules, of course, the forces are not strictly harmonic (if they 
were, infinite energy would be required to break a chemical bond). This 
means tha t  cubic and quartic terms in V are not negligible. When such 
terms are included in the potential  function, the wave equation cannot be 
separated as before into a number  of independent equations. As a con- 
sequence the total  energy is no longer the sum of independent terms 
corresponding to the normal vibrations. A per turbat ion calculation 
shows tha t  the total  energy now contains cross terms involving the 
quantum numbers of two or more normal vibrations. The result of this is 
tha t  overtone and combination bands can now appear  in the infrared and 
Raman  spectra. Although such bands are usually weaker than the funda- 
mentals, they  are often strong enough so that  their presence cannot be 
neglected. I t  might  be noted that ,  because the anharmonic constants are 
usually negative, the frequencies of combinations and overtones are 
generally less than the sum of the fundamentals.  
The above discussion has outlined the theoretical approach to the 
determination of the fundamental  vibration frequencies of a molecule. 
The practical solution of the problem as formulated above presents, 
however, certain more or less serious difficulties. For example, the com- 
pletely general potential  function of equation (4/) is generally not usable 
even for small molecules, because it contains more independent constants 
than can be determined from the experimental  data. However, b y  
making certain assumptions about  the nature of the force field in the 
molecule, the number  of constants can be reduced. One assumption 
which often works quite well in practice is that  of a valence force field 
[HERzBE~G (76)]. This assumes tha t  contributions to the potential  energy 
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arise only from the stretching of chemical bonds and from the bending of 
angles between chemical bonds. The advantages of such a potential 
function are essentially two-fold: (a) The number  of independent force 
constants which it contains is usually smaller than the number  of ob- 
served fundamental  frequencies. This makes it possible to check the 
validity of the potential  function by  using some of the observed frequen- 
cies to compute the force constants and then using these constants to 
calculate the remaining frequencies. (b) The potential  defined by  a 
valence force field can bc given a simple physical meaning. I t  permits the 
internal vibrations of a molecule to be characterized essentially as bond- 
stretching and angle-bending vibrations. In many  cases, however, such 
a force field turns out to be too much of an oversimplification. For 
example, the kind of check mentioned above may  lead to calculated 
frequencies which deviate by  as much as 10 % from the observed frequen- 
cies. An improvement  can be made, especially when there are fewer 
valence force constants than observed fundamentals,  by  including in the 
potential  function interaction terms which represent the existence of 
weak central forces between non-bonded atoms. Such a mixed potential  
function was first introduced by  UREu and BRADLEY (234), and has been 
shown to provide an adequate description of the force field in a molecule 
ESIMANOUTI (199)]. I t  is thus possible to set up the vibrational problem in 
a form which can be meaningfully related to the experimental  data. 
The determination of the normal modes and their frequencies, how- 
ever, depends upon solving the secular equation, a 3 N  X 3 N  determinant.  
This rapidly becomes nontrivial as N increases. Methods do exist which 
somewhat simplify the computational  problem. Thus, if the molecule has 
symmetry,  the 3 N  • 3 N  determinant can be resolved into sub-deter- 
minants  of lower order, each of which involves only normal frequencies 
of a given symmet ry  class. These determinants are of course easier to 
solve. (We will return shortly to the subject of symmet ry  considerations 
since they not only aid in the solution of the secular equation, but  they 
permit  the determination - -  without any other information about  the 
molecule - -  of m a n y  characteristics of the normal modes, such as their 
number, act ivi ty in the infrared and Raman  spectra, possibilities of 
interaction, and so on.) tn addition, special techniques have been deve- 
loped for facilitating the setting up and solving of the secular equation 
[WILSON, DEClUS, and CROSS (245)]. Even these, however, become 
prohibitive for the large N encountered in complex molecules such as 
high polymers. 
B. Group Frequencies 
I t  would seem from the previous discussion tha t  there is little hope 
of interpreting the spectra of complex molecules. The solution of the 
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vibrational problem is immensely difficult for systems with such a large 
number of particles, and it might be supposed therefore that not much 
could be said about the origin of the fundamental frequencies of a large 
molecule. The situation, in fact, is much more hopeful than appears at first 
sight, and this is in part a consequence of the nature of the binding forces 
in molecules. 
Quantum-mechanical considerations of the stability of molecules 
[CoI~LSON (40)] indicate that  in most cases the orbitals which describe the 
electronic configurations within the molecule are localized and, to a first 
approximation, independent of one another. The localization implies 
that  electrons are concentrated in certain characteristic directions about 
an atom. The strongest bonding between atoms results when there is 
maximum overlap between an orbital of one atom and that of another. 
These principles are the basis of the concept of directed valence bonds in 
molecules, and lead to the expectation that the force field characteristic 
of a particular kind of bond should remain practically invariant from 
molecule to molecule. Consider CH 4 as an example. We know that 
maximum binding will occur if the valence electrons of carbon form four 
tetrahedrally oriented hybrid orbitals, in this case of the sp 3 type. A 
C- -H  bond results when such a localized tetrahedral orbital of carbon 
overlaps a ls orbital of a hydrogen atom. If  we replace one of theH atoms 
by a CH s group, we do not to a first approximation influence the orbitals 
about the original carbon atom, and therefore essentially no change takes 
place in the strengths of the remaining C--H bonds. This means that, in 
terms of a particular force field (such as a valence or a Urey-Bradley 
field), it should be possible to transfer force constants for a particular 
bond from one molecule to another. This has indeed been shown to be the 
case [SUTHERLAND and I)ENNISON (215) ; CRAWFORD and BRINKLEY (42) j 
I)ECIUS (4o~ ~EISTER, I)OWLING, and  BIELECKI (]30)]. It is necessary 
to keep in mind that this invariance of force constant is only true in first 
approximation, and then mainly for bond-stretching force constants. 
Angle-bending force constants, which are generally about an order of 
magnitude smaller than the stretching constants, are much more sensitive 
to the environment, as are interaction constants. Nevertheless, the 
significant point is the essential constancy of bond force constants from 
molecule to molecule. 
The important consequence of the constancy of force constants is 
that, under certain conditions, the frequencies associated with the motion 
of particular atoms or groups of atoms will remain essentially constant 
from molecule to molecule. These are known as group frequencies, and 
they provide an important tool for the spectral characterization of a 
molecule. I t  is therefore important to inquire into the validity and 
limitations of this concept. 
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We have already noted the necessity of similarity in environment as a 
prerequisite for constancy of force constants. Variations in the environ- 
ment  give rise to changes (usually small) in the characteristic frequency. 
Thus, for example, the frequencies associated with normal modes that  
involve primari ly the stretching of the C- -H bond will depend upon 
whether the remaining bonds on the carbon a tom are single, double, or 
triple, L e., the C--H force constant, and therefore stretching frequency, 
will be a function of the kind of hybridized orbitals around the carbon 
atom. In saturated compounds such frequencies are found in the range of 
roughly 2850--2950 cm -1, whereas when the carbon a tom participates in 
a double or a triple bond this frequency occurs at approximately 3000 to 
3100 cm -1 or 3300 cm -1 respectively [BELLA~Y (13)1. This represents 
a change in the C- -H stretching force constant of about 1 x 105 dynes/cm, 
from about  4.9 x 105 dynes/cm in methane to 5.9 • 105 dynes/cm in 
acetylene (CouLsoN (40)1. Although a rather  large change in the charac- 
teristic frequency occurs between these various types of C--H bonds, it 
is important  to note tha t  the frequencies are all found in a fairly restricted 
region of the spectrum. In many  cases the range is smaller than for C- -H 
bonds, because of the smaller variation in the electronic environment. 
Thus, the absorption arising from the stretching motion of the C=O bond 
occurs in the region of about  1650--1750 cm -~ for a wide range of 
compounds containing this group. In this case there are also subranges 
within this range which are characteristic of the various kinds of 
carbonyl-containing compounds. While we understand in a general way 
the reasons for these small differences in the frequency associated with a 
given group in different molecules, we do not as yet  have a detailed 
enough theory which would permit  the a priori prediction of such 
frequency shifts. We may  therefore say tha t  to a first approximation the 
electronic environment of certain small groups of atoms remains constant 
from molecule to molecule, such that  the force field and the vibration 
frequencies associated with this group are approximately invariant. In  
higher approximations, however, the environment is rarely identical, and 
as a consequence variations in the frequency associated with a group will 
occur. Some sources of such variabil i ty will be considered later. 
While constancy of  the electronic environment is necessary in order 
to insure transferable force constants, it is not sufficient to guarantee the 
existence of separable group frequencies. The essential characteristic of 
the lat ter  is tha t  in a particular normal vibration of the molecule as a 
whole the displacements m a y  validly be said to be confined primarily to 
the atoms of this group. Not only this, but  Mso such a group normal mode 
should remain basically unchanged from molecule to molecule. The 
existence of such a group frequency is int imately connected with the 
extent  of interaction between the characteristic motions of this group and 
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those of the rest of the molecule. When  this in te rac t ion  is small, i t  is 
possible to ta lk  of a group mode;  when it  is large, this is no longer feasible, 
and  we mus t  consider the mot ions  of all of the a toms in the  molecule. 
As an  i l lus t ra t ion of the factors which determine the separabi l i ty  of 
such group modes, we will consider the  s t re tching v ibra t ions  of a l inear  
t r i a tomic  molecule, X Y Z .  Such a molecule has 3 • 3 - -  5 = 4 in te rna l  
v ib ra t iona l  modes, of which two involve  s t re tching of the X - - Y  and  
Y - - Z  bonds and  the other  two (which are degenerate,  i. e., of the s a m e  
frequency) bend ing  of the X Y Z  angle. By  the me thod  out l ined  in  section 
I. 1. we can obta in  the frequencies and  forms of the s t re tching modes 
when the  masses and  force cons tants  are specified. The secular equat ion  is 
I 
h x r - - m x ~ .  - - k x r  0 
- - h x r  ( k x r + k r z ) - - m r ~ - - h r z  = 0  (17) 
o - - k r z  k r z - - m z l  
the frequencies being given by  
2 ~ ~ - -  2 ' ,mr mzJ (18) 
k 1 + 1 1 
4 _ l ~ [ k x y ?  1 + 1 , mrmz 
The results, for several values of the masses and force constants, are 
given in Table 1, where we have chosen the masses to correspond roughly 
to H, C, and N atoms and the force constants to be approximately those 
of single, double, and triple bonds. In the drawings of the normal modes 
the scale of the displacements is not the same as that  of the internuclear 
distances, nor is the scale of displacements the same in all modes. Only 
Table 1. Stretching Modes o /a  Linear X Y Z  Molecule 
7, " I Mode Freque~ cy 
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in a given mode are the relative displacements in the proper ratio. The 
last two columns of the table give the percentage of the energy of the 
vibration which is localized in the stretching of the X - - Y  and Y--Z  bonds 
respectively. 
This example illustrates several characteristic features of separable 
group frequencies. First, as can be seen from case I in the table, when one 
of the masses is small in comparison with the others, one mode of vibra- 
tion of the system involves essentially the motion of only this mass. This 
is true even when the force constant for the motion of this mass is 
comparable to those in other parts  of the molecule. Another way of seeing 
this is to observe that  when, say, m x < my, m z, equation (18) gives 
k x y  
)'1 = 4 a~v~. ~ (19) 
~/2 X 
That  is, one vibration corresponds essentially to the motion of the light 
a tom against an infinite mass, and therefore to a first approximation it 
will be independent of the nature of this mass. This is why the stretching 
vibration of a H a tom can generally be t reated very satisfactorily as a 
separable group frequency. Second, when the masses and force constants 
are roughly the same throughout a molecule, one usually cannot talk of 
group frequencies. As can be seen from the V values in case I I  of Table 1, 
both  modes contain substantial  contributions from the stretching of both  
the X - - Y  and Y - - Z  bonds. In  general, in such a case all of the atoms will 
have significant displacements during the normal vibration, and one 
cannot consider the motion to be localized in one group of the molecule. 
The determining factor with respect to localization is the degree of 
coupling between the groups. In the above case this coupling is strong, 
because the two groups share a common atom. The result is a resonance 
between the two vibrations, with resultant modes which represent 
essentially in-phase and out-of-phase combinations of the vibrations of 
the individual groups. The frequencies of these modes generally fall both  
above and below the frequency of the single group. This is evident in 
case II, where the interacting oscillators ( X - - Y  and Y- -Z)  are practi-  
cally of the same frequency (about 1190 cm -1 and 1150 cm -1 for X - - Y  
and Y - - Z  respectively, taken as diatomic molecules). This will, of course, 
also be true of two identical groups in the same molecule whose vibrations 
can couple. Thus, in the case of the H stretching modes in H20 (see Fig. 1) 
we cannot talk of separate stretching vibrations for each O - - H  bond, but  
expect to find two vibrational modes in each of which both H atoms move. 
While this coupling is natural ly expected when groups are adjacent to 
each other, we will see tha t  it can also occur when the groups are sepa- 
rated by  several atoms and even when they are on different molecules. 
On the other hand, in m a n y  cases proximity does not necessarily lead to 
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strong coupling. Thus, the presence of a benzene ring in a molecule 
usually results in the retention of identi ty of most of the characteristic 
modes of the ring [RANDLE and WmF~EN (183)J. Each case must  be 
considered individually. The only general rule which must hold in all 
cases is that  the vibrations which couple must be of the same symmetry 
[HERzBERG (76)]. Third, when the masses in a molecule are of the same 
order of magnitude but  the force constants differ significantly, separability 
of group frequencies is again approached. This is seen by comparing 
cases II  and IV in Table 1, where the change in one force constant from 
a single to a double bond value has changed the potential energy distri- 
bution in the stretching of the two bonds in h from about 55 %--45 % to 
80 %--20 %. I t  is important  to note, incidentally, the sense in which we 
speak of group frequencies: we require that  a major portion of the energy 
of the vibration be localized in the motion of a small group of atoms, but  
often this is appreciably less than 100%. Significant displacements of 
atoms other than those in the group do occur. In some cases, such as 
determining the direction of the transition moment, it is important  to 
know such details of the normal vibration; unfortunately our present 
knowledge of this aspect of normal modes in complex molecules is quite 
meager. 
The above example illustrates the general principle that  the group 
frequency concept is most valid when there is minimum interaction 
between the characteristic vibrations of the given group and those of the 
rest of the molecule. That  this situation exists in first approximation in 
complex molecules is attested to by  the fact that  numerous correlations 
have been worked out from the detailed study of smaller molecules and 
have been successfully applied to the s tudy of larger molecules [RANDALL, 
FOWLER, FUSON, and DANGL (782); COLTHUP (37); BELLAMY (13); JONES 
and SANDORFV, (82)~. Most spectroscopic studies of high polymers have 
been characterized mainly by  an effort to identify such well-known group 
frequencies in the infrared spectrum [HUMMEL (81)]. However, when we 
examine the spectrum in greater detail, particularly from the point of 
view of attempting to achieve a complete assignment, it becomes clear 
tha t  group modes in complex molecules are often significantly modified 
in form, frequency, and intensity. In order to achieve a detailed under- 
standing of the spectra of large molecules we must therefore give con- 
sideration to the specific kinds of factors which affect such modes. There 
have been several discussions of some of these factors [LORD and MILLER 
(720); BELLAMY (/3)]. We will review briefly those which are most 
pertinent in polymer spectra. 
Mass Effects. Changes in the mass distribution in a portion of a mole- 
cule, either in magnitude or in the configuration, can alter the form as well 
as the frequency of the normal vibration. For example, in cases I I I  and 
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IV of Table 1 a small change in the masses (with respect to the potential 
field) has altered the potential energy distribution from about 75 %--25 % 
to 80 %--20 %. The effect in this instance is quite small because of the 
small change in mass, but  for a larger mass change (such as the substi- 
tution of D for H) it could be quite significant. In such a case not only 
will there be a more pronounced change in the vibration from one 
characteristic of one group to one characteristic of another, but  bond- 
stretching modes can change to bond-bending modes [HERZBERG (76), 
p. 200; KOHLI~AUSCI~ (92), p. 227]. (This cannot happen in the present 
case because the two types belong to different symmetry species, and no 
mixing of modes of different symmetry can occur.) 
Although this effect is generally not a significant factor when dealing 
with the modes of most small groups within a large molecule [cf. the case 
of the carbonyl group, I-IALFORD (71)], there are cases where it is quite 
important.  For  example, although the skeletal modes of planar zig-zag 
polymer chains are usually treated as if they were similar in all instances 
it is clear that  this cannot be the case. Thus, the modes of a polyvinyl 
chloride chain will not be the same as those of a polyethylene chain: the 
substitution of a C1 atom for a H atom would be expected to alter some- 
what the form as well as the frequency of the modes of the carbon back- 
bone. We presume that  this is not an effect of major magnitude, but  
unfortunately little work has been done to s tudy the quantitative effects 
of mass variations in such a case (to say nothing of the skeletal modes of 
non-planar-zig-zag chains). We must recognize the possible existence of 
such an effect, but  as yet  we can only treat  it qualitatively. 
A situation in which the mass configuration plays a dominant role is 
rotational isomerism. Rotation around a C--C single bond is in general not 
completely free. For example, in ethane there is a barrier of height about 
3 kcal/mole hindering rotation [HERzBERG (76)]. A similar barrier exists 
when all of the substituents are not the same, as for example in 1,2 dichloro- 
ethane [MIzuSm~A (J37) ; SHEPPARD (~94 a)]. Such hindered rotation about 
a C-C bond is characterized by a potential with three minima, correspond- 
ing in the case of 1,2 dichloroethane to one configuration in which the two 
C1 atoms are trans to each other and two configurations in which they are 
gauche [MIZUSHII~IA (137)1. A barrier of the above height is not  large 
enough to stabilize such rotational isomers: interconversion between the 
isomeric forms is very  rapid in the gas or liquid phase at ordinary 
temperatures, even though one of the isomers may be of lower energy than 
the others. The molecule does, however, spend enough time in each of its 
isomeric states so that  many oscillations of any given normal vibration 
can occur. The possibility therefore exists that  rotational isomers will be 
spectroscopically distinguishable. This is in fact often the case, and is due 
primarily to the different normal frequencies which are to be expected for 
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the different mass configurations, the latter being essentially different 
structures. Thus, for example, the C--C1 stretching frequencies of the 
trans form of 1,2 dichloroethane are predicted at 797 cm -1 and 737 cm -1 
while the corresponding ones of the gauche foITn are expected at 671 cm -1 
and 691 cm -1 [MIzuSHIMA (737)]. 
There are two aspects of rotational isomerism that  are worth emphasi- 
zing. First, crystallization will usually result in the stabihzation of the 
lowest energy isomer, whereas all forms are present in the liquid. Since 
the amorphous state in polymers is essentially a disordered state com- 
parable to liquids, the spectrum of a partially crystalline polymer in 
which rotational isomerism can occur will be a superposition of the 
spectra of the various isomers. Second, rotational isomers generally have 
different symmetry, so that  the number of modes associated with a given 
group can be different for the various isomers. Thus, the trans form of 
1,2 dichlorethane has a center of symmetry while the gauche form does 
not, and therefore, in accordance with the mutual exclusion rule, the 
former will exhibit only one infrared active C--C1 stretching mode while 
the latter will have two. (It might be noted in this connection that  
any stabilized departure of a molecular configuration from the one 
having a center of symmetry would be expected to give rise to new 
infrared bands.) Both of these effects seem to occur in the spectra of high 
polymers. 
Electrical Effects. Any agent which affects the electron distribution 
in a bond will obviously influence the force constant and therefore the 
characteristic vibrational frequency of the atoms associated with this 
bond. Such electrical effects can arise from internal or external influences 
on the molecule. The effect of neighboring electronegative groups in the 
molecule is an example of the former; the dielectric effect of a solvent, 
the electric field of a crystal, and hydrogen-bonding are examples of the 
latter. With respect to internal effects, atoms are known to differ in their 
electron-attracting power, or electronegativity [COULSON (,/0)]. I t  is 
therefore to be expected that  the characteristic frequencies, and possibly 
also intensities, of a group will be modified when it is adjacent to atoms of 
varying electronegativity. In some cases, as for example with the carbonyl 
group [KAGARISE (83)], it has been possible to show that  the frequency 
shift is quantitatively related to the electronegativities of the adjacent 
substituents. This is also true of CH frequencies when this group is 
adjacent to, for example, halogen atoms [WIL~ISI-IURST (244)]. In other 
cases the arguments are less quantitative. The situation is thus one in 
which the occurrence of the effect can frequently be predicted in complex 
molecules but  the magnitude in general cannot. With respect to external 
electrical effects, the influence of solvents in lowering the vapor phase 
frequency is very small, and will only be of interest when polymer 
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solution spectra are under consideration. Other external electrical effects 
will be considered later. 
Intramolecular Interactions. As was pointed out above, whenever 
two group vibrations in a molecule have frequencies near each other, the 
possibility exists (unless they belong to different symmet ry  species) that  
interaction between them will occur. The effect of this interaction is to 
mix the two modes, giving normal vibrations which are no longer de- 
scribable in terms of a single group alone. This can occur when the two 
groups are identical and situated near each other (e. g., two CH 3 groups 
at tached to the same carbon atom) so tha t  their motions can couple. Such 
interaction can also take place between similar or dissimilar modes of 
different groups, such as between stretching vibrations of heavy  groups 
and bending vibrations of lighter units. We have little detailed infor- 
mation on such cases, although some is beginning to appear. For  instance, 
the assignment of the in-plane deformation frequency of the H atom in 
the OH group has been the subject of much inquiry [SuTHERLAND (213) ; 
TARTE and DEI~ONTI~IkRE (224)1. Recent studies on the spectrum of 
polyvinyl alcohol have indicated [KRI~L LIANG, and St~TI~ERLAND (103)2 
"~. j H  
tha t  the OH deformation mode of the c . ~  group of pr imary  and 
OH 
secondary hydroxyl  compounds probably interacts and mixes with the 
C - - H  deformation mode associated with the common carbon atom. This 
has been confirmed by  a detailed s tudy of the normal vibrations of 
methanol [TANAKA, KURATANI, and MIZUSHIMA (223)1. We therefore 
know tha t  the OH deformation mode is not an isolatable group frequency 
in such molecules. A similar problem has existed with respect to the 
frequencies associated with the amide group, - - C O N H - -  [SUTHERLAND 
(21,1) ; BELLAMY (13)]. In this case the N H  deformation and CN stretching 
modes are expected to have frequencies near each other, and it was 
pointed out [FRASER and PRICE (62)1 tha t  the various modes of the 
amide group are therefore probably strongly coupled. This has been 
substantiated by  a recent detailed analysis of the normal vibrations of 
N-methylacetamide [MIYAZAWA, SHIMANOOCHI, and MIZUSHIMA (136)1, 
in which the forms of the normal modes have been obtained. The analysis 
clearly shows tha t  the supposition of separable CO stretching, CN 
stretching, and N H  deformation modes for the amide groups is an over- 
simplification, and that  the observed frequencies actually derive from 
normal modes which represent combinations of these various motions. 
In a sense, separable frequencies can be associated only with the 
- - C O N H - -  unit, not with its component groups. We see, therefore, tha t  
caution is often necessary in a t tempting detailed assignments in complex 
molecules : the form of the normal vibration may  be significantly altered 
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as a result of intramolecular interactions, with consequent changes in the 
frequency associated with the group of atoms in question. 
Intermolecular Interactions. The electrical forces associated with 
intermoleeular interactions are usually (except in cases like hydrogen 
bonding, which we will consider separately) much weaker than intra- 
molecular forces. We might therefore expect that  normal modes and their 
frequencies would be altered relatively little when molecules in the gas 
phase are condensed to the crystalline state. This is indeed found to be 
the case, in the absence of specific effects like hydrogen bonding EHoRNIG 
(79, 80); HALFORD (73)1. The implication of this result with respect to 
polymers is that  in general the normal frequencies of chains in the 
amorphous phase will be nearly the same as those in the crystalline phase 
of the specimen. (The infrared and Raman activity of some modes of 
amorphous chains may  of course be different from their activity in the 
crystalline chain as a result of changes in the symmetry of the molecule. 
Since the symmetry is generally lower in the amorphous state, we expect, 
as we shall see later, more bands to be present in the amorphous state 
spectrum.) Although frequencies are not significantly affected by  
crystallization, band contours and intensities may  be altered, and 
diehroic properties of the ensemble of molecules may  no longer be 
simply related to those of local groups. We will discuss the latter effect in 
more detail later. A few remarks on the former are in order here. 
The effect of intermolecular interactions on molecules in the crystal- 
line state (where such interactions are most specific) is best approached 
by  a consideration of the vibrational spectra of crystals. The solution to 
this problem proceeds in a manner similar to that  for a molecule. The 
potential energy, which is of salient interest here, is given by  [HoRNIG 
(80) 1 
v ~ v~ + Z (v? + v;) + Z Z v;'~ + v~; (20) 
i J 
where VL is the potential function of the lattice, i .e. ,  the potential 
energy when the molecules are considered as rigid bodies; V o is the poten- 
tial energy function of a free molecule, and corresponds to equation (3); 
and V;, V~,  and V~'; are perturbations on v ~ The first of these, V;, 
describes the effect of the equilibrium field of the crystal on V ~ the second 
represents the interaction between the internal displacement coordinates 
of the jth and k th molecules; and the third represents the interaction 
between internal and lattice motions. The interaction terms are usually 
small. If they are neglected entirely, the problem can be resolved, because 
of the usually large difference in frequency, into problems of the lattice 
vibrations and the internal modes of free molecules. We have already 
considered the latter. Tile former has also been worked out in detail 
[BORN and HUANG (18)], though not in the case of polymers (such lattice 
5* 
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vibrations are responsible for the long wavelength reststrahlen frequen- 
cies of ionic crystals). With the inclusion of the V; terms the problem is 
still separable [HoRNIG (79)J, but  deviations from the spectrum of a free 
molecule are now possible. In the first place, the change in the magnitude 
of the potential field at the molecule can lead to a frequency shift for 
some of the internal modes of the molecule. Since the crystal field is 
generally weak in comparison with the internal field of the molecule, such 
frequency shifts are usually small. Second, because the symmetry of the 
potential field in which the molecule finds itself in the crystal can be 
lower than that  of the free molecule, changes in selection rules can occur 
which will permit for example the appearance of new bands or the 
splitting of degeneracies. With respect to polymers, this is most likely to 
occur in comparing the spectrum of the crystal with that  of an isolated 
chain having the same configuration as in the crystal [LIANG, KRIMM, 
and  SUTHERLAND (117); t~RIMM, LIANG, and SUTHERLAND (~02)~. In 
comparing spectra of the amorphous and crystalline polymers, since there 
is usually an increase in the symmetry of the molecule on crystallization 
there will often be fewer bands in the latter case. Third, in the anharmonic 
oscillator approximation, combinations of internal and lattice modes are 
permitted [HORNIG (79)I. The results of this can be that bands are 
broadened in the crystal, and that forbidden fundamentals may seem to 
be present because of the occurrence of their allowed combinations with 
lattice modes. Such effects have not been unambiguously identified in the 
spectra of polymers. 
If the crystal contains N molecules per unit cell, the solution of the 
vibrational problem in the above approximation will yield N-fo!d 
degenerate crystal modes for each non-degenerate normal vibration of 
free molecule. The addition of the V;~ term in the potential energy can 
resolve this degeneracy, In other words, a given internal mode in a 
molecule gives rise to N crystal modes in which this internal vibration is 
repeated in the N molecules of the unit cell with different relative phases 
consistent with the symmetry of the crystal. When V~ = 0 the fre- 
quencies of all of these crystal modes are the same. When V;~ :~ 0 the 
possibility exists that  the frequencies of these modes will be different, the 
magnitude of the splitting being a function of the strength of this 
coupling. A splitting of this kind seems to occur in the spectrum of 
n-paraffins and polyethylene [KmMM (93)]. The effect of the lattice 
vibrations on the internal modes, given by  V'L';, seems to be negligible 
[HoRNIG (80)], and we will therefore leave it out of consideration. 
In summary, we see that  intermolecular interactions such as occur in 
the crystalline state are not  likely to affect greatly the frequencies of 
group normal vibrations, but  they will influence the detailed structure of 
the absorption band associated with a given mode as well as its intensity. 
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Hydrogen Bonding. A special case of an intermolecular interaction 
(which in some instances can be intramolecular) with a large influence on 
a group frequency is hydrogen bonding. This interaction, with energies of 
the order of 5 kcal/mole, is much weaker than the energies of covalent 
bonds, of order 100 kcal/mole [STUART (21I)], but it is large enough to give 
rise to appreciable shifts in frequency (of the order of 100 em-1). Hydrogen 
bonding involves the specific interaction between an - - X - - H  bond on 
one molecule and a Y atom on another. I t  is favored by  highly electro- 
negative X atoms (0, N, F), and requires Y atoms with lone pair electrons 
[CANNON (31) ; PIMENTEL and McCLELLAN (172a)]. The interaction, which 
may be described schematically b y - - X - - H .  9 9 Y---Z--, is partially electro- 
static and partially quantum-mechanical in origin. Its primary effect is to 
alter the stretching and deformation frequencies of t h e - - X - - H  and Y - -Z - -  
groups, although changes in band intensity and width also occur. As a 
result of the force of attraction represented by  the weak - - H  9 9 9 Y - -  
bond, the stretching frequencies of the - - X - - H  and Y - - Z - -  groups \rill 
be lowered on hydrogen bonding, whereas the deformation frequencies 
(associated with the motion of the H and Y atoms perpendicular to their 
respective bonds) will be increased. The magnitude of the frequency 
shift depends on the strength of the - - H  9 9 Y - -  bond, and can therefore 
be related to the X Y distance [LIPPINCOTT and SCHROEDER (119)]. 
In some cases, such as the - - -N--H 9 9 9 O = C - -  bond, a colinear arrange- 
ment of all four atoms is expected to be most stable [PAuLII~G (164)] and 
it appears that  deviations from such colinearity give rise to interpretable 
variations in the frequency shift [KRIM• (95)]. Hydrogen bonding 
effects are usually easy to identify in the spectrum because we can 
predict their presence on the basis of the chemical structure of the 
molecule. 
In summarizing this discussion of group frequencies, we may say that  
experimentally and theoretically it is expected that  the vibrational 
frequencies of particular groups of atoms will remain relatively con- 
stant from molecule to molecule. I t  is this principle, for example, 
which validates the procedure of identifying group modes in large 
molecules by  comparing their frequencies with smaller molecules in which 
the vibrations of this group have been determined in detail. On the other 
hand, many factors operate to modify group frequencies and normal 
modes, more or less strongly depending upon the nature of the environ- 
mental influences. These become particularly important when we utilize 
the concept of group frequencies as a tool in undertaking a complete 
assignment of a spectrum. We turn to this more general approach to the 
interpretation of spectra after a brief consideration of experimental 
techniques. 
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II. Some Experimental Techniques 
The general techniques used to obtain infrared spectra have been 
covered in detail elsewhere [BROGEL (24); KAYE (85); CLARK (35); 
SMITH, JONES, and CI-IASMER (203); LECOMTE (709)], and we will there- 
fore not discuss them here. Some remarks are, however, in order with 
respect to particular methods pertinent to the investigation of high poly- 
mer spectra, as well as areas in which further development in experimen- 
tal techniques is clearly needed [see also ELLIOTT (57 a)]. 
A. Far Infrared Spectroscopy 
The operation of several commercial spectrometers is described in the 
above references. In general, these instruments had been designed for use 
in the spectral region covered by  a NaC1 prism, viz., at frequencies above 
about 650 cm -1, although operation with a KBr  prism down to 400 cm -~ 
was possible. As a result, the infrared spectra of high polymers have rarely 
been examined at frequencies below 650 cm -1. The first systematic 
investigation of polymer spectra in the low frequency region was begun 
in 1950 [KRIMM and SUTHERLA:qD (100)], using a grating spectrometer 
[RANDALL (181)]. Since spectra in this region are important  for the 
purpose of complete vibrational assignments, we will review briefly the 
experimental techniques presently available for s tudy in this region. 
The difficulties associated with obtaining low frequency infrared 
spectra arise from several factors. First, suitable dispersive materials for 
use in prisms do not exist over the desired range (say, down to 50 cm-1). 
Recent development of cesium iodide prisms, which can be used in 
commercial spectrometers, has extended the workable region down to 
about 185 cm -1 [ACQUISTA and PLYLER (2)], but  gratings must be used 
for the lower frequencies. Nevertheless, the use of a cesium iodide prism 
provides a significant extension of the observable spectrum, one which 
has not yet  been fully taken advantage of. Second, because of the black- 
body emission characteristics of incandescent solids, the usual sources 
give relatively little energy at the longer wavelengths. This gives rise to 
two problems. Not only is the detection problem a more difficult one 
because of the small amount of energy available, but  a more serious 
problem, with grating instruments, is the large amount of energy present 
in the unwanted higher spectral orders. For example, it has been esti- 
mated [OETJEN, HAYNIE, WARD, HANSLER, SCHAUWECKER, and BELL 
(/62)] tha t  at 100 cm -1 the ratio of unwanted to wanted radiation passing 
through the exit slit is of the order of magnitude of 105 . The elimination 
of such unwanted higher orders is one of the main problems of far infra- 
red spectrometry. I t  is accomplished by  judicious use of gratings, filters, 
beam choppers, and reststrahlen reflection plates [MCCUBBIN and SINTON 
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(128)', OETJEN, HAYNIE, WARD, HANSLER, SCHAUWECKER, and BELL 
(162); LIANG, KRI~f,  and SUTHERLAND (117); LORD and McCtlBmN 
(127)]. In this way far infrared radiation of acceptable puri ty can be 
obtained, if somewhat at the expense of energy. The energy factor is 
much less critical in studying polymer spectra, since absorption bands 
are inherently much broader than for small molecules in the vapor phase, 
and therefore it is possible to use wider slits. Third, detectors such as 
ordinary thermocouples become less efficient at the longer wavelengths 
because they do not absorb the radiation as efficiently as at the shorter 
wavelengths, i.e., they are not as "black". I t  becomes necessary to use 
a Golay cell for most efficient detection at long wavelengths. Fourth, water 
vapor has a very intense rotational spectrum in this low frequency region. 
I t  is therefore necessary to dry the air in, or evacuate, the spectrometer 
in order to observe the spectrum of a sample. 
Despite these various difficulties attending spectral s tudy in this 
region, several spectrometers have been built and operated successfully. 
Some of these have been large grating instruments [RANDALL (181); 
McCuBBIN and SINTON (128); OETJEN, HAYNIE, WARD, HANSLER, 
SCHAUWECKER, and BELL (162); YOSHINAGA et al. (252)1 whereas others 
have used small gratings in combination with commercial instruments 
[LORD and MCCUBBIN (121); PLYLER and ACQUISTA (175); PLYLER and 
BLAINE (176)]. A commercial far infrared spectrometer appears to be 
under development [MARSHALL and MIKLUS (124)]. The importance of 
extending spectral observations into the low frequency region cannot be 
overemphasized, particularly in connection with making complete 
frequency assignments. The Raman spectroscopy of polymers, which 
would furnish with relative ease information on some of the vibrational 
modes in this region, is beset with problems related to the high fluorescent 
background which presumably results f rom impurities [NIELSEN and 
WOOLLETT, (160); SIMON, Mf-TCKLICH, KUNATH, and HEINTZ (207)]. In 
any event, Raman spectra often provide only part  of the necessary data. 
I t  is to be hoped that  the near future will witness more extensive studies 
of polymer spectra in the far infrared. 
B. Polarization Measurements 
The study of oriented polymers with polarized infrared radiation is an 
equally important  tool in the detailed analysis of the vibrational spec- 
trum, since it permits us, within certain restrictions, to determine the 
orientation (with respect to the molecular structure) of the transition 
moment for a given normal mode. This makes it possible, as we shall see, 
not only to classify bands in the spectrum but  to establish their origin. 
Although polarizers are available with commercial spectrometers, their 
use has not  yet  become as general as would be desirable. Some comments 
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on the techniques and problems associated with such measurements may 
therefore be useful. 
Although under certain conditions it  may  be feasible to s tudy orien- 
tation effects with unpolarized radiation [STEWART (270)], such studies on 
polymers are most effectively achieved with polarized radiation. Polarized 
infrared radiation is obtained by  reflection of a beam from a suitable 
surface set at  Brewster's angle. The reflected or transmitted beam (if the 
surface is transparent to the radiation) can be used. Although the reflec- 
ted beam is of higher purity, recent designs have favored the trans- 
mission polarizer because of the simpler optical geometry involved. If a 
number of sheets (say six) of the material is used, the transmitted beam 
can be made fairly pure without an inadmissible loss of intensity. Until 
recently most thought has been given to polarizers for the NaC1 region of 
the spectrum. These have used either thin films of selenium deposited on a 
supporting membrane [PFuND (770); ELLIOTT, AMBROSE, and TEMPLE 
(52); COI~N and EATON (38)] or thin sheets of silver chloride [~VRIGHT 
(250); NEWMAN and HALFORD (756); MAKAS and SHURCLIFF (123)]. 
These materials are not transparent in the far infrared, and the gradual 
extension of observations has motivated a search for polarizers suitable 
for this region. One method is to use materials such as KRS-5 [LAGE- 
~tAlqN and MILLER (708)] and polyethylene [SHIMANOUCHI and KA- 
WANO (795a)] which are transparent at the longer wavelengths. 
Another avenue which has been explored is the use of gratings to 
polarize the radiation. For example, radiation reflected from an echelette 
grating at angles near or greater than the blaze angle contains a higher 
proportion of the component with electric vector perpendicular to the 
grooves [PETERS, ZIPF, and DEIBEL (769)], and this has been used to 
obtain qualitative polarization measurements at about 200 cm -1 [LIANO 
and KRIM~ (771)]. Wire strip gratings ruled on polyethylene film have 
apparently been successfully used as polarizers in the 100 to 20 cm -1 
region [MERTZ (732)]. Essentially no polarization studies have been made 
on polymers at frequencies lower than 900 cm -1, and relatively few 
measurements are available in the 650 to 300 cm -1 region, the region 
recently opened up by new prism materials. This represents a significant 
gap in the data, since it is particularly in the low frequency region where 
group frequency assignments have been least studied and are least 
secure. 
The above remarks have been concerned with the experimental 
aspects of qualitative polarization measurements. Such measurements 
permit the determination, for example, of whether the transition moment 
associated with a given band is parallel or perpendicular to the orien- 
tation direction of the polymer. Relatively little consideration has been 
given, however, to quantitative polarization measurements, which are 
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often of importance in providing structural information and in verifying 
assignments. The experimental quanti ty which is related to the orientation 
of the transition moment for a given mode is the dichroic ratio of the 
corresponding absorption band. The dichroic ratio is defined by  
f e~ (v) d v 
o ( 2 1 )  
R~ ~ e,(v) dv 
0 
where e.~(v) and e,(v) are extinction coefficients for plane polarized 
radiation incident normal to the orientation direction and with the 
electric vector oriented respectively parallel and perpendicular to this 
direction. I t  can be shown [FRASER (58)] that,  if the absorption band 
may be represented by  a Lorentz type equation, viz., 
a 2 
e (v) - -  ( v - -  vo) 2 + b ~ ( 2 2 )  
where r o is the frequency at maximum absorption and a and b are con- 
stants, then 
Ro.~ e,,(vo) (23) 
The experimentally determined dichroic ratio is 
R = D~(vo) 
Do(vo) (24) 
where D is the optical density, lOglo(Io/I), I o being the incident intensity 
and I the transmitted intensity. The problem in obtaining quantitative 
values of the dichroic ratio is that  R can differ from R o for various reasons, 
related to the characteristics of the spectrum, the sample, and the 
spectrometer. 
If the absorption band in question is overlapped by  neighboring 
bands, it is clear that  the determination of the true values of D.~ (vo) and 
Do (v0) can be ambiguous. In such cases it is necessary to resolve the band 
of interest from the complex absorption of which it is a part. This is 
usually done by a graphical analysis, which assumes symmetrical bands 
of a Lorentz shape centered at the absorption maxima and simple 
summation of these to give the observed spectrum. The results of such a 
resolution are of course subject to the uncertainty of the true band 
shape and width, so that  an indeterminate, if nevertheless small, error 
can be introduced in this manner. 
With respect to the sample, several problems arise. First, reflection at 
the surface and scattering in the interior will modify the I 0 value from 
what it is observed to be in the absence of a sample. These losses are 
usually corrected for by  subtracting from the peak optical density the 
optical density in a nearby region which is free of absorption bands (if 
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such can be found), but  because of the rapid change of refractive index 
with frequency through the absorption band this procedure is subject to 
unknown uncertainties. The reflection problem is apparently not too 
serious for unoriented polymers: a determination [ROBINSON (186)] of the 
extinction ccefficient for the 2850 cm -1 band of polyethylene gives a value 
of 0.24 from reflection measurements and 0.25 from transmission 
measurements. I t  may, however, be important for oriented specimens: 
if the slight increase noted above in the transmission measurement varies 
with the direction of polarization of the incident radiation, then the 
measured dichroic ratio will be in error. No careful study has been made 
of the latter effect. Second, for birefringent specimens (a property 
characteristic of oriented polymers in the infrared as well as in the visible) 
the propagation of a beam of plane polarized radiation can be different in 
the interior of the specimen from what it is in air. In particular, if the 
electric vector of the incident light is not parallel to a principal axis of the 
(complex) refractive index ellipsoid, then the incident beam of plane 
polarized radiation will be resolved into two plane polarized components 
at right angles to each other whose orientation is determined by the 
symmetry of the crystal structure. Thus it would be possible for absorp- 
tion to occur in a crystal even if, for example, the electric vector in the 
incident radiation were perpendicular to a transition moment in the 
sample. This difficulty has been noted before ENEWMAN and HALFORD 
(157)1, as well as the observation that  when the incident electric vector 
is parallel to a principal axis the radiation will traverse the specimen with 
its plane of polarization unaltered. This means that  in the case of oriented 
polymers, which usually exhibit uniaxial or double orientation of their 
crystallites (the latter usually being small compared to the wavelength), 
optical density measurements made with the electric vector parallel or 
perpendicular to the fiber axis will be meaningful, but  the same will not 
be true if the electric vector makes any other angle with the fiber axis. 
The symmetry of such oriented polymer specimens determines that,  
although maximum absorption occurs when the electric vector is parallel 
to a transition moment, for the gross specimen maximum absorption 
occurs with the electric vector along or perpendicular to the fiber axis. 
I t  might be noted that  for bands with low extinction efficient (in a single 
crystal) the direction of maximum absorption always coincides with a 
principal direction regardless of the orientation of the transition moment 
[WARD, (239)]. Third, the specimen may  exhibit form dichroism. An 
isotr0pic absorbing material of anisotropic shape will exhibit dichroism 
when embedded in a medium of different refractive index ~VIENER (247)]. 
Obviously this must be subtracted from the observed dichroism in order 
to obtain the structural dichroism. The theory, however, has been worked 
out only for dilute systems in which definite phase boundaries exist, so 
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it is difficult to evaluate the importance of this factor for the case of 
samples such as polymer films. 
The spectrometer contributes at  least three kinds of possible errors to 
the measurement  of the true dichroic ratio. Of these, imperfect polari- 
zation by  the polarizer and polarization by  the spectrometer are pro- 
bably the most  important  [CHARNEY (33)]. The radiation from a trans- 
mission polarizer will always contain a small percentage of the unwanted 
component, about  7 % in the case of a six-plate AgC1 polarizer. Because 
the incident radiation strikes the prism at angles other than  90 ~ , the 
prism acts as a polarizer. The operation of these two factors is such as to 
reduce the magnitude of the dichroism, the measured dichroic ratio 
deviating by  as much as a factor of two from the true value [C~IARNEY 
(33)]. This is true even if the second factor is eliminated by  setting the 
two planes of polarization at  45 ~ to the spectrometer slit [ELLIOTT, 
AMBROSE, and TEMPLE (52)]. Only if one has a perfect polarizer is the 
dichroic ratio independent of the polarization introduced by  tile prism. 
I t  might be noted tha t  the situation is more complex in the case of a 
grating than for a prism, because in the former instance the intensity 
ratio of tile two polarized components t ransmit ted by  the spectrometer 
is a function of the angle of incidence on the grating and can be greater or 
less than one [YAMAGUCHI, ICHISHIMA, and MIZUSHIMA (2M)]. The third 
instrumental  factor is the convergence of the beam, which has been 
investigated in detail [Wool) and MITRA (2d9)]. The effect on the dichroic 
ratio is small for oriented samples as usually examined, but  can be quite 
large in the case of a transition moment  oriented parallel to the incident 
beam direction. 
I f  computations of orientation and transition moment  direction are 
to be meaningfully correlated with the observations, it is clear tha t  fac- 
tors of the type just discussed must  be carefully taken into consideration. 
C. Specimen Preparation 
For purposes of a complete analysis of the infrared spectrum of a 
polymer, the ideal specimen would be one in which all of the chains are 
perfectly ordered along their length and in the same relative orientation 
to the beam. Although something approaching this can be achieved with 
low molecular weight crystallizable analogs of a polymer (such as the 
n-paraffins in relation to polyethylene), in the usual case this is not 
realizable. The closest approximation to this situation which can be 
obtained in practice is a solid specimen of definable crystallinity in which 
a known orientation has been given to the chains. We will consider below 
various experimental methods associated with the a t t empt  to achieve this. 
To begin with, we obviously require specimens which are chemically 
pure, i. e., contain no other component than the polymer species. This may  
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be a problem if commercial samples are used, since they often contain 
significant amounts  of plastieizers. I f  the plasticizer in the polymer is 
known, its contribution to the spectrum can be corrected for by  reference 
to a catalog of plasticizer spectra [KENDALL, HAMPTON, HAUSDORFF, and 
PRISTERA (88)]. I t  may  also be possible to remove the plasticizer from the 
polymer b y  extraction with organic solvents or by  means of vacuum 
distillation. When a film is prepared by  casting from a solution, it is of 
course necessary to be certain tha t  no solvent remains in the specimen. In 
some cases the solvent m a y  be difficult to remove completely, and allow- 
ance for this must  be made in interpreting the spectrum of the polymer. 
The pr imary  dimensional requirement on a polymer sample is tha t  it 
be sufficiently thin. (It  is possible to obtain reflection spectra of polymers 
[ROBINSON and PRICE (787, "/88)], in which case thin specimens are not 
required, but  the use of this technique has thus far not proven to be as 
fruitful as transmission spectra, and we will not consider it here.) In  the 
NaC1 prism region (roughly 650 to 3500 cm -1) specimens as thin as 
0.002 m m  may  be required in order to avoid essentially 100% absorption 
at  some band peaks. The average thickness required in this region for 
most  bands is usuaUyabout  0.02 ram. Thicknesses about ten times larger 
are opt imum for frequencies above 3500 cm -I  (the overtone and combi- 
nation region) and below 650 cm -1 (the far infrared region). Samples 
areas down to 1 by  3 m m  are usable [Wood (247)], and even smaller if a 
microspectrometer is employed [BLouT (16)]. 
There are several techniques for producing thin films. If  the polymer 
is soluble, it can be dissolved and a solution of the appropriate concen- 
tration cast on the surface of glass or of mercury. When the solvent has 
evaporated, the film is stripped from the surface (sometimes under 
rumling water  for films cast on glass), and if necessary oven dried in order 
to remove any  remaining solvent. I f  the polymer "mel ts"  without 
decomposing, a thin film can be obtained b y  heating between thin AgC1 
or mica sheets and pressing the sheets together [SANDS and TURNER 
(lg2)]. This technique is most  suitable when it  is feasible to examine the 
entire laminated assembly in the spectrometer (making use of the trans- 
parency of the AgC1 or mica in a particular spectral region), since it is 
usually not easy to remove the polymer film. To obtain an isolated film, 
it is often possible to enclose the polymer, for example in powder form, 
in metal  foil, press under heat, and then strip the film from the foil. Some 
polymers resist solution or melt  techniques, and in such cases thin 
sections can often be obtained by  use of a microtome [AMBROSE and 
ELLIOTT (5)]. Another method that  has been used with success [ELLIOTT 
(51); WOOD (248)] is to grind down a thicker specimen with abrasives 
after  having cemented the specimen to a firm support. Effectively thin 
specimens can, of course, be prepared by  the alkali halide pressed-disk 
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technique, but  in such cases care must be exercised that  no significant 
changes occur in the spectrum as a result of this preparative method 
[FARMER (54)]. 
Orientation of the polymer chains in a specimen can be produced in 
several ways. The simplest is to stretch the film (or fiber), after heating or 
swelling it if necessary. Or the film can be rolled between rollers, which 
can also be heated. Sometimes the rolling is done after sandwiching the 
material between AgC1 sheets [ELLIOTT, AMBROSE, and TEMPLE (53)], 
the AgC1 being removed if necessary by  soaking in sodium thiosulfate 
solution EA~BROSE, ELI.IOTT, and TEMPLE (6)]. Oriented films have also 
been produced by  spreading out a suitably concentrated solution of the 
polymer with a single stroke of a razor blade [AMBROSE and ELLIOTT (4)]. 
I t  is important  to note tha t  stretching and rolling usually produce 
different kinds of chain orientation in a polymer film. In a stretched 
specimen, a particular crystallographic axis (usually the long chain axis) 
will tend to become aligned parallel to the stretching direction, but  all 
orientations of the crystallites about this axis will be equally probable. 
This is known as uniaxial orientation. In a rolled specimen, not only is 
such an axis aligned with the rolling direction, but  particular crystallo- 
graphic planes are also oriented parallel to the plane of the film. This 
double orientation can in some cases affect the relative intensities of 
bands in the infrared spectrum, and care must also be taken in the inter- 
pretation of polarized spectra for such cases. I t  is desirable in such 
instances to verify the presence or absence of double orientation by  an 
x-ray diffraction study, so that  the dichroic results are not misinterpreted. 
When changes in the spectrum occur with crystallization of the poly- 
mer, it is desirable to be able to examine a series of polymers of varying 
crystallinity. Often the maximum achievable degree of crystallinity in a 
specimen is determined by the method of polymerization. Lower degrees 
of crystallinity can then be obtained by  heating the specimen (usually 
enclosed in a cell). Sometimes a completely amorphous sample can be 
obtained by  rapid quenching of a melted specimen. Conversely, the 
crystallinity of a specimen can often be improved by  annealing. Such 
changes should be verified by  x-ray diffraction. In some instances the 
crystallizable or non-crystallizable portion of a specimen can be removed 
by extraction with a solvent. This will also permit obtaining specimens 
with varying degrees of crystallinity. X-ray diffraction techniques exist 
for determining quantitatively the degree of crystallinity in a polymer 
EHERMANS and WEIDINGER (75); MATTHEWS, PEISER, and RICHARDS 
(127) ; KRIMM and TOBOLSKY (QQ)J, but  this is often not  necessary. I t  may 
be sufficient to know whether a band increases or decreases in intensity 
with increasing crystallinity, the lat ter  being qualitatively determined 
from x-ray diffraction photographs. 
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IlL Methods of Spectral Analysis of High Polymers 
In order to make a complete assignment of the vibrational spectrum 
of a high polymer, two primary requirements must be met. First, it is 
necessary to be able to predict the nature of the expected spectrum. This 
should include information on the number of expected fundamental 
frequencies, their activity in the infrared and Raman spectra, the dichroic 
properties of such fundamentals and of overtones and combination 
bands, the form of each normal vibration, and, if possible, the calculated 
frequency of each normal vibration. Second, it is necessary to be able to 
correlate unambiguously the observed bands with the results of the 
above predictions. This implies having experimental information on the 
entire spectrum, both infrared and Raman, as well as polarization 
measurements, spectra of isotopically substituted molecules, and any 
other data which will aid in identifying the observed bands. While the 
ideal implied in the above requirements is far from having been reached, 
it is as a result of recent developments in many of the areas mentioned 
that  significant progress toward complete spectral assignments for 
polymers has been made. In the following sections we will discuss these 
various methods which contribute to the spectral analysis of high 
polymers. 
A. Theoretical Methods of Analysis 
1. Symmetry Analysis 
As was noted earlier, when a molecule possesses symmetry it is 
possible to determine many features of its spectrum without any addition- 
al knowledge. The extent  of such spectral information is directly related 
to the degree of symmetry of the molecule. The technique for doing this, 
viz. group theory, has been utilized extensively in the spectroscopic s tudy 
of small molecules, but  has only recently been applied to the investigation 
of high polymers. We cannot develop here the foundation of this method. 
This has been covered in a number of books [BHAGAVANTAM and VENKA- 
TARAYUDU (15), WILSON, DEcuIs, and CRoss (245); WIGNER (242)] and 
articles [ROSENTHAL and MURPHY (189); MEISTER, CLEVELAND, and 
MURRAY (729)], and applied to the analysis of the spectra of crystals 
[HALFORD (72); HORNm (79); WINSTON and HALFORD (2d6); WALNUT 
(235)] and of polymers [ToBIN (230); LIANG, KRIMM, and SUTHERLAND 
(1/7); LIANG (110)]. We will quote the results of this theory and show 
how they can be applied to the analysis of high polymer spectra. 
The basis of the application of group theory to the classification of 
the normal vibrations of a molecule lies in the fact that  the potential and 
kinetic energies of a molecule are invariant to symmetry operations. 
A symmetry operation is a physical transformation of the molecule, such 
as reflection in a mirror plane of symmetry or rotation through 120 ~ about 
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a 3-fold symmet ry  axis in the molecule, which brings it into a configura- 
tion totally indistinguishable from tha t  which it had before the sym- 
met ry  operation was performed. The invariance follows from the fact that,  
for example, the potential  energy is assumed to depend only on the dis- 
placements of atoms from their equilibrium posititions, i. e., on inter- 
nuclear distances, and these are not altered by  a symmet ry  trans- 
formation. The set of symmet ry  operations having this common proper ty  
is always found to form a group, in the mathemat ical  sense (i. e., the 
product of two or more operations is equivalent to some operation in the 
set, the set contains an identi ty operation, every operation of the set has 
an inverse which is also in the set, and the associative law of multiplica- 
tion holds between members  of the set). Furthermore, the set of matrices 
which give the analytical transformations corresponding to the physical 
operations forms a group isomorphic with tha t  of the symmet ry  opera- 
tions, i. e., a one-to-one correspondence can be made between elements 
of the two groups such tha t  the product of two elements in one group 
corresponds to tha t  in the other. For instance, a 2~- fo ld  rotation axis 
parallel to the z axis will t ransform the coordinates x, y, z of an a tom into 
coordinates x', y ' ,  z', where 
x ' =  x cos ~ + y sin ~o 
y ' =  - -  x sin q~ + y cos ~0 (25) 
~P~ Z 
The matr ix  of this t ransformation is 
sin g~ cos q~ 0 
0 0 1 
(26) 
and analogous matrices exist for the other symmet ry  operations. Such a 
set of matrices is known as a representation of the group. Usually not 
only are these matrices isomorphic with the group of physical operations 
but  component sub-matrices of these matrices also have this property.  
Sets of the smallest possible non-equivalent sub-matrices of such a 
representation are known as irreducible representations of the group. I t  
turns out tha t  an irreducible representation is adequately characterized 
for our purposes by  giving only the sum of the terms along the principal 
diagonal instead of the complete matr ix  for each symmet ry  element. 
Such a sum is known as the character of the matrix,  and its util i ty lies in 
the fact tha t  for a given type of symmet ry  transformation its value is 
independent of the coordinate system used. Character tables, giving the 
characters of all of the irreducible representations, have been worked out 
for the finite number  of point groups Isee, for example, WILSON, DEClVS, 
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and CRoss (2d5)], i.e., symmet ry  groups all of whose operations leave one 
point in space fixed. Since the groups for polymers are isomorphic with 
some of these point groups, we can make direct use of these character 
tables. 
Before discussing the use of such character tables, we will illustrate 
how the appropriate one is obtained for a given polymer structure. As an 
example, let us take a single planar zig-zag (infinitely long) polyethylene 
chain. The complete analysis requires us to use the true crystal structure, 
which contains two chains per unit cell [BuNN (26)1, but  it has been 
o" ($g) 




Fig. 2. Structure and symmetry elements for a planar zig-zag polyethylene chain. [ K g t ~ ,  LtANG, and 
SUTnER~SD U02)] 
shown [ToBIN (230); KRIMM, LIANG, and SUTHERLAND (102)] that  the 
single chain analysis satisfactorily predicts the main features of the 
spectrum. The relationship between these two approaches will be con- 
sidered in more detail later. 
First, it is necessary to define the structure. The structure of a planar 
z igzag  polyethylene chain is shown in Fig. 2, together with its syinmetry 
elements. These are: C s - -  a two-fold rotation axis, C~ - -  a two-fold 
screw axis, i - -  a center of inversion, c; - -  a mirror plane, and r - -  a glide 
plane. Not shown are the indenti ty operation, E, and the infinite number  
of translations by  multiples of the repeat  (or unit cell) distance along the 
chain axis. All of these symmet ry  operations, bu t  no others, leave the 
configuration of the molecule unchanged. 
Second, a multiphcation table for the factor group is written down. 
The space group formed by  the above symmet ry  elements is infinite, 
because of the translations. I f  we define the translations, which carry a 
point in one unit cell into the corresponding point in another unit cell, as 
equivalent to the identi ty operation, then the remaining symmet ry  
elements form a group known as the factor, or unit cell, group. The factor 
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group is a sub-group of the space group, and is always isomorphic with 
one of the 32 crystallographic point groups. Its significance lies in the fact 
that  only the factor group fundamentals may  be infrared or Raman 
active. Since factor group modes are by  definition ones which are sym- 
metric with respect to translation, this has the physical significance that  
only those fundamental frequencies can be active which correspond to 
simultaneously identical motions of equivalent atoms in all unit cells. 
Modes in which the phase of the motion varies with the translational coordi- 
nate cannot be active. The multiplication table for the group is obtained 
by  forming all of the possible products of two symmetry elements. The 









T a b l e  2. Multiplication Table/or Polyethylene Chain Factor Group 
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Third, the point group isomorphic with the factor group is determined, 
and its character table written down. By examination of a list of the 
various point groups and their symmetry elements [e. g., ]3HAGAVANTAM 
and VENKATARAYUDU (15), p. 124] it can be ascertained that  only point 
group D 2 h is isomorphic with the polyethylene chain factor group, i. e., 
a one-to-one correspondence can be made between the symmetry 
elements of the two groups such that  their multiplication tables are 
identical. The character table can be readily obtained [WILSON, DEClUS, 
and CROSS (245)], and it is reproduced in the upper left hand portion of 
Table 3. There a re  eight irreducible representations, usually called 
symmetry species, which in the present case consist of onefold matrices 
whose element is + 1 or --1 and therefore whose character is also + 1 or 
--1. The matrices are of this form because all of the normal modes are 
non-degenerate, and therefore since a symmetry operation performed on 
a normal coordinate must leave the potential energy unchanged, i. e., 
1 8,v 
V =  T,=11 ~'T as Q? = -~ ,=IZ 2i (R Qi) ~ (27) 
it  follows that  R Qk= :k Qk. The characters therefore describe the be- 
havior of a normal mode with respect to the various symmetry operations, 
i. e., whether it is symmetric or antisymmetric. Species are designated 
Fortschr. Hochpolym.-Forsch., Bd. 2 6 
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by  A or B according to whether they  are symmetric or ant isymmetric  
with respect to rotation axes, and by  g or u according to whether they are 
symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to the center of symmetry.  
Table 3. Character Table and Selection Rules [or Polyethylene Chain 
D s h  
A g  . . . . . . .  
B 2 e  . . . . . . .  
.B.~g . . . . . . .  
A u . . . . . . .  
B i t  * . . . . . . .  
B ~ .  u . . . .  . . . 
B3u . . . . . . .  
u~ 
~0 
4- 1 + 2 c o s ~ 0  . . 
Uid4- 1 + 2 cos q~) 
UR(s) 
[OR(s) - -  1] 
(~: 1 + 2 cos ~o). 
UR(s--v) 
[U~(s--v)] 
(1 :k 2cosg) 9 9 
E C,(~) 
1 
1 - - 1  
1 
1 1 
1 - - 1  
1 - - 1  
6 0 
C,(y) q(x)  I 
1 1 
- - 1  1 
1 
1 
- -1  




1 - - 1  m 
- ,  - ,  --1, - 1  
- - 1  - - 1  1 11 
- -1  1 --11 
- -1  1 - - 1  




1 0 0 
3 o R  o. 
1 0 
3 T~ 0 
3 T v 0 











(~: I + 2  cos 9) .  
0 o 180 ~ 180 ~ 180 ~ 
3 - -1  - -1  - -1  





0 2 0 
1 - - I  1 
0 2 0 
0 - - 2  0 
2 2 2 
180 ~ 
- - 3  
0 




1 - - 1  
2 0 








- - 2  









Having the character table, we will now show how to determine the 
number  of modes associated with each symmet ry  species and their 
activity. We will quote the relevant formulae [BHAGAVANTAM and 
VENKATARAYUDU (15)] and apply  them to the example of the poly- 
ethylene chain. The total  number  of normal modes (including trans- 
lations and rotations) under a given species is given by  
1 
n~ = ~ - ~  U•(• 1 + 2 cos 9~2~) gi(R) (28) 
where N is the order of the group; U~ is the number  of atoms tha t  remain 
invariant  under the symmet ry  operation R, recalling tha t  a translation 
is equivalent to the identi ty operation; the plus or minus sign is to be 
used according as R is a pure rotation through ~0 or a rotation through ~0 
followed by  a reflection in a plane perpendicular to the axis; Zi (R) is the 
character of the symmet ry  element in the i th species; and the summation 
extends over all of the symmet ry  elements. These various quantities are 
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under n i. For example: 
I 
na, = ~ [(18) (1) + (0) (1) + (--2) (1) + (0) (1) + (0) (1) + (2) (1) + (0) (1) + 
+ (6) (1) ] = 3  
1 
nB, o= g [(18) (1) + (0) (1) + (--2) (--1) + (0) (--1) + (0) (1) + (2) (1) + 
+ (0) (--1) -1- (6) (--1)] = 2 .  
The total number of pure translations under a given species is given by  
n i ( T  ) = 1 ~-  ~ (=k 1 + 2 cos q~R) Zi (R) (29) 
where the symbols have the same meaning as before. By  applying this 
formula to the quantities tabulated in Table 3 we get the results in the 
column under T. The coordinate axis along which the translation occurs 
is then clear from the symmetry of the species. 
The difference between n~ and n~ (T) represents the number of internal 
vibrational modes (except for rotations, one of which is possible in an 
infinite isolated chain, viz., tha t  about the axis). I t  is possible, however, 
to subdivide these 3p - -  4 internal modes of a linear chain (where p is the 
number of atoms in the repeat unit) into various categories. If we can 
meaningfully divide the p atoms in the repeat unit into groups such that  
the forces between groups are generally small compared to the forces 
between atoms within a single group, then it is possible to determine the 
number of translatory and rota tory types of oscillations in which the 
groups move as units with respect to each other. For example, in the 
polyethylene chain the CH 2 unit qualifies as such a group, If Ua (s) is the 
number of such groups that  remain invariant for the symmetry opera- 
tion R, then the number of translatory type oscillations of these groups 
with respect to each other is given by  
~,(T') i S  = N n [U/~(s) - -  1] (:t: 1 + 2 cos qgR) Zi(R) (30) 
and the number of rotatory type oscillations is given by 
1 
n, (R') = N-~n  [UR(s - -  v)J (1 4- 2 cos ~0n) Z, (R) (31) 
In the last equation, v represents the number of groups which consist of a 
single atom only, so that  we are only concerned with the s -  v groups 
that  are made up of more than one atom; UR(s - -  v) is the number of such 
groups which remain invariant under the operation R. Applying these 
results to the polyethylene chain, we get the numbers in the columns 
under T'  and R' (note that  v = 0 for our case). One of the T'  modes is the 
rotation about the chain axis. The remaining modes must be the internal 
6* 
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oscillations within the group, and these are given (by subtraction) in the 
column under n~. 
We have therefore been able to determine the distribution of the 
normal vibrations among the various symmetry species. Because of the 
small number often associated with each species, and because the 
characters give us the behavior with respect to the symmetry operations, 
it is usually quite easy to determine by  inspection the general nature of 
the vibrations. Strictly speaking, we will be able to deduce in this way 
possible symmetry coordinates rather than the normal coordinates. Only 
if a species contains one mode will the two be tile same. Otherwise the 
true normal coordinates in a given species will consist of combinations of 
the symmetry coordinates of that  species, the coefficients depending on 
the force constants. Nevertheless, the symmetry coordinates represent a 
significant insight into the vibrations of the chain, and in fact are usually 
fairly close to the true normal coordinates. A set of such modes for the 
polyethylene chain is shown in Fig. 3. 
We consider next the activity of the fundamentals. Modes under a 
given species can be infrared active only if the quant i ty  
1 1 
n,(M) =~-2.~ (:[: I +  2 cos q0R) x,(R) (32) 
is different from zero. We see that  this equation is the same as that ,  (29), 
which gives the translations, so that  possible activity in the infrared has 
already been determined. The reason for this is that  we are interested 
here in the transformation properties of the dipole moment, which 
transforms like a vector just as does a translation. In fact the polarization 
properties of infrared active modes in a given species will be the same as 
the translation direction associated with that  species. Activity in the 
Raman spectrum is determined by  the transformation properties of the 
polarizability, which is a tensor. In this case, modes under a given species 
can be Raman active if the quanti ty 
n, (c~) = 1 ~  2 cos qg~ (:t: 1 + 2 cos q~) Zi (R) (33) 
is different from zero. The results obtained for a polyethylene chain are 
listed in Table 3 in the column under IR and R, where fmeans  forbidden, 
a means active, and P and D signify polarized and depolarized Raman 
lines respectively. Of course, these results provide only a necessary, not a 
sufficient, condition for the appearance of a band in absorption or 
scattering, since the intensity is determined by  additional factors. 
The preceding discussion has been concerned with the properties of 
fundamental frequencies. Bands of significant intensity which are due to 
combinations and overtones do appear, however, in polymer spectra, and 
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v+ (o)(Ag) Xw (B~g) vs (Ag) 
Fy (Bsu,) yw (B3u.) vs (Bzu,) 
+ 
v+ (~') (B,g) Zr (B3~) v,z (B3~) 
+ + 
T= (B3~) ,vr (Bt~) ~,~ (Bt~1 
,~x (B3g) y~ (B~.g) d (Ag) 
+ + -- __ 
Fig. 3. S~aumetru modes of a single poiyeth~.lene chain. [KRtMM, LIANO, and SI3TItERLAND (102)] 
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their identification is often an important  part  of tile analysis, particular- 
ly since it helps establish the assignments of the fundamentals. The rule 
for determining the activity of non-degenerate combinations and over- 
tones of factor group fundamentals is simple [for the overtones of 
degenerate vibrations see, e.g. ,  MEISTER, CLEVELAND, and MURRAY 
(129)1: multiply the characters of the irreducible representations of the 
species involved; the species of the resultant representation gives the 
activity of the combination or overtone. For example, in the case of the 
polyethylene chain all overtones belong to the A g species and are there- 
fore infrared inactive; the combination between a B3g and an A ,  belongs 
to the B3, representation, and is therefore infrared active. The theory 
indicates, however, that  not only can such factor group combinations be 
active, but  combinations and overtones of non-factor group modes can 
also be active, in distinction to the fundamentals [WINSTON and HAL- 
VORD (246)]. The only requirement in the latter case is tha t  the combined 
representation should be totally symmetric with respect to the trans- 
lations. The consequence of this condition is that  many  more binary 
combinations are permitted than would be allowed by  the factor group 
analysis. Actually, no such combinations have been unambiguously 
identified in polymer spectra, and in fact it appears that  almost all of the 
bands observed for polyethylene can be interpreted in terms of factor 
group fundamentals [NIELSEN and WOOLLETT (160)]. We will therefore 
assume that  the major number of combination bands are to be inter- 
preted in terms of factor group fundamentals. 
We wish now to comment on the relationship between the analysis 
based on a single chain, i. e., on the one-dimensional space group, and the 
complete one based on the three-dimensional crystal structure. If the 
unit cell contains only one chain, the one-dimensional analysis gives the 
correct selection rules. If there are two, or more, chains per unit cell, then 
two kinds of differences can occur. Internal group motions which were 
inactive for a single chain can be allowed in the crystal. This is true of the 
CH~ twisting mode in polyethylene [KRIMM, LIANG, and SUTHERLAND 
(102)1. More important,  if interactions between molecules [the Vj~ term 
in equation (20)] are important, the polarization properties deduced from 
the single chain analysis may  be incomplete. In crystalline polyethylene, 
for example, modes which the single chain analysis indicates are polarized 
perpendicular to the chain axis not only have this characteristic but  are 
polarized specifically along one or other of the crystallographic axes 
perpendicular to the chain direction [KRIMM (93) ]. Polyethylene is the only 
polymer forwhicll such interactions have been unambiguously demonstrat- 
ed, so that  in general the single chain analysis should be satisfactory. 
In summary, a symmetry analysis of a polymer permits a classification 
of t he  normal modes which can be helpful in identifying them. For 
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example, for polyethylene we know from Table 3 that  there is a single B3, 
infrared active mode which can be identified by its polarization parallel 
to the chain (x) axis. Unfortunately, symmetry analysis is useful in direct 
proportion to the degree of symmetry of the molecule, and most polymer 
molecules have relatively little symmetry, even in the crystalline state.  
In addition, a significant portion of most polymers is amorphous, and we 
might expect that  no selection rules would exist in this case. Actually, 
because of the general validity of group frequencies, it is often possible to 
analyze to a good approximation the vibrational modes of portions of a 
molecule in terms of the local symmetry. Thus, tile benzene ring modes 
in polystyrene can be classified and successfully analyzed on the basis of 
an assumed monosubstituted benzeiae ring of symmetry C~v [LIANG and 
KRIM.~I (114)]. The same is true of the phenyl group modes in poly- 
ethylene terephthalate [LIANG and KRIMM (175)~. This means that  
symmetry arguments can generally be applied to the preliminary ana- 
lysis of the spectrum expected from a polymer. Since these arguments in 
turn rest on the structure of the polymer, assumed or known, the agree- 
ment between the predicted and observed spectrum is one means of 
obtaining information on the polymer structure. 
2. Normal Vibration Analysis 
A more detailed and complete understanding of the structure and 
potential function of a molecule requires that  we be able to predict 
correctly the numerical values of its normal vibrational frequencies. 
These are determined by the kind of theoretical analysis outlined in 
Section I. 1., which we have seen invokes knowledge of the mass distri- 
bution and force field of the molecule. If we can show that  the experi- 
mentally observed bands correspond not only qualitatively but  also 
quantitatively to those predicted, we have a secure basis for claiming 
detailed knowledge about a molecule. 
Such normal vibration analyses have been applied to the spectra of 
macromolecules to only a limited extent. In the first place, the only struc- 
ture which has been analyzed in detail is that  of the planar zig-zag chain 
of CH~ groups, i. e., polyethylene. Neither substituted planar zig-zag chains 
nor the helical chain structures characteristic of many polymers [BuNI~ and 
HOLMES (28)] have been submitted to such a theoretical analysis. In the 
second place, even for the case of polyethylene the answers are not in all 
instances unambiguous. Different assumptions as to the nature of the 
force field, and lack of knowledge of some of the force constants, has led 
to varying predictions of band positions in the observed spectrum. For 
the identification of certain modes, viz., those which retain the character- 
istics of separable group frequencies, such an analysis is not of primary 
importance, but  for knowledge of skeletal frequencies and of interactions 
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between different vibrations a normal vibration analysis is vital. We will 
discuss briefly the results of this kind of analysis for the polyethylene 
chain. 
Two approaches have been taken in computing the normal vibration 
frequencies of polyethylene. One has been concerned only with the 
skeletal vibrations of the zig-zag chain, both finite and infinite [BARTHO- 
L O ~  and TELLER, (11); KASSEL (84) ; KIRKWOOD (Q1) ; PITZER (17d) ; 
PARODI (166) ; AHONEN (3) ; BARRIOL and CPIAPELLE (Q) ; MIZUSHIMA and 
SIMANOUTI (138); BROW~, SHEPPARD, and SIMPSON (22)" LIANG, 
SUTHERLAND, and KRIMM (118); LIANG, KRIMM, and SUTHERLAND (117), 
THEIMER (226)] ; tha t  is, the CH 2 group is considered to be a point mass. 
In the other approach an a t tempt  has been made to compute all of the 
normal vibrations, hydrogen as well as skeletal [WHITCOMB, NIELSEN, 
and THOMAS (240); STEPANOV (209); SIMANOUTI (19Q); SIMANOUTI and 
MIZUSHIMA (200); KELLNER (87); BARROW (10); PRIMAS and Gf31'~THARD 
(179, 180) ; PERSON and PIMENTEL (768) ; THEIMER (227)]. The results of 
the latter calculations will be discussed in more detail when we discuss the 
spectrum of polyethylene (Section IV. A.). At present we will consider 
the problem of the skeletal frequencies of the planar zig-zag chain, since 
the results are of more general applicability to other high polymers. 
The most satisfactory treatment of this problem seems to be that  origin- 
ated by  KIRKWOOD [KIRKWOOD (9I)], and later applied more specifically 
to the infinite polymer chain ~LIANG, SUTHERLAND, and KRIMM (118); 
LIANG, KRIMM, and SUTHERLANI) (117) ]. In this t reatment the CH 2 groups 
are replaced by  point masses, arranged in a planar zig-zag configuration 
with tetrahedral angle between the neighboring bonds. In this approxi- 
mation, interactions between the skeletal vibrations and CH 2 defor- 
mation vibrations are neglected, although such interaction does exist 
with the CH 2 wagging mode [PRIMAS and GUNTHARD (180); THEIMER 
(227)], but  this does not seem to affect the frequencies seriously. With a 
valence force field, the potential contains terms involving the stretching 
of the C--C bond and the bending of the CCC angle. When the equations 
of motion of the n th element are set up, as described in Section I. 1., the 
secular equation has solutions given by  
~_* = ~o ~ ( ~  - -  )l~)'/~ (34) 
where 
( ) ( '  ) k~ 1 2 G (1 + cos ~0) 1 + - f  cos ' ~ 0 = ~  - 1 - - T c ~  + - G -  
~ _  8ho k~ (1 + cos 9) s in~ ~ 
m 2 
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In  these equations, m is the mass of an element (a CH~ group), k c is the 
force constant for stretching of a C--C bond, k s is the force constant for 
bending of the CCC angle, and 9 is the phase difference between the 
motions of adjacent elements of the chain. Since we are interested only in 
the factor group modes, i.e., those in which the vibrations of correspond- 
ing elements in neighboring unit cells are in phase, we require that  
2~r 
r = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  q -  1 (38) 9 - -  q 
where q is the number  of elements in the unit cell. For a planar zlg-zag 
chain q = 2, and therefore the only potentially active modes are those 
for which ~ = 0 and 9 = ~. Studies on small hydrocarbons EAI-IONEN (3) ; 
RASMUSSEN (]84)1 suggest that  reasonable values for the force constants 
are k , ~  4.0 • 105 dynes/cm and k s =  0.38 • 105 dynes/cm. With these 
values we find from equations (33)--(36) that  
v+(0)=  1065cm -1 and v+(z~)= 1135cm -1 
~I'hese values differ slightly from those previously given by  LIANG, KRIMM, 
and SOTI-IERLAND (777). 1 These modes, which are shown in Fig. 3 (of 
symmet ry  species A g and Blg respectively), are expected to be Raman  
active and infrared inactive (see Table 3), although weak activi ty in the 
infrared m a y  result from boundary effects EKELLNER (87); THEIMER, 
(226)]. I t  is interesting to note that  the Raman  spectrum of polyethylene 
(as well as that  of hydrocarbons) exhibits moderately strong bands at 
1061 cm -1 and 1131 cm -1, in good agreement with the predicted values. 
Earlier assignments [MIZUSHIMA and SIMANOUTI (]38); BROWN, SHEP- 
PARD, and SIMPSON (22); KELLNER (87); BARROW (70); PERSON and 
PIMENTEL (168)1 of one of the sleketal modes to a band at about 890 cm -1 
do not seem to be tenable. This band is most  likely a CH 3 mode, as 
indicated b y  its shift on deuteration in the infrared spectra of n-octane 
EPIMENTEL and KLEMPERER (172)] and higher paraffins [KRIMM, LIANG, 
and SUTHERLAN# (102)1 , and its decrease in intensity in the Raman  
spectrum with increase in chain length [NIELSEN and WOOLLETT (160)1. 
In cases where q = 4, e. g., when the positions of substituents on the 
chain increase the true identi ty period to four elements, we can show that  
two other skeletal modes can become potentially active. This of course 
assumes that  the substituents can be neglected and the previous treat-  
ment  used, an unlikely assumption. Nevertheless the results may  serve 
as crude guides to the location of other possible skeletal frequencies for 
such polymers. Application of equations (34)--(37) shows tha t  these 
modes are expected at  
v + ~ -  = 9 8 3 c m  -~ and v_ = 4 3 0 c m  -~. 
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In  addition, an out-of-plane skeletal mode can be active whose frequency 
is given by  [PITZER (174)] 
= - ~  (4 - -  2 cos 9 - -  4 cos 2 9 + 2 cos 3 ~v) (39) 
where k 3 is the force constant for rotation about the C--C bond. The value 
of this force constant is not well known, but  on the assumption tha t  
ks~ 0.02 • 10 ~ dynes/cm [THEIMER (226)] we find from equation (38) that  
This frequency m a y  well range up to about 200 cm -1 [LIANC, KRIMM, and 
SUTHERLAND (7]7)]. I t  should be noted that  v+ ~- , v_ ~ , and ~ ~ are 
doubly degenerate, which arises from our taking two identical unit cells 
of the polyethylene chain for the repeat  unit. I f  the cells are distinguish- 
able this degeneracy is split. 
Summarizing, we m a y  say that  the normal vibration analysis 
permits a good understanding of the skeletal modes (and hydrogen modes, 
as we shall see later) of the polyethylene chain. Extension of such 
calculations to other polymers is needed. 
B. Experimental Methods of Analysis 
7. Far Infrared and Raman Spectra 
We have already remarked (Section I I .  1.) on the desirability of 
having spectral data  in the low frequency region, both  infrared and Ra- 
man. I t  is necessary here only to re-emphasize the point tha t  a complete 
spectral assignment is at best difficult in the absence of complete spectral 
data, and tha t  the region below about  650 cm -x contains a significant 
portion of the data  in the case of m a n y  polymers. Here are found bond- 
stretching vibrations which involve heavy  atoms (e. g., C--C1 stretching 
modes), and almost all of the deformation modes assiocated with atoms 
other than hydrogen, as well as skeletal deformation modes. In some 
cases, such as for example polytetrafluoroethylene [LIANG and KRIM~ 
(I ]1)], the major i ty  of the absorption bands in the infrared spectrum are 
located in this region. I t  is therefore clear tha t  a reliable interpretation 
of the complete vibrational spectrum cannot be achieved without the 
availabili ty of spectral data  in this region. In  many  cases infrared data  
alone will be adequate, but  in others this is not so. For example, a glance 
at  Table 3 will show tha t  in the case of polyethyIene some modes are 
infrared active and Raman  inactive while for others the reverse is true. 
This mutual  exclusion rule holds for all molecules possessing a center of 
symmetry ,  and it implies that  the infrared spectrum will provide infor- 
mation on only part  of the vibrational modes of the molecule. The ideal 
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situation would be to have both infrared and Raman data over the entire 
spectral range. Raman spectra of polymers are often difficult to obtain, 
although some of these difficulties are beginning to be surmounted 
tTOBIN (231)]. I t  is to be hoped that  future studies of high polymer 
spectra will include more experimental data at low frequencies than has 
been the case in the past. 
2. Deuteration Studies 
Normal vibration calculations, if based on a correct structure and 
correct potential field, would supposedly permit a unique correlation to 
be made between predicted and observed absorption bands. In most 
cases this ideal situation is far from being achieved in the study of high 
polymer spectra. More usually the structure and force field are to some 
extent  unknown, or normal mode calculations are not available, so that  
other methods must be used in order to establish the origin of bands in 
the spectrum. Even if complete calculations were available it would be 
desirable to check their predictions by means other than a comparison 
of observed and predicted frequency values. One method of doing so is 
by  studying isotopically substituted molecules, and the most useful case 
is that  in which deuterium is substituted for hydrogen. 
When such an isotopic substitution is made in a molecule, the forces 
between the atoms remain unchanged, only the masses of the hydrogen 
atoms changing in magnitude. The result is that  those normal modes 
which involve primarily the motions of hydrogen atoms will be lowered in 
frequency upon deuterium substitution. Since the force constants remain 
unaltered, the frequency will be lowered by  approximately ]/2, in no case 
by  more than this [HALvE~soN (74)]. Thus, observation of those bands 
which shift by the above ratio as a result of deuteration provides a means 
for identifying hydrogen modes. This can be especially important  when 
several bands of different origin occur in the same region of the spectrum 
and the group frequency approach is not adequate to identify the bands 
uniquely. Furthermore, if a molecule contains different kinds of hydrogen 
atoms (e. g., OH, CH 2, CH3), and it is possible to deuterate these selective- 
ly and individually, then a more detailed identification can be made. 
Since hydrogen atoms usually comprise a significant fraction of the total 
number of atoms in a polymer molecule, it is clear that  the isotopic sub- 
stitution technique provides information on a significant number of 
bands in the spectrum. Finally, in cases where interaction occurs between 
hydrogen modes and other modes, so that spectralbands have in fact a com- 
plex origin, such interaction will usually disappear upon deuterium sub- 
stitution, thus indicating its presence in the original molecule. This is true of 
both intramolecular interactions [KRIMM, LIANG, and SUTHERLAND (103)] 
and intermolecular interactions [KRIMM, LIAIqG, and SUTHERLAI~D (102)]. 
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Although deuteration is a technique of maior  importance in labeling 
hydrogen modes in the spectrum, it would be of even greater value if it 
made possible the assignment of particular types of vibrations. Tha t  is, 
we would like not only to use the disappearance of a band on deuteration 
as an indication of its origin in some hydrogen mode, but  to use the 
magnitude of its shift in order to specify the kind of vibration involved 
(for example, symmetric  stretching, bending, etc. in the case of a CH 2 
group). The only exact rule which applies to such cases, viz., the Teller- 
Redlich product rule ~HERZBERG (76)] unfortunately holds only for 
the product of all frequencies in a symmet ry  species. Since polymer 
molecules usually exhibit low symmetry,  and therefore each symmet ry  
species contains m a n y  frequencies, this rule is not very helpful. What  
would be desirable is a rule, even an approximate  one, which applies to 
individual frequencies. We indicate below the derivation of a simple 
approximate  rule of this nature which seems to apply quite well to the 
case of hydrogen-deuterium substitution ~t{RIMM (97)3. I ts  form seems 
to be equivalent, though simpler, than one proposed by  EDGELL (50). 
I t  can be shown [TELLER (225), p. 124ff.; BERNSTEIN (14)1 tha t  the 
differential frequency shift on isotopic substitution is given by  
d ]tk __ ~ d T ~  
(40) 
2r 
where 2 ~ ---- 4 ~%o~, T = ~ m j ~  = total  kinetic energy associated with 
the kth vibration, and ~ d  T~ ~ ~drni ( t~  is the differential change in kinetic 
energy associated with the substi tuted atoms. I f  only one kind of a tom 
is substituted, viz., hydrogen in the present case, then equation (40) pro- 
vides an exact expression for the derivative of ,t~ with respect to m~: 
d ~ _ __ 20 . , (41) 
d m ~  T " 
If  it were possible to find a general expression for 2k as a function of m i, 
then equation (41) might  be used to obtain the finite change in frequency 
for the k th mode, A ~t k, associated with a finite change in mass, A mi. No  
exact expression exists which is valid for all 2e (m~), but  an examination of 
the general equations for the frequencies of small molecules ~HERZBERG 
(76)] reveals tha t  a relationship of the form 
: a 2  (42) 
where a~ and a~. are constants is satisfied in most cases to a very good 
approximation. I f  we consider cases in which the symmet ry  of the mole- 
cule (or group) is not changed by  isotopic substitution, we expect this 
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equation to be valid for the isotopic molecule to the same approximation. 
Utilizing equation (42), it is possible to show that  
A m, -- m,--m ~ -- q \-d~m~/ (43) 
where p = mdrn~ is the ratio of the isotopic to the normal mass (Q ---- 2 in 
the present ease). By substituting (41) in (43) one finds that  
~ - -  1 q T ( 4 4 )  
where ~V'A T i = ~ 'A  r n ~  is the change in kinetic energy which results 
i i 
from the replacement of hydrogen by  deuterium, the amplitude of motion 
being that  in the original molecule. The ratio of the zero-order frequencies 
is of course given by  the square root of equation (44). (The zero-order 
frequencies differ from the observed fundamental frequencies by the 
anharmonicity constants [HERZBERG (76)]. In some cases these diffe- 
rences are significantly large.) 
In order to apply equation (44) to a specific vibration in a given 
molecule it is necessary to know the relative amplitudes of motion of the 
atoms, i. e., it is necessary to know the normal coordinate. Since in most 
cases this is not known, it would seem difficult to make use of this isotope 
rule. In many cases, however, the normal coordinate is quite closely 
approximated by  a suitably chosen symmetry coordinate. Since the 
latter is usually determined quite readily, and since the frequencies are 
stationary with respect to small changes in the normal coordinates 
[BERNSTEIN (14)], it can be expected that  equation (44) will apply to a 
good approximation. This of course depends on the chosen symmetry 
coordinate being reasonably close to the actual normal coordinate. 
Some examples of the application of equation (44) are shown in 
Table 4. Two small molecules, H20 and NH 3, and several small hydrogen- 
containing groups which occur in polymer molecules, CH, CH2, and CH3, 
are considered. In all cases (except the CH bend) the symmetry co- 
ordinate used was of the typical valence force field type (in the case of the 
CH bend the coordinate used was a superposition of two coordinates 
chosen so as to give agreement with the CHCI~ frequency). For  example, 
the coordinates used for H20 and CH~ were those shown in Fig. 1, in 
which atoms move along and perpendicular to bonds. The same was true 
for NH 3, CH 3, and CH (the CH stretch corresponds to the symmetric 
stretching coordinate for H~O, viz., %). The relative amplitudes of motion 
of the atoms in the molecule or group are readily determined by  applying 
the condition of conservation of momentum to the vibration (this may  
not be strictly true for the group modes, but  it appears not to be a bad 
approximation). The validity of the rule given by  equation (44) can be 
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seen in the excellent agreement between observed and predicted isotopic 
frequency ratios for the zero-order frequencies of v~, v2, and v~ of H20 and 
NHz. In all of these eases the symmetry coordinate is a good approxi- 
mation to the actual normal coordinate (which is quite well known for 
these molecules). In the case of ~4 of NH 3 the simple symmetry coordinate 
itself does not approximate the true normal coordinate, and the slight 
discrepancy between observed and calculated ratios reflects this. Choice 
of the true normal coordinate in this case again results in excellent 
agreement. I t  will be noted that  the ratios of the fundamental frequen- 
cies do not give as good agreement as those of the zero-order frequencies. 
This is to be expected, since the former include anharmonicity terms, 
which can often be large. Despite this, even the fundamental frequencies 
Table 4. Application of Approximate Isotope Rule [Equation (4l)]  











~ . . . / X  
..--C~,. H 
- ~ . . f X  
C 
t "  " ' D  
 ode (+'L0 
Fundamentals 
vx: sym. stretch 1.384 1.3691 --1.1~o 
v~: sym. bend 1.365 1.353 - -0 .9  
v3: asym.  stretch 1.365 1,348 ~ 1 . 2  
vl: sym. stretch 1.395 1.3791 - -1 ,1  
v2: sym. bend 1,317 1.270 - -3 .6  
Va: asyrn, s t retch 1.359 1.350 - -0 .7  
v4: asym.  bend 1,403 1.367 - -2 .6  
sym. s tretch 1.379 1.3722 - -0 .5  
asym. s t re tch 1,349 1.342 - -0 .5  
bend 1.349 1.341 - -0 .6  
rock 1.379 1.384 + 0 .4  
wag 1,323 
twist  1.414 
sym,  stretch 1.398 1.3723 - -1 .9  
asym. s t re tch 1.349 1,330 - -1 .4  
sym. bend 1.300 1.318 + 1 . 4  
asym.  bend 1.403 1.375 - -2 .0  
rock 1.292 1.310 + 1 . 4  
CH stretch:  r ex=  15 
m ~ =  35.5 1.340 a 0.0 
r ex=  80 1.3405 - -1 .1  
CH bend: m x =  15 
rex=35.5 1.3394 + 1 . 3  
rex= 80 1.362 ~ + 2 . 6  
1 DENNISON (49) 
KRIMM, LIANG, and  SUTHERLAND (102) (Paraffins) 
a KING, MILLS, and CRAWFORD (90) (CHaCI, CDaC1) 
4 ZmTLOW, CLEVELAND, and MEISTER (253) (CHC1 a, CDC13) 
MINSTER, ROSSER, and CLEVELAND {137) (CHBr a, CDBrs) 
Zero-order freq. 
1,387 ~ + 0 . 2 %  
1,368 + 0 . 2  
1.363 - 0 . 2  
1,4001 +0 .4  
1.313 - -0 .3  
1.357 - -0 .1  






- -0 .7  
+ 0 . 1  
-]-1.9 
- - 0 . 9  
+ 2 . 2  
1.3344 - -0 .4  
1,3445 - -0 .8  
1.322 a 0.0 
1.3582 -}-2.3 
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give moderately good agreement with the predicted ratios: the average 
deviation has a magnitude of 1.2 %. In addition, the observed ratios for 
the fundamental frequencies order themselves exactly as do the predicted 
ratios. I t  is probable that  if this isotope rule has utility, it will not be so 
much in the reproduction of the quoted magnitude of the isotopic 
frequency ratio for a given mode as in providing, through examination 
of such ratios for all bands involved, another cogent standard against 
which to measure a set of assignments. Some modes, such as the CH bend, 
seem to depend strongly on the local environment, so it may  not be 
possible to use the quoted ratios for tiffs case as confidently as in the 
other cases. The proper value for v4 of NH 3 (and CD~) is closer to 1.38 
than to the 1.403 quoted in the table. Despite these limitations, the 
approximate isotopic frequency rule represented by equation (44) should 
significantly expand the util i ty of the technique of isotopic substitution 
in facilitating the assignment of hydrogen modes in the spectra of 
polymers. 
3. Polarized Radiation Studies 
We noted earlier (Section I. 1.) tha t  the intensity of an absorption 
band is proportional to the square of the changing dipole moment in the 
molecule (i. e., transition moment) during the corresponding normal 
vibration. The intensity also depends upon the direction that  the electric 
vector in the incident radiation makes with the transition moment. In 
particular, the intensity is proportional to the square of the scalar 
product of the transition moment and electric field vectors. This implies, 
for example, that  if the electric field vector is perpendicular to the tran- 
sition moment vector no absorption will occur. This fundamental relation- 
ship is the basis for the utilization of polarized infrared radiation as a 
powerful tool in the study of the spectra and structure of oriented poly- 
mers. We consider below some aspects of  this technique. 
In cases where the polymer chain (or crystal structure) exhibits 
symmetry, a qualitative knowledge of the polarization properties of an 
absorption band serves to associate the band with certain of the sym- 
metry  species, and therefore with certain of the normal modes of the 
molecule. Usually this does not uniquely define the mode, since several 
modes may belong to the same species, but  in conjunction with other data 
it  can help to narrow down the possibilities. In other cases it might 
unambiguously specify the normal mode. For example, as can be seen 
from Table 3 and Fig. 3, the B3~ CH~ wagging mode of a single planar 
zig-zag polyethylene chain is the only mode whose transition moment is 
parallel to the chain axis, and thus the identification of such a a band in 
the spectrum which is associated with the planar zig-zag chain con- 
figuration would serve to assign this mode. Even in the case of the two 
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bands which are predicted for crystalline polyethylene [KRIMM, LIANG, 
and SUTI-IERLAND (702)], the polarization data  serve to pick these B3u 
modes out of the spectrum; other considerations would then make it 
possible to distinguish between them. In  this particular case, ~ bands 
could be detected if the sample were stretched (uniaxial orientation) or 
roiled (double orientation). Also the presence of disordered crystallites 
would not affect the result: the magnitude of the dichroic ratio would be 
altered by  the presence of randomly oriented transition moments,  but  
not the qualitative ~ characteristic of the Bau bands. (We are assuming 
tha t  experimental errors associated with the measurement  of dichroic 
ratios, such as those discussed in Section I I .  2 ,  are corrected for.) The 
same is true of a bands, except in the special case of a doubly oriented 
specimen in which the transition moment  is parallel to the incident 
radiation: in this case the band would exhibit essentially no dichroism. 
Another way in which polarized infrared studies can assist in the 
assignment of bands occurs when we are dealing with normal modes 
whose transition moments  are mutual ly  perpendicular. This character- 
istic would be true, for example, of the simple symmetric  stretching, 
asymmetric  stretching, and wagging modes of the CH 2 group. For a 
sample with uniaxial orientation, the dichroie ratio for a mode whose 
transition moment  makes an angle of 0 with the fiber axis is given by  
[F~ASER (58)] 
R0= 2 cot~0 (45) 
Thus, a band will show ~, a, or no dichroism (u) depending in whether 0 is 
less than, greater than or equal to 54 ~ 44'. Although for three modes there 
are 10 possible combinations of 7~, a, and u, it can be shown [LIAI~G and 
KRIMM (113)] tha t  if the transition moments  are mutual ly  perpendicular 
then only four combinations are permit ted:  a a ~ ,  ~ a ,  ~ a u ,  and u u u .  
Thus, for example, if the dichroism of.the two CH~ stretching modes were 
known, tha t  of the wagging mode would be determined. This knowledge 
could be of importance in assigning the lat ter  since the band associated 
witll it might  occur in a region of complex absorption, so tha t  a group 
frequency criterion alone would not be adequate. 
In  the above instances the qualitative polarization characteristics of a 
band served to provide information of importance in making assignments. 
I f  we make use of the quanti tat ive aspects of the dichroic ratios of 
absorption bands then we can in addition obtain structural information 
about the polymer. In  particular, it becomes possible to determine in 
m a n y  cases the direction which transition moments  make with the fiber 
axis, which is often significant in establishing structural  parameters.  I t  
must  be noted that  transition moment  directions do not by  themselves 
always serve to specify the orientation of chemical groups. In  cases where 
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the group has symmetry, such as CHz, it is to be expected (and experi- 
mental data bear this out) tha t  the transition moments of the normal 
modes will be along or perpendicular to the symmetry element, in this 
case a two-fold rotation axis. However, where no such symmetry exists the 
transition moment direction for a normal mode is not necessarily deter- 
mined by simple considerations of the nature of the vibration, but  in fact 
usually requires detailed knowledge of the nature of the normal mode 
and of the importance of such factors as induced dipoles ~HALFORD (73)] 
and orbital following [CouLsoN (41)]. A good example of such a situation 
is the problem of the transition moment directions of the normal modes 
of the amide group. Both experimental studies of single crystals contain- 
ing this group [BAMFORD, ELLIOTT, and HANBY (8), p. 184] and theoreti- 
cal calculations of its normal modes E~{IYAZAWA, SHIMANOUCHI, and 
MIZI:SHI~IA (136)1 indicate, for example, that  the transition moment 
direction for the so-called CO stretching vibration makes an angle of 
about 20 ~ with the CO bond. I t  is therefore often necessary to exercise 
caution in the correlation of transition moment directions with bond 
directions, yet  knowledge of the former is usually of significant help in 
answering certain structural questions. 
In considering quantitative aspects of polarization studies we will 
restrict ourselves to the case of the uniaxially oriented polymer. The 
primary question is: given information on the dichroic ratio of absorption 
bands, is it possible to deduce the orientation of the corresponding 
transition moments with respect to the polymer chain axis ? This is 
related to a second question : can we, from the infrared dichroism, deduce 
the distribution of chain (or crystallite) orientations ? The latter question 
is of importance since, when a specimen is stretched, the chains do not all 
become perfectly oriented in the stretching direction but assume a distri- 
bution of orientations about this direction. If the form of this distribution 
is known, then it is possible to relate the dichroic ratio to the transition 
moment orientation [BAMFORD, ]~LLIOTT, and HANBY (8), p. 181; 
FRASER (60)]. However, this distribution is usually not known in any 
detail. The inverse process of deducing the form of the distribution from 
the dichroic ratio measurements is in general not possible. This is because 
several different distributions of the molecular chains may nevertheless 
give rise to the same distribution of dipoles, and therefore to the same 
dichroic ratio. Some general conclusions about the nature of the distri- 
bution can often be obtained from the results of tilting an oriented 
specimen at various angles to the polarized beam [LIANG and KRIMM 
(1/2)], but  this does not provide adequate information. Another diffi- 
culty arises from the presence of randomly oriented material, which will 
alter the dichroic ratio from that  calculated by equation (45). In some 
cases, however, it is possible to obtain information on the orientation of 
Fortschr. Hochpolym.-Forsch., Bd. 2 7 
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transition moments  even though the chain distribution and the amount  
of randomly oriented material  are not known. 
I t  has been shown (BEER (12)~ tha t  under certain circumstances it is 
permissible to consider a polymer specimen as made up of a fraction, f ,  of 
fully oriented chains (i. e., with molecular axis exactly parallel with the 
fiber axis) and the remainder, 1 - - f ,  of randomly oriented chains. The 
necessary condition is satisfied by  axially oriented polymers, regardless 
of the specific nature of the distribution of chains. A convenient relation- 
ship between f,  the observed dichroic ratio R, and the dichroic ratio of 
perfectly oriented chains R0= 8~/~a is given as follows (FRASE R (59)]. In 
an axially oriented specimen the extinction coefficient in a given direction 
for the unoriented portion is simply related to e~ and e~ for the oriented 
portion. Since the total  extinction coefficient for the lat ter  is given by  
e~+ 2 e~, the extinction coefficient for the unoriented portion in a given 
direction is 
1 
e = ~ (e~ + 2 eo).  (46) 
Since 
R -- /~'~+ (1 - - / )  t ~ +  (1 - - / )  ~ (47) 
we find, by  substituting R o = e./e, and equation (46) into equation (47), 
tha t  
R :  1 -{- ~-(R 0 - 1 )  (1 + 2 f )  (48) 
1 + 89  o - 1 )  ( l - - t )  
Graphs have been given [BAMFORD, ELLIOTT, and HANBY (8)] which 
relate R a n d f  for different values of R 0. This relation does not permit  the 
determination of R 0 from R (since f is usually not known a priori), but  it 
has been shown [FRASER (67)] that  from the solution of equation (48) 
for f ,  viz., 
(R--  1) (Ro+ 27 (49) 
f = (R0-- 1) (R + 2) 
it is often possible to place significant limits on R0, and therefore on 0. 
For certain configurations of transition moments  it is possible to obtain 0 
uniquely EKRIMM (98)]. This occurs for certain cases of two mutual ly  
perpendicular transition moments,  a situation which frequently occurs in 
polymers (e. g., the symmetric  and asymmetric CH 2 stretching modes). 
If  two transition moments,  M 1 and M 2, are perpendicular to each other, 
and M 2 makes an angle w with the plane defined by  M: and the molecular 
chain axis, then the angle, 02, between M 2 and the chain axis is given by  
cos 03 = cos o0 sin 0 I, where 0: is the angle between M 1 and the chain axis. 
If  Rol is given by  equation (45), then 
4 COS 2 r 
R~ R O l +  2 sin~co " (50) 
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By substituting in equation (49), and assuming the same value of f for 
both  bands, we find tha t  
where 
cote01 = A - -  B (1 - - 3  coseeo) (51) 
2 A + B  
A =  ( R I + 2 )  (R e - - 1 )  
B = (Re+ 2) (R 1 -  1). 
Since A 
readily if eo is known (except for the case w -- r~/4). In general this may  
not be the case, but  for many  polymers co = 0 or w = 7t/2 is true, i. e., 
M e is either in the plane of M 1 and the chain axis, or it is perpendicular 
to this plane. In such cases 
A + 2 B  
cot s 01 -  2A + B  ' f o r o ~ = 0  (53) 
and 
(52) 
and B are experimentally determinable, 01 can be obtained 
A - - B  
cote 01-- 2A + B  ' f o r co - -  2 (54) 
In such instances no knowledge of the orientation distribution or of f is 
required to compute 0 a. Once 01 is obtained, f can be calculated from 
equation (49), and using this f the 0 values for other moments  can be 
obtained directly from the observed dichroic ratios. These relations 
demonstrate  the potentialities of polarized radiation studies in providing 
structural information on high polymers. 
I t  is important  to note that  in the preceding discussion we have 
assumed that  all of the transition moments  along the polymer chain 
associated with a given normal mode of a repeat unit are independent of 
each other. That  is, we have assumed an "oriented gas" of transition 
moments  along the chain, analogous to the assumption often made in the 
s tudy of the spectra of molecular crystals [PIMEZ~TEL, MCCLELLAN, 
PERSON, and SCnNEPP (173)]. This, of course, does not coincide with the 
factor group analysis (Section I I I .  A. 1.) of the modes of a linear chain, 
which stipulates infrared and Raman  activi ty only for those modes in 
which transition moments  in all unit cells are in phase. The factor group 
analysis, which is certainly more valid than the "oriented gas" approach, 
nevertheless leads to the same result as equation (45), and therefore those 
following, if we can assume that  the coupling between unit cells is weak 
[HIGG$ (77)]. This implies that  the motions of the atoms in a unit cell 
during a normal mode of the chain are essentially the same as they would 
be for an isolated unit cell. The various chain modes then differ only in 
the phase difference between the motions in neighbouring unit cells. 
A consequence of the weak interaction hypothesis is tha t  the normal 
7* 
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freqeuncies of all such modes are essentially independent of the phase 
difference, i. e., the ~ and ~ chain modes occur at  the same frequency, 
and as a result the dichroic ratio for a given kind of unit cell mode is also 
found to be given by  equation (45). In many  cases the assumption of weak 
coupling is not valid, as is evidenced by  the lack of coincidence of the 
frequencies of the ~ and ~ components of a band, and in some cases by  
the marked splitting in frequency of such components. This implies that  
the coupling is strong, viz., tha t  motions in one unit cell are significantly 
influenced by  similar motions in neighboring unit cells. Quanti tat ive 
predictions of dichroism become quite complex in such cases because the 
effect of mutual  induction can be to cause the transition moment  for the 
entire chain to be not simply related to the sum of the moments  of isolated 
unit cells. While this effect has been recognized in spectra of molecular 
crystals EHALFORI) (TS)l, it has as yet not been conclusively demonstrated 
in polymer spectra. There is every reason to believe that  it can occur, 
however, so tha t  it must  be kept in mind whenever a particular case 
is analyzed. I t  must  also be remembered tha t  interaction between 
chains in the crystalline regions of polymers can lead to additional 
splitting of frequencies. This will be particularly true of a bands, and 
must  also be considered when quanti tat ive measurements of dichroism 
are undertaken. 
4. Specimen Variation 
In analyzing the spectrum of a polymer we do not, of course, limit 
ourselves to the s tudy of a single specimen. We have already noted the 
significant information which can be obtained by  studying oriented 
samples as well as deuterated polymers, when possible. In this section we 
will consider briefly how the s tudy of other kinds of specimens adds to our 
knowledge of the origin of bands. 
Knowledge of characteristic group frequencies in large molecules, 
their location, intensity, variability, and so on, is of course enormously 
enhanced by  detailed studies on small model compounds. Studies of this 
kind have been going on for years, and the resulting correlations are well 
catalogued [BELLAMY (13) ; JONES and SANDORFY (82)]. The regularities 
which are observed in the spectra of small molecules can be important  
guides to the understanding of the complex spectra of high polymers, 
even if these regularities are only empirically established. The great 
advantage of studying small model compounds is that  often the spectra 
of these have been analyzed in detail, so that  inferences with respect to 
larger molecules can often be made from a secure base. Thus, detailed 
studies of the chlorine frequencies in the rotational isomers of 1,2 dichloro- 
ethane [MIzuSHIMA (137)], and extension of this concept to, as well as 
experimental  studies on, more complex chlorine-containing compounds 
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[MIzuSHIMA, SHIMANOUCHI, NAKAMURA, HAYASHI, and TSUCHIYA (739)], 
have furnished a significant basis for our understanding of the types of 
isomeric chain configurations which can exist in chlorine-containing high 
polymers. Studies of this type are dictated by the particular polymer 
under investigation. Sometimes the necessary information will be found 
in the literature; in other cases a careful study of such model compounds 
may have to be initiated in order to clarify certain aspects of the polymer 
spectrum. 
The natural extension of the above idea to the particular case of 
spectral assignments in polymers has, however, not yet been made with 
full force. This would involve the study of small molecules which contain 
not iust groups found in the polymer, but the basic repeating unit. That 
is, we should study molecules which consist of a few (or more) repeat units 
of the polymer in order that we may begin to understand the character- 
istic spectrum of the repeat unit as well as the spectral modifications 
which result from translation symmetry. Undoubtedly the best example 
of the use of this technique is the study of the spectra of n-paraffins as a 
means  of achieving a more detailed understanding of the spectrum of 
polyethylene. Yet beyond this example there is surprisingly little work 
on low molecular weight analogues to high polymers. It should be 
pointed out that one of the major values of studying such small molecules 
is the feasibility of doing polarized infrared work on single crystals, which 
can often be obtained. The importance of such studies is that the dichroic 
behavior of the bands can be studied in greater detail since the crystal is 
usually orientable at will in the beam. This is usually not the case for the 
crystallites of an oriented polymer: for example, in a uniaxially oriented 
specimen only the direction of one axis of the crystallite is defined, the 
other two being distributed at random about this direction. Since, as we 
have seen, polarization data on the bands are of great importance in 
making assignments, any technique which provides such data is of major 
significance. 
The study ol analogue compounds which can be crystallized is also of 
importance in connection with another prohlem in spectral analysis. The 
spectrum of a typical polymer is usually a superposition of contributions 
from crystalline and amorphous regions. As must be clear by now, these 
contributions must be separated if we are to achieve a complete analysis. 
Crystalline analogue compounds provide a means for identifying the 
crystalline contribution to the polymer spectrum most simply. In their 
absence it is still possible, of course, to separate the contributions of the 
two phases. This may be done a) by preparing different samples of the 
polymer under polymerization conditions which give rise to varying 
degrees of crystailinity (as determined, say, by x-ray diffraction), and 
observing which bands change intensity and in which direction; and b) by 
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preparing a completely amorphous specimen, either by melting the poly- 
mer or putting it in solution, and again making note of the intensity 
variation of the bands. (It might be noted that  there seems to be evidence 
[KIx, G, HAINXg, and McMAHoN (89)3 of an increase in erystallinity on 
lowering the temperature to 4 ~ K., but  no systematic studies of this kind 
have been undertaken.) The analogue compounds can in addition, how- 
ever, provide the means for a more detailed study of interactions which 
occur between molecules in the crystalline phase, an important  factor in 
understanding the spectrum of a polymer. In this connection a technique 
which has been used in the case of n-paraffins [I{RIMM, LIANG, and 
SUTHERLAND (102)~ might well be applied to polymers in general. 
A means of detecting the presence of inter-chain interactions is to s tudy 
the spectra of mixtures of normal and deuterated polymers. When, as in 
this case, a neighboring chain has different frequencies for comparable 
normal modes, any band splitting due to inter-chain interactions will 
disappear since the interaction between different frequencies is very 
much smaller. Such change in band contour thus qualitatively identifies 
the existence of an interaction. 
In particular instances special kinds of experiments will be called for, 
but  it should be clear that  the study of varied specimens and analogous 
compounds is an important means by which we can obtain information 
which is directly relevant to the assignment of absorption bands to 
normal modes of the molecule. 
IV. Spectra of High Polymers 
In part  I I I  the theoretical and experimental methods required for the 
detailed analysis of high polymer spectra were outlined. In this part  we 
will discuss the spectra of some polymers for which such analyses have 
been undertaken. In many cases the above approach has only been 
partially applied, and this is reflected in the uncertainty which still exists 
about some of the assignments. Nevertheless, the progress which has been 
made in recent years by the application of many of the above techniques 
has resulted in a significant increase in our understanding of polymer 
spectra, and thereby various aspects of polymer structure. I t  will be the 
aim of the following sections to outline for various polymers our present 
understanding of their spectrum and its contribution to further knowl- 
edge of the structure and potential function of the polymer. Problems 
which remain to be answered with respect to Obtaining a more 
secure set of assignments will be indicated. In most cases other aspects 
of the infrared spectrum will not be discussed. Some of the latter have 
been considered in a recent review article [ScHNELL (193)1, [see also 
ELLIOTT (57 a)]. 
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A. Polyethylene 
Polyethylene has been studied spec- 
troscopically in greater detail than any 
other polymer. This is primarily a re- 
sult of its (supposedly) simple structure 
and the hope that  its simple spectrum 
could be understood in detail. Yet as 
simple as this structure and spectrum 
are, a satisfactory analysis had not 
been made until relatively recently, 
and even then significant problems of 
interpretation still remained. The main 
reason for this is tha t  this polymer in 
fact generally contains structures other 
than the simple planar zig-zag implied 
by  -(CH~CH~),~: there are not only im- 
purities of various kinds tha t  differ 
chemically from the above, but  the poly- 
mer always contains some amorphous 
material. In the lat ter  portion of the 
material  the chain no longer assumes an 
extended planar zig-zag conformation, 
and as we have noted earlier, such ro- 
tationally isomeric forms of a molecule 
usually have different spectra. Further-  
more, the molecule has a center of sym- 
metry,  which as we haveseen  implies 
that  some modes will be infrared in- 
active but  Raman  active, so that  until 
Raman spectra became available re- 
cently it was difficult to be certain of 
the interpretation of some aspects of 
the spectrum. As a result of this work, 
and of detailed studies on the spectra 
of n-paraffins, it now seems possible to 
present a quite detailed assignment of 
bands in the vibrational spectrum of 
polyethylene. 
A polarized infrared spectrum of a 
stretched sample of polyethylene is 
shown in Fig. 4 ~KRIMM, LIANG, and 
SUTIIERLAND (102) ]. This specimen was 
o f moderate crystallinity and had a fairly 
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high CH~ group content (as measured by the intensity of the 
1378 cm-:  band). Spectra of high crystallinity, low CH3 group content 
polyethylenes differ from this one primarily in the absence of the 
1375 cm -1 band and in slight differences in relative intensities of some of 
the other bands [TOBIN and CARRANO (232); NIELSEI~ and WOOLLETT, 
(760)]. The band positions are listed in Table 5, together with their 
relative intensity, po lar iza t ion  with respect to the stretching di- 
rection of the specimen, and origin in the crystalline or amorphous 
regions. The frequencies of the interaction-split components are taken 
o'~ (~c) 
a'(~b) 
, $c 2 
I I I I 
I ~ I _ ~  
i ~ i I /  
Fig. 5. Cross-section perpendicular to the chain axis of unit cell of polyethylene, and symmetry elements. 
[KRaMM, LIAr% and SVTnERLANn (102)] 
from studies of n-paraffin single crystals [KRIMM, LIANG, and SUTHER- 
LAND (702)J. Bands in the overtone region are included ENIELSEI~ and 
WOOLLETT (760); GLATT and ELLIS (65)], as well as their polarization 
[NIELSEN (159)]. Lines observed in the Raman spectrum of polyethylene 
[NIELSEN and WOOLLETT (760)] are also shown in table 5. The assign- 
ments listed in the table will be discussed below. 
The structure of the crystalline regions of polyethylene is well known 
[BuNx (26)]. The planar zig-zag chains crystallize in an orthorhombic 
unit cell of dimensions a = 7.40 A, b --- 4.93 A, and c = 2.534 A (chain 
axis). There is evidence [WALTER and REDING (236)] that,  depending on 
the degree of branching in the specimen, the former two spacings can 
vary between 7.36 and 7.68 A and 4.93 and 5.00 A respectively. The unit 
cell, which contains two chains, is shown in cross-section in Fig. 5 
together with its associated symmetry elements. By the methods outlined 
in section III.  A. 1. it is possible to obtain the character table describing 
the vibrational modes of such a crystal structure [TOBIN (230) ; KRIMM, 
LIANG, and SUTHERLAND (702)]. This is shown in Table 6. A set of sym- 
metry  modes for this structure is shown in Fig. 6. 
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Table 5. Vibrational Spectrum o/Polyethylene 
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Cont inua t ion)  
Assigtmlent 2 
7w(1369) -~- 7r(964) = 2333 
2 • 7r(1168) = 2336 
7,(B2q) + 7,(B3.) : 2345 (Bi.) 
v(1078) + 7w(1353) = 2431 
7,(964) + 0(1463) = 2427 
T,(B2g) + 7,.(B3,,) = 2471 (Bz.) 
7,(1168) + 7t(1303) = 2471 
1v(1078) + 6(1440) = 2518 
/7r(1168) + 7,(1353) = 2521 
(7,(1168) + 7~(1369) = 2537 
v( i078)  + 6(1463) = 2541 
7..(B.g) + 7.(B8.) = 2591 (B1.) 
6(A,) + 7 . (Bs.)  = 2616 (B3.) 
7,(Ao) + 6(B1.) = 2641 (B1.) 
7~(1353) -[- 7t(1303) = 2656 
7.(1369) + 7~(1303) = 2672 
2 • 7w(1353) : 2706 
7,(B:,) --}- 6(A,) : 2735 (B~) 
2 X 7 ,~(1369)=  2738 
0(1440) -[- 7t(1303) = 2743 
vs(CH2) (Ag) 





{ 0(Ag) + 2 • 7,(B~u) : 2902 (A,) 2 • 0(B. . )  ~ 2926 {A,) 
v . (aH, )  (Bzu); va(CH2)-t,g 
0 (B1.) + ~ (B2u) : 2936 {B3g ) 
v. (CH~) 
7t(B~) + v+(0)(A~,) + 7.(Ba,,) = 3087 (B3.) 
2 • v ( C = C )  = 3280 
v (OH) 
7,.(Be.) + 7,(B~) + 7,(B,. .e.)  
= 3436 (Blu ' 2u) 
[v~(Ag) + 7dB~.) = 3614 (B~.) 
vo(2SS3) + 7~(720) = 36O3 
2 • 7,(Ao) + 7,(Bz,,) = 3640 (B3u) 
0 (Bat,) + v+(~) (Be,) + v+(0) (Aa) 
= 3665 (B~u) 
7.(Be,)  + 7.~(B3..) + v+(az) (Be,) 
: 3722 (Ba,.) 
2 • 7 , (h , )  q- 0 (Bz,,) : 3809 (Bl.,) 
~(B2.,) + 7,(B~.) + v+(z) (Be,) = 3889 (Beu) 
v,(A.) + 7,(Be~) - -  3898 (Bs.) 
v . (Bi .  ) + v+(0) (ha) = 3985 (Blu) 
v,(Biu ) + v+(z) (B2g) : 3981 (B3u) 
vs(Be. ) + 'y,(A,) = 4025 (B,.) 
v.(Bl,, + v+(~) (Be,) = 4055 (Bau) 
va(A~) + 7w(Ba.) = 4059 (Bau) 
va(B~,,) + 7.(h . )  = 4092 (B~u) 
ve(2883) + 7,(1303) = 4186 
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Table  5. Cont inua t ion)  
Frequency, Description1 
cm-* Assignment I 
I R R R.I. Pol'n Phase 
4221 :~ va(Blu) -t- Yt(B2~) ~ 4219 (B~u) 
4255 a v.(2883) + ?~(1369) = 4252 
fvs(Ag ) + ~(B1. ) = 4321 (Bzu) 
4327 q ~v.(B2.) + (5(Ag) = 4339 (B~.) 
(va(hg) + ~ (B~u) = 4346 (B2.) 
4629 a v,(Ao) + v + ( 0 ) ( h , ) +  y . (B , . . . )  = 4635 (B .. . . .  ) 
[v~ + yt(B2. ) + y,(B,.)  = 4670 (B~.) 
4695 r~ ~v.(Bl.) + yt(B~.) + y.(B~.) = 4705 (Bo~) 
I.vs(A o) -1-v+(~) (B2o) + ~)r(Blu) = 4710iB. . )  
4888 ~ v., v.(Ao) + yt(B,g) + ?,(Btu ) = 4892 (B~.) 
f v v  Ya(Blu ,u) -~ 2 • ),,(B3. ) = 4983 (Bl.,z.) 
4987 a iv, ,  v.(B~.I~.) + 2 X v+(0) (Ao) 
[ = 5004 (Bz. .~.) 
5076 ,'z v., co(B1. ) + v+(~) (B~0) + v+(0) (Ao) 
= 5079 (B3.) 
5107 ~ v., v.(B,,,) + ?,(Ao) + v+(0) (Ao) 
= 5107 (B2.) 
5181 x v v v.(Bz. ) + T.(A~) + v+(~) (Bz,) 
= 5186 (B3.) 
[v.(B,.) + O (B,.) + ?,(B3.) = 5373 (Ba.) 
5397 ~ [va(B2u ) -~- d (B,u) + yt(B3u ) = 5412 (B3u) 
[v.(Bz. ) + d (Bz.) + ?t(Ba. ) = 5447 (B~.) 
5453 ~t [v,(Ag) + a (A,) + 7.(Bs.)  = 5464 (B,u) 
5488 ~ vs(Ao) + ~ (Bz.) + y,(A.) = 5489 (Bz.) 
5662 a v,(A.) + v,(Bz. ) = 5698 (Bz.) 
5770 nl  a vo(Ao) + ca(B2.) = 5782 (B~.) 
z vs  = ve ry  s t rong,  m = medium,  w = weak,  b -~ broad,  ~z ---- paral lel ,  
= pe rpend icu la r  [6.(b~ = po la r iza t ion  a long a (b) c rys ta l  axis],  A = amorphous ,  
C = crystal l ine,  
2 v ---- s t re tching ,  d = bending ,  7~ ----- wagging,  7~ = twis t ing,  7.  = rock ing  
A m o r p h o u s  cha in  f u n d a m e n t a l s  and  combina t ions  do no t  ca r ry  species des ignat ion.  
~c = t rans ,  g = gauche  configurat ion.  










E cl(a) Cl(b) ci(c) 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 - - 1  - - 1  
1 - - 1  1 - - 1  
1 - - 1  - - 1  1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 - - 1  - - 1  
1 ~11 l - - 1  
1 - - 1  1 
ag(bc) ag(aC)[ a(ab) i 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 - - 1  - - 1  
1 - - 1  1 - - 1  
1 - - 1  - - 1  1 
- - 1  - - 1  - - 1  - - 1  
1 - - 1  I 



































I f  t h e  s y m m e t r y  a n a l y s i s  f o r  t h e  u n i t  ce l l  is  c o m p a r e d  w i t h  t h a t  f o r  
t h e  s i n g l e  c h a i n  ( s e c t i o n  I I I .  A .  1.), s e v e r a l  i n t e r e s t i n g  f e a t u r e s  o f  t h e  
v i b r a t i o n a l  s p e c t r u m  a r e  s e e n  t o  e m e r g e .  F i r s t ,  i n f r a r e d  a c t i v e  m o d e s  o f  
t h e  s i n g l e  c h a i n  h a v i n g  a p o l a r i z a t i o n  s h o u l d  b e  s p l i t  i n  t h e  c r y s t a l ,  w i t h  
108 S. KnIMM : 
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one component (the B1, 
modes) polarized along 
the a-axis and the other 
(the Be, modes ) alongthe 
b-axis. The magnitude 
of the splitting will be, 
of course, a function of 
the details of the poten- 
tial field and the inter- 
molecular interaction, 
and cannot be predicted 
from symmetry consid- 
erations alone. Second, 
the 7~ 7w(CH2) mode of 
the single chain is not 
split in the infrared 
spectrum of the crystal. 
Third, a 7t(CH2) mode, 
inactive in the single 
chain, is predicted to 
be active with z polar- 
ization in the crystal. 
Fourth, two lattice mo- 
des, of species BI~ and 
B2,, should be infrared 
active. Fifth, although 
the above interaction 
splitting should also oc- 
cur for the Raman active 
modes, it is likely that  
only one component will 
be observed. This is be- 
cause for one of the 
components [e. g., the 
B3~ v+(0) mode] the 
change in polarizability 
during the vibration is 
expected to be much 
smaller than for the other 
[the Ag v+(O) mode]. 
This is the most prob- 
able explanation for the 
lack of splitting actually 
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found in the Raman  spectrum [NIELSEN and WOOLLETT (160)]. On this 
basis we would predict the observed bands to be : A g- -  v s (CH~), v~ (CHz), 
(CH2), Yr (CH2), v+ (0); B~g--y~(CH2), r t  (CH2), v+ (~). Finally, it must  
be recalled that  all of the restrictions will break down for the chains in the 
amorphous phase, where the symmet ry  is much lower. 
The assignment of these modes can be assisted, as we have observed 
earlier, by  normal vibration calculations for the molecule. Several such 
calculations have been done (see section I I I .  A. 2.), but  the results are not 
entirely satisfactory. While the frequencies of some of the CH 2 modes 
(viz., vs, va, 6, and ~,) are predicted fairly consistently by  all of the 
calculations, these differ significantly in their prediction of the other 
modes (~w and yt). They do, however, agree in the ordering of the CH~ 
deformation frequencies, viz., ~ > ~'w > ~', > ~'r (the skeletal stretching 
modes are generally placed between ~t and $r). This means that  such 
computations can at present only serve as general guides to the assign- 
ments of the more difficult modes, viz., Vw and ~'t. These must  be 
combined with studies on smaller n-paraffins [BRowN, SHEPPARD, and 
SIMPSON (23); TSCHAbILER (233); NIELSEN and HOLLAND (161)] and their 
single crystals [KRIMM (93); KRIMM, LIANG, and SUTHERLAND (102); 
NIELSEN and HOLLAND (767)], as well as Raman  spectra, in order to 
obtain a satisfactory interpretation of the vibrational spectrum. We will 
consider briefly below the various arguments which lead to a satisfactory 
set of assignments. 
Several bands are found in the spectrum of polyethylene which must  
be at t r ibuted to impurities formed during the polymerization process. In  
this category are bands at ~ 600, 908, and 990 cm -x, due to RCH = CH~ 
groups, the band at 888 cm -1, due to RR'C = CH z groups, and possibly 
the 964 cm -1 band, due to trans RCH = C H R '  groups [BROWN and 
SHEPPARD (21)], with the corresponding v (C = C) mode being found at  
1640 cm-L The presence of C = 0 groups is indicated by  bands at  1722 
and 1737 cm -~ [RuGG, SMITH, and BACON (191)], and OH groups by  the 
3371 cm -1 band. Finally, CH~ groups are indicated by  bands at  890, 
1375, 1457, 2874, and 2960 cm -~ [RUGG, SMITH, and WARTMAN (190)]. 
In  some cases overtones of these bands are found also. 
The infrared active va(CH2), v~(CH2) , b(CH2) , and ~r(CH2) funda- 
mentals can be readily assigned as a result of the extensive spectroscopic 
studies on hydrocarbons which have been undertaken [SHEPPARD and 
SIMPSON (195)]. In addition, because of the polarized radiation studies on 
single crystals of normal paraffins [KRIMM (93)], it is possible to assign 
uniquely the components of the doublets found in the spectrum for these 
bands  to symmet ry  species. Similarly, the Raman  active va(CH2) , 
vs(CH~), ~ (CH2), v+ (0), and v+ (~) fundamentals can be unambiguously 
assigned, the lat ter  two on the basis of normal vibration calculations 
1 1 0  S. KRIMM : 
(see sec t ion  I I I .  A. 2.). As we h a v e  n o t e d ,  the  R a m a n  ac t ive  f u n d a m e n -  
ta ls  are n o t  obse rved  to be  spli t ,  a n d  the  r e a son ing  g iven  in  a p reced ing  
p a r a g r a p h  p e r m i t s  us  to a g a i n  m a k e  u n i q u e  s y m m e t r y  species ass ign-  
m e n t s .  These  a s s i g n m e n t s  are  i n d i c a t e d  in  T a b l e  5, a n d  in  T a b l e  7, which  
l ists  the  f u n d a m e n t a l  f requencies .  
Table 7. Fundamental Frequencies o/ Polyethylene 
Crystalline Amorphous 1 
ra(CH2) - -  BI.: 2924 
]32u : 2899 
Ag : 2883 
B2g: 
v.(CH2) - -  Blu: 2850 
B2u: 2857 
A a : 2848 
B3g : 
6(CH2) - -  BI.: 1473 
132, ` : 1463 
Af: 1440 
B2~ : 
7,o(CHz)- B2.: 1176 
A u : 
Big : 
1323: 1415 
7~(CH~) -- B,u: 1050 
A.: 
]B1 o : 
B2a: 1295 
T,(CH~) ~ Ba.: 731 
B2, : 720 
Ag: 1168 
]S3o : 
v+(0) - -  Ag: 1061 
B3o : 
m(~) -- B~: 
B2~ : 1131 
T" -- A u: 
BI,, : 
B~ u : 
R'  -- A~: 
330: 
1 t = trans, g = gauche configuration. 
v.(CH2) : 2924 t, g (IR) 
2883 t, g (R) 
vj(CH2) : 2850 t. g (IR. R) 
(CH~) : 1463 t, g (Ill) 
1440 t, g (R) 
y.(CH2): 1369 t(?),  g (IR, R) 
1353 g (IR, R) 
?,(CH,: 
y,(CH2) : 
1303 g (Ill, R) 
720 t (IR) 
964 g (Ill) 
1168 t(?) (R) 
v(C--C): 1078 t, g (Ill, R) 
The  r e m a i n i n g  f u n d a m e n t a l s  are  n o t  as o b v i o u s l y  ass ignable ,  b u t  con-  
v i n c i n g  a r g u m e n t s  c an  n o w  be  p re sen ted .  Consider  t he  R a m a n  f u n d a -  
m e n t a l s .  On  the  basis  of t h e  n o r m a l  m o d e  ca lcu la t ions  m e n t i o n e d  earl ier ,  
wh ich  seem to  y ie ld  a cons i s t en t  o rde r ing  of the  f requencies ,  we w o u l d  
ass ign  yw(CH2), yt(CH2), a n d  y r (eH2)  to the  b a n d s  a t  1415, 1295, a n d  
1168 c m  -1 respec t ive ly .  Th i s  is also cons i s t en t  [NIELSmq a n d  WOOLLETT 
(160) ] w i t h  ca lcu la t ions  of the  expec ted  re la t ive  in t ens i t i e s  of these  th ree  
b a n d s  [THEIMER (227)]. T h e  a s s i g n m e n t s  are  m a d e  m o r e  secure b y  a 
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consideration of combination bands. We have observed that  in a single 
crystal of n-C36H~4 the band at 1885 cm -1 consists of a doublet, with 
components at about  1886 cm -1, polarized parallel to the a-axis, and 
1875 cm -1, polarized parallel to the b-axis. Since these are ~ bands, i. e., 
of species BI~ and B2~, and obviously represent a combination between 
the 1168 cm -1 and 720, 731 cm -~ bands, the 1168 cm -1 band must  be of 
species A o. Similarly, the ~(Bsu ) band at  2016cm -1 in crystalline 
n-paraffins can only arise as a combination between a B2g mode at  
1295 cm ~1 and the 731 cm -1 B ~  band. This automatically identifies the 
1295cm -~ band with ?t(CH~), and leaves the 1415 cm -I  band to be 
assigned to ?w(CH2)- 
The assignment of the ?w(CHe)(Bau ) and ?t(CH2)(B3~ ) infrared 
active fundamentals of crystalline polyethylene has been the subject of 
continued investivation, concentrated primarily on the identification of 
the former mode. Most normal mode calculations predicted tha t  the 
?,~ (CH2) mode should occur near 1375 cm -1, and to begin with it was so 
assigned [SIMANOUTI and MIZUSHIMA (200); KELLNER (87)]. Other 
investigations [Fox and MARTIN (56); CROSS, RICHARDS, and WILLIS 
(42a)], however, seemed to have established with a fair degree of cer- 
ta in ty  that  this band is due to a CH s group mode, and this is supported 
by  more recent studies IBRYANT and VOTER (25) ; SLOWlNSKI, \VALTER, 
and MILLER (202); WILLBOURN (243)]. On this basis the },w(CH2) mode 
was therefore assigned to the ~ band at  1303 cm -1 [BROWN, SHEPPARD, 
and SIMPSON (22)]. Subsequent studies [KRIM~t (94); NICHOLS, (158); 
KRIMM, LIANG, and SUTHERLAND (102)] showed that  the 1303 cm -1 band 
was associated only with the amorphous regions, so its assignment to 
},~(CH2) in crystalline polyethylene had to be discarded. Studies on 
n-paraffin single crystals [KRIMM, LIANG, and SUTHERLAND (102)1 
indicated the presence of a weak ~ band at  1369 cm -~, where a band, 
presumably due to CH~ groups [CROSS, RICHARDS, and WILLIS (Zl2a)], 
was already known to be present in amorphous polyethylene and melted 
paraffins. Coupled with the presence of a band at this position in ter- 
minally deuterated n-octane [PIMEI~TEL and KLEMPERER (172)1, the 
evidence seemed to indicate the assignment of }'w (CHz) to the 1369 cm -1 
band, although its increase in intensity upon melting in the paraffins 
remained puzzling. Recent studies [NIELSEN and HOLLAND (161)] have 
emphasized more clearly the various reasons for holding this assignment 
to be not completely satisfactory, and it seems necessary to reconsider 
it now in the light of the new data  which are available. 
A more satisfactory assignment for ?~ (CH~) (Bs~), as well as ?t (CH~) 
(B3~), seems to emerge from consideration of the symmet ry  species of the 
Raman  active fundamentals,  the infrared combination bands and their 
polarization, and the bands which seem to be clearly associated with the 
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crystalline phase of polyethylene. These point to the assignment of the 
1050 and 1176 cm -1 at, C bands as B3, fundamentals, the former prob- 
ably to yt (CH2) and the latter to Yw (CH~) (there may, of course, be 
mixing of these two in the actual normal modes giving rise to these 
bands). This interpretation is supported by  the observation that  the 
assumption of 1369 cm -1 (Ban) will only account for two binary combi- 
nation bands (at 2525 and 2658 cm-1), both of which can equally well be 
ascribed to combinations involving amorphous chain frequencies, while 
the assumption of 1050cm -1 (B~u) and 1176cm -1 (B3u) satisfactorily 
accounts for six binary combinations (at 2242, 2275, 2345, 2473, 2597, 
and 2619 cm-1), as well as ten ternary combinations. The ranges which 
would result for the various frequencies, viz., 7r (CH2) : 720--1168 cm -1, 
7t (CH2) : 1050--1295, and 7w (CH2) : 1176--1415 cm -1, are in line with pre- 
dictions based on studies of the spectra of a series of n-paraffins [BROWN, 
SHEPPARD, and SIMPSON (23); TSCHAMLER (233); SHEPPARD (79da)l , al- 
though a bit larger. The assignment of }% (CH,) (B3u) to the 1176 cm -1 band 
is also in agreement with a recent s tudy of the CH 2 wagging modes in the 
entire series of normalparaffins from C20H4~ through C30H62 [SNYI)ER (205) J. 
When combined with the other fundamental assignments a satisfactory 
accounting of most combination bands is provided (see Table 5). I t  is 
interesting to note that,  with these assignments, the highest frequency of 
each of the internal CH 2 modes (%, vs, and $) is infrared active, with a 
relatively small gap between infrared- and Raman-active fundamentals, 
whereas the highest frequency of each of the external CH 2 modes (7,0, yt, 
and 7~) is Raman active and there is a relatively large frequency gap 
between infrared and Raman-active fundamentals. 
Since a polyethylene spectrum in general represents a superposition 
of crystalline and amorphous spectra, it is of interest to determine the 
fundamental frequencies of the non-crystalline chains. The data are easy 
to obtain, viz., from melted polyethylene or n-paraffins, but  a detailed 
interpretation may be difficult because of the many structural species 
which can exist in the amorphous state. In general we can say that  not 
only do we expect inter-chain interactions to disappear in the non- 
crystalline state, but  it is also likely that  intra-chain interactions, which 
in a long planar zig-zag chain give rise to widely separated infrared and 
Raman active modes, will diminish and the frequencies will tend to 
approach those of isolated CH~ groups, e. g., such as those in propane. Of 
course, the CH 2 groups will not behave as if they were completely iso- 
lated; for example ,  the frequencies of such groups will undoubtedly 
depend upon whether they are in a trans or gauche conformation with 
respect to neighboring CH~ groups. From the detailed theoretical 
analysis of 1,2-dichloroethane [MIZUSHIMA (737)~, and the experimental 
studies of this molecule in the solid and liquid states [BROWN and 
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SHEPI'ARD (20)], we have a fair idea of the frequencies, and their pattern,  
to be associated with trans and gauche configurations of CH2--CH 2 units. 
These studies suggest the assignment of fundamental  frequencies of the 
amorphous polyethylene chains shown in Table 7. The 964 cm -1 band is 
found to intensify when paraffins are melted [KRIMM, LIANG, and 
SUTHERLAND (102)1 ; this means that  not all of this band in polyethylene 
can be due to R C H = C H R '  groups. By  analogy with the infrared band 
which develops at  944 cm -1 in liquid 1,2-dichloroethane, the 964 cm -1 
band in polyethylene may  be due to ?~ (CH2) for amorphous chains in 
which the gauche configuration is present. Again, by  analogy with the 
two strong ?w(CH~) infrared bands at 1312 and 1286 cm -1 and the weak 
single 1143 cm -1 y~ (CH,) band in liquid 1,2-dichloroethane we assign the 
1369 and 1353 cm -1 bands to ?~ (CH2) modes and the 1303 cm -1 band to 
the 71 (CH2) mode of gauche CH~--CH~ units. The 1369 cm -x band, which 
is found to occur weakly in solid n-paraffins, m a y  also contain a contri- 
bution from trans structures. This would be consistent with the somewhat 
higher dichroism of this band, as well as its relatively smaller intensifica- 
tion upon melting as compared with the 1353 cm -1 band. The assignment 
of the skeletal stretching mode at  1078 cm -1 is based on studies of the 
melting of n-paraffin crystals [KRIM~L LIANC, and SUTHERLAND (102) ] .  
The probable presence of bands in the Raman  spectrum is inferred from 
studies of the Raman  spectra of liquid n-paraffins EMIzuSHIMA and 
SIMANOUTI (138)1. While these assignments cannot be considered 
completely unambiguous, they seem reasonable and they do provide a 
satisfactory explanation for some of the combination bands. 
As for the remaining bands, some seem to be Raman  active funda- 
mentals which appear weakly in the infrared spectrum, perhaps as a 
result of end effects, such as short portions of planar zig-zag chain in the 
amorphous regions. Infrared bands at  1065; 1131, 1168, and 1436 cm -1 
may  belong in this category'. The origin of the low frequency bands is 
unknown ; sOme may  arise from impurities or from the BI~ and B2~ trans- 
latory modes of the lattice. There is as yet no unambiguous assignment 
of the latter. A few weak bands in the 1100--1200 cm -1 region are un- 
assigned. 
One aspect of the spectrum tha t  has received considerable at tention 
but  is as yet not completely understood is the splitting in the a fundamen- 
tals of a single chain which gives rise to the BI~ and B2~ fundamentals of 
the crystal. From studies on polyethylene and n-paraffins it was con- 
cluded ESTEIN and SUTHERLAND (207, 208)~ that  this splitting arises 
from interaction between the two chains in the unit cell. As we have seen, 
such a splitting is predicted from a group theory analysis of the spectrum 
of crystalline polyethylene, and the predicted dichroic properties of the 
components are verified by  studies on n-paraffin single crystals ~KRIMM 
Fortschr. Hochpolym.-Forsch., Bd. 2 8 
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(93)]. Other data support the qualitative nature of this explanation: the 
splitting (observed for the y~ (CH2) modes) disappears in solid solutions of 
normal and deuterated n-paraffins [KRIMM, LIANG, and SUTHERLAND 
(102)], and the doublet is replaced by a singlet in those n-paraffins which 
crystallize in a triclinic structure [SNYDER (204) ; CHAPMAN (32) ; MARTIN, 
JOHNSTON, and O'NEAL (725)]. In both cases we would predict the 
absence of an interaction, in the former because the corresponding fre- 
quencies on neighboring chains are now widely separated and in the 
latter because there is only a single chain per unit cell, and the consequent 
absence of splitting is well verified. A satisfactory quantitative theory for 
this doubling, however, remains to be developed. A theory based on 
simple van der Waals interactions between hydrogen atoms on adjacent 
chains [STEIN (206)] is in disagreement with the data on two main 
points: it predicts that  the high frequency component of the doublet 
should be polarized along the a-axis of the crystal for the 7r (CH~) mode 
(as is found) and along the b-axis for the 8 (CH2) mode (contrary to 
observations); and it predicts that  the two components should be at 
frequencies higher than that  for the unperturbed chain, whereas the 
indication from the work on solid solutions [I{RltVIM, LIANG, and SUTHER- 
LAND (102)] is that  the components of the doublet bracket the unper- 
turbed frequency. These facts indicate therefore that  the present theory 
is either too over-simplified or perhaps does not include significant 
aspects of the interaction potential. For example, it may  well be that  
induced dipole effects are most significant in bringing about the splitting. 
I t  is to be hoped that  this aspect of the infrared spectrum will be investi- 
gated further in greater detail, since it not only will provide a better 
understanding of the vibrational spectrum but  will furnish further 
insight into the nature of intermolecular forces between long chain 
molecules. 
This discussion of the spectrum of polyethylene indicates the depth of 
understanding that  it is possible to obtain as a result of the concerted 
application of the methods of analysis discussed in Par t  III.  This does not 
mean that all problems have been solved: if the present assignments are 
correct, then the predictions of most normal vibration analyses with 
respect to the B3, yw(CH2) and Nt (CH2) modes must be re-examined; a 
better  theory is needed, as we have seen, to explain the interaction 
splitting of the a modes in the crystalline state; additional evidence on 
the fundamentals of the amorphous chain is desirable; assignments of 
the translatory and rota tory crystalline chain modes deserve s tudy 
(probably through the investigation of the low frequency region of 
deutero-paraffins) ; band intensity changes associated with the crystalline 
to amorphous transition need elucidation. Nevertheless we can say with 
some confidence that  a basic understanding of the polyethylene spectrum 
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has been achieved. This knowledge under- 
lies the use of the infrared spectrum in 
the study of various properties of the 
polymer, such as CH 3 group content, 
crystallinity, orientation of crystalline 
and amorphous regions, and changes on 
oxidation [see SCHNELL (I93), for refer- 
ences to these studies]. 
B. Polytetrafluoroethylene 
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) has a 
chemical structure which can be designa- 
ted by-(CF2)~. From its resemblance to 
the chemical structure of polyethylene it 
might be thought that  the spectra of these 
two polymers should be quite similar. 
They do in fact resemble each other, but  
there are also important differences. This 
is a consequence of the fact that  the P T F E  
chain configuration is quite different 
from that  of polyethylene, and also the 
intramolecular forces are undoubtedly 
significantly different in the two cases. As 
we shall see, the spectrum is moderately 
well understood, but  not in quite as great 
detail as tha t  of polyethylene. This is 
primarily a result of the lack of Raman 
data on the polymer and certain key 
polarization data in the infrared. 
The spectrum of a stretched P T F E  
specimen is shown in Fig. 7 [LIANG and 
KRII~M (777)~, covering the range from 
70 to 3300 cm -~, with polarization data  
at frequencies above 350 cm -z. Reflection 
spectra have been obtained in the 1000 to 
1600 cm -~. region [ROBINSON and PRICE 
(787) ], and the spectrum has been record- 
ed up to frequencies of about 3700 cm -1 
in a recent study [MoYNIHAN (741)]. The 
band descriptions are listed in Table 8 
together with the assignments, which 
will be discussed below. (In some cases 
the band positions represent mean 
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(5(AJ + ?,(EJ = 933 (EJ 
v.(CF~) (El) 
v.(CFJ (AJ 
Va (aFt) (El) 
v~(A~) + r , (EJ = 1413 (EJ 
v,(EJ + ?,(EJ = 1445 (As) 
va(EJ + y,(AJ : 1549 (El) 
v,(AJ + ?t(EJ : 1701 (EJ 
2 X (5(AJ + ?,~(EJ : 1737 (El) 
v~(E1) -~- ?~(A2)lz : 1790 (El) 
-~ V (CO) (A1) : 1849 (EJ 
+ y~(A2)l~ : 1867 (EJ 
+ 7.(A~)is : 1880 (EJ 
-~ (5(hl) = 1882 (El) 
+ ~5 (EJ = 1933 (EJ 
+ (5(hi = 1972 (EJ 
+ (5 ( h i  + ?,(El) = 2293 ( h i  ? 
+ v,(EJ = 2362 (El) 
+ v,(E,) : 2394 (A~) 
+ va(A2) ~ 2452 (EJ 
+ v,(AJ ~ 2532 (EJ 
+ v,(A,) : 2590 (As) 
+ v,(AJ : 2622 (EJ 
+ v,,(h2) + ? t ( i J  = 2669 (EJ 
+ v.(E,) + ?j(E,) = 2853 (As) 
+ va(EJ + ?,(AJ = 2929 (EJ 
v.(E1) + va(i2) + (5 (AJ = 3092 (EJ 
3 X v,(EJ = 3456 (EJ 
v,(E,) + 2 x v.(AJ = 3572 (El) 
v,(E1) + 2 x v,(A~) = 3662 (E,) 
~v,(EJ 
a C [v,(EJ 
C ]v,(EJ (v,(EJ 
a C v,(AJ 
a C vo(E1) 
C v,(EJ 
a C v.(A~) 
7g C Va(E1) 
C va(EJ 
a C v,(EJ 
C v~ 
C v.(EJ 
a C v,(EJ 
r~ C v.(A,) 





KRIMM (1/7) a n d  MOYNIHAN (141)]. D a t a  on  t h e  a m o r p h o u s  or ig in  
of  s o m e  of t h e  b a n d s  w e r e  t a k e n  f r o m  s e v e r a l  s t u d i e s  [MILLER a n d  
WILLIS (133); POKROVSKY a n d  KOTOVA (177); MOYNIHAN (141)]. T h e  
r e m a i n i n g  b a n d s  a re  a s s u m e d  to  a r i se  f r o m  t h e  c ry s t a l l i ne  m a t e r i a l .  No 
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R a m a n  spectrum of P T F E  has been obta ined as yet,  so tha t  an a t t emp t  
has been made to infer the R a m a n  active fundamentals  from da ta  on 
n-CTF1G EA. P. I. Spectra (7), No. 196j and from combinat ion bands  
EMoYNIHAN (141)]. These, as well as 
the infrared, fundamentals  are shown in 
Table 9. 
The basic crystalline chain s t ructure  
of P T F E  has been worked out  from x- ray  
diffraction studies EBuNN and HOWELLS 
(29)]. I t  consists of a helical a r rangement  
of CF~ groups along the chain with 13 CF 2 
groups in the ident i ty  period of the helix 
(see Fig. 8). The two-fold axis of each CF 2 
group is perpendicular  to the helix axis. 
The polymer  undergoes a phase transit ion at 
19 ~ C. which seems to be accompanied b y  
a change in the ident i ty  period, there now 
Table 9. Fundamen ta l  Frequen- 
cies o/ .Polytetrafluoroethylene : 




v (CC) : 607 
v~(CF2) : 1380 
(CF2) : 730 
7t(CF2) : 307 
v.(CF2) : 1210 
7..(CF2) : 638 
7~(CF2) : 516 
v (CC) : 
vo(CF~) : 1242 
v,(CFz) : 1152 
6 (CF2) : 553 
7,~(CF2) : 277 
7t(CF~) : 321 
7,.(CF2) : 203 
being 15 CF 2 groups in the repeat  [PIERCE, 
CLARK, WHITNEY, and BRYANT (171)]. In  bo th  eases there is one chain 
per unit  cell, which is pseudo-hexagonal  below 19 ~ and  hexagonal  above 
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Fig. 8a--e.  Structure of polytetrafluoroethylene, a) Twisted carbon backbone, b) Side and end views of 
molecule, e) Symmetry relations between CF z groups [LIAsG and KmMM (111)] 
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a single chain. The original symmet ry  analysis [ L I A N G  and KRIMM (111)] 
was done on the chain with 13 CF 2 groups in the identi ty period. The 
results for a chain with 15 CF 2 groups are the same with respect to the 
infrared and Raman  active frequencies [MoYNIHAN (141)]. These 
predictions, both for the active fundamentals and for combinations and 
overtones, are shown in Table 10. A set of symmet ry  modes has been 
T a b l e  10. Results o/ Symmetry Analysis o/ Polytetra/luoroethylene 
Species No. of inter- Activity Pol'n 
hal modes 
F u n d a m e n t a l s  : 
O v e r t o n e s :  





E a - - E 6  (E~) 
A~ = A1 
A~ = A I 
E~ = A 1 + E 2 
E l = E x 
A1 • A I =  A 1 
A 1 • Az = A 2 
A, • E 1 =  E, 
A a • A~ = A t 
A2 • E t =  E x 





36  (45) 
R 






I R  
R 
I R  
R,  I R  
R 
R, I R  




given for the helical P T F E  chain [LIANG and KRIMM (1//)].  These can be 
described in terms of the modes of an individual CF 2 group and the phase re- 
lation between the vibrations in neighboring groups. In the A 1 andA 2 modes 
the vibrations in neighboring CF 2 groups are in phase, while in the E1 modes 
14:rt [ 16zt _ \ 
~ g -  for 15 CF 2 groups in the repeat they differ by  • ~ 5 -  ~or • a helix with ) 
and in the E 2 modes by  • 2 9 ~ -  or • 2 9 q-g-]. 
In making the assignments several guiding principles have been 
followed. The frequencies of P T F E  have been assumed to be close to the 
corresponding fundamentals of a hypothetical  planar zig-zag (CF2)n chain. 
These have been calculated [LIANG and KRIMM (111)], and serve as a 
general guide for assigning bands even though some of the particular 
frequency values must  probably be accepted with caution. By analogy 
with the discussion in the previous section, the A 1 Raman  fundamentals 
are probably the strongest, and therefore only fundamentals and combi- 
nations involving A I Raman  modes have been considered. The assign- 
ment  of combination and overtone hands is of help in assigning some of 
the fundamentals,  part icularly those in the A~ and A 2 species. For the 
assignment of most of the modes we depend upon the dichroism of the 
bands in the infrared spectrum. 
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The group of strong bands at 1150--1250 cm -1 is undoubtedly asso- 
ciated with the ~ (CFz) modes. As has been pointed out [MOYNIHAN (741)], 
the higher frequency band is actually a doublet with components at about 
1210 and 1242 cm -1. While the latter is clearly a a band, the evidence on 
the polarization of the former is not entirely certain. Polarized spectra of 
thin films (e. g., see Fig. 7) indicate that  this band may be ~, but the film 
was still too thick to be certain. Other studies [1V[OYNIHAN (~d~)] were 
equally uncertain. This band is assumed to be ~ on the basis of the 
tentative polarization data a~ld the agreement which is obtained with the 
dichroism of several combination bands. A firmer experimental basis for 
the dichroism of the 1210 cm -1 band is obviously needed. With the above 
assumption, the A 2 and E 1 v(CF~) modes are readily assigned. The 
A 1 v (CFz) mode is assigned to a Raman active band at about 1380 cm -1 on 
the basis of a) the indication, from combination bands, of an A 1 mode 
near this frequency, b) the presence of a moderately strong Raman band 
at 1375 em -1 in n-C,F~e, and c) the indication from the study of perfluoro- 
eyclobutane [CLAASEN (34)] that  Raman active v(CFe) frequencies occur 
as high as 1430 cm -x. From its ~ polarization, and the position predicted 
in a planar zig-zag chain, the 638 cm -1 band can be assigned to ?w (CFe) 
(As). The appearance of this mode at 625 cm -1 in the chain containing 
15 CF~ groups per repeat is consistent with the probable sensitivity of 
this mode to the twist in the carbon chain backbone. The remaining Aa 
mode must be assigned to the only other strong ~ band, viz., that  at 
516 cm -1. The other A 1 modes are assigned on the basis of their presence 
in the Raman spectrum of n-C~Fls and agreement with combination 
bands, although the exact assignment is not certain. The strongest band 
in the Raman spectrum .of n-CTF16 is at 754 cm -I (relative intensity 
100 compared to 15 for the next strongest bands), so that  an A 1 mode at 
730 cm -1 is not unexpected. Its assignment to ~ (CF2) (At) seems likely, 
though not conclusive. From the calculations and the presence of a 
moderately strong band at 307 cm -1 (R. I. = 15) in n-CTF~6, we are led to 
assign ?t(CF2) (A1) to this frequency. The computations of section 
I I I .  A. 2. indicate that  a planar zig-zag -(CF2) ~ chain would have skeletal 
modes in the vicinity of 570 cm -1. The only Raman band in this region in 
n-CTF16 is at 607 cm -1 (R. I. = 2), and we therefore assign it to the A 1 
skeletal vibration in PTFE. On the basis of this calculation the E 1 skeletal 
mode is not identifiable. (Although a possible candidate is the a band at 
553 cm -1, it seems more likely at present that  this band is to be assigned 
to the d (CFa) (El) mode.) The remaining E 1 modes have been assigned on 
the basis of the calculations for the hypothetical zig-zag chain [LIANG 
and KRI~IM (111)~, and seem to lead to a satisfactory interpretation of 
combination bands. I t  would be desirable to have polarization data on 
some of these bands in order to be more certain of the assignment. The 










low frequency bands, and the modes as- 
sociated with the amorphous bands, re- 
main to be satisfactorily interpreted. 
While a fairly satisfactory interpretat- 
ion has been achieved for the spectrum 
of PTFE,  it is evident that  several factors 
need additional clarification in order to 
make the assignments firmer. A Raman 
spectrum of PTF E  is required. The polar- 
ization of the 1210 cm -1 band and several 
of the conbination bands needs more care- 
ful determination. The computations for 
the planar zig-zag chain may be worth 
redoing. And it would be highly desirable 
to obtain spectra of crystalline fluoro- 
carbons, analogous to the n-paraffins, for 
a more detailed analysis of certain aspects 
of the spectrum. I t  might be noted that  the 
present analysis of the spectrum of P T F E  
serves as a satisfactory basis for a general 
understanding of the polychlorotrifluoro- 
ethylene spectrum [LIANG and KRIMM 
(111)]. 
C. Polyvinyl Chloride 
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), -~CH2CHCI~, 
is chemicallyrepresentative of a large class 
of polymers, the vinyl polymers, in which 
a single hydrogen atom on alternate carbon 
atoms is replaced by  another atom or a 
group of atoms. These polymers present 
an interesting structural problem since, 
depending on the position of the sub- 
stituent, different configurational isomers 
can exist. As a result of the discovery and 
development of stereospecific catalysts 
[NATTA (750)1, it has been possible to syn- 
thesize almost completely isotactic and 
syndiotactic polymers. (In the former all 
of the substituents are on the same side 
of the plane of the zig-zag carbon back- 
bone, while in the latter the substituents 
alternate on either side of this plane.) 
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Table 11. Infrared Spectrum of Polyvinyl Chloride 
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~,,~(CCl) o~ (133.) 
~ (CCt)o ~ (B~.) 
~(CC1) (B,~) + v(~-)  (B~,) = 545 (33.) ? 
(CCl)~o (B,.) 
(CCI) (CI trans to H) 
v (CC1)o~ (B~.) 
v (CC1) (CI trans to C) 
v (CC1) (B~) q- v(~-) (Ba.) = 786 (133.) ? 
3 n  
v+(-~) o ( B I u )  ? 
~',(CH2)~, (Bt,) 
~,+ (0)o (B,~) 
v+(zr)dB~) 
7,(CH2)oo (B2.) ? 
7r(CH~)o~ (Bau) + ~ (CCI)j,(Ao) (,-., 363) 
~--- 1196 (B~.) ? 
~.~(CH)o r (Ba,) 
2 • 615 = 1230 
(CH)io (B2~) 
(CH)0r 
~(CH) (A,) + R~ (B~u) = 1356 (B~.) 
7,.(CH~)~ (B~) 
6 (CH2)t o (B2,,) 
(CH~ 
v (CH),o (32~) 
v , ( C H 2 ) ~ o  (B~u )  
ro(CH2). (BI.) 
vo (CH2) o ~ (B..) 
v (CH)0 ~ (B,.) 
Po lyv iny l  chlor ide  furnishes a good example  of how the  in f ra red  spec t rum 
can p rov ide  conf i rma to ry  evidence on the  na tu r e  of the  isomeric s t ruc ture .  
Chemical  evidence [MARVEL, SAMPLE, and  RoY (126)] as well as recent  
in f ra red  s tudies  [HODGKINS (78)] have  es tab l i shed  t h a t  PVC has  m a i n l y  a 
head - to - t a i l  chemical  s t ruc ture ,  i. e., - - -CHeCHC1CH2CHC1CH2CHC1-- - .  
E a r l y  x - r a y  work  [FULLER (6r had  i nd i ca t ed  t h a t  the  chain  con- 
f igurat ion migh t  be syndio tae t i c ,  b u t  since th is  depended  p r i m a r i l y  on 
i n t e rp re t a t i on  of the  S. 1 A fiber ax is  repeat ,  the  r e m a i n d e r  of the  p a t t e r n  
not  be ing  de ta i led  enough to tes t  this  hypo thes i s  adequa te ly ,  this  s t ruc-  
ture  could  no t  be considered to be f i rmly es tabl ished.  A de ta i l ed  analys is  
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of the infrared spectrum of PVC [KRIMM and LIANG (/01)] provided 
additional support for a syndiotactic structure, and this has been 
strengthened by recent studies of more highly ordered polymers [KRIMM, 
BERENS, FONT, "and SHIPMAN (105, J0f~)]. A more detailed x-ray diffrac- 
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Fig. 10. Structure and syzmnetry elements of crystalline polyvinyl chloride [NATTA and CORRAD][NI (154)] 
tion study of PVC [NATTA and CORRADINI (154)] confirms these con- 
clusions as to the configuration of the chain. A careful study of the 
spectrum of PVC should therefore provide a guide to the identification 
and study of other syndiotactic polymers. 
The spectrum of an oriented specimen of PVC is shown in Fig. 9. 
This specimen is a typical low-crystallinity PVC. Higher crystallinity 
specimens, prepared by polymerization at low temperatures [GRIsENTii- 
WAITE and HUNTER (68); KRIMM, BERENS, FOLT, and SHIPI~AN (105); 
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SHIMANOUCHI, TSUCHIYA, and MIZUSHIMA (196)~ and by irradiation of 
urea-canal complexes ~KRIMM, BERENS, FOLT, and SHIPMAN (70~); 
SHIMANOUCHI, TSUCHIYA, and MIZUSHIMA (196, 797)], have also been 
studied. Band positions are given in Table 11, together with polarization 
data [KRIMM and LIANG ([0[) ; NARITA, ICHINOHE, and ENOMOT0 (l~d) ; 
SHIMANOUCHI, TSUCHIYA, and MIZUSHIMA (196)] and data on the 
Table 12. Results o[ Symmetry Analysis [or Crystalline Polyv~nyl Chloride 












v (CH). ~ (CH),~ vo(CH~)tl 6 (CH~)~ y,(CH~) o 
~(CCl/,, ~ (cca ,  ~+(o), ~(~-) Ca,), T~ 
y,.(CH)oo v.(CH,)oo y,.(CH,),o Y.(CH~)oo Y.(CC1)oo 
yw(CH),~ v,(CH~)ot ~5(CH2)ot T~(CHz). y,.(CCl),l 
-~, 2 /o 
v(CH)oo 6(CH)oo v.(CH,),o y,o(CH2)oo ~'r(CH2),o 
V ,,{CCl).o ~(CCl}oo - (T) ,  ~ ~ 
y**(CH)~g v,(CH~)oo 6(CH~)oo y,(CH,)lo y.(CC1)t o 
~\ 2 /t 
v (CH)o~ 6 (CH)ot ~,~ y,o(CH])o~ y.(CH2) . 
6 V 
/ \ 3 ~,(cC~}o, {ccl}o, _~-jo 
~{CH)~o d(CH),o v,(CH2)~o ~ (CH~)lo yr 
~(ccL),o ~(cc~),o ~+(O)o ~({-) (a,)o . T, 
7.(CH)o~ v~(CH2)0~ 7~(CH~)~ Yt(CH~)o~ y~(CC1)g, 
T. 
crystalline or amorphous origin of some of the bands. There does not 
seem to be any good evidence for tile presence of six bands in the 3/2 
region, as has been suggested [AMBROSE, ]~LLIOTT, and TEMPLE (6)]. 
Raman spectra of PVC or of appropriate low molecular weight analogue 
molecules are not available. 
On the basis of x-ray and infrared studies we may now accept the 
syndiotactic chain configuration for crystalline PVC. If, in addition, we 
accept the proposed crystal structure [NATTA and CORRADINI (154)], it 
is possible to base the symmetry analysis of the spectrum on the unit cell 
instead of just on a single chain, as was done in the earlier work [KRIMM 
and LIANG (10I)J. The results of this analysis are given here. The unit 
cell, shown in Fig. 10, has the following symmetry elements: E, C~ (a), 
C (b), C~ (c), i, a, (bc), ag (ac), and a (ab). These form a group isomorphous 
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with D~h, and by  applying the methods of section I I I .  A. l. we can deter- 
mine the number  of normal modes and their act ivi ty in any given 
symmetry  species. I t  is further possible to describe the symmet ry  modes 
of the unit cell in terms of modes of a single chain. The results of this 
analysis are listed in Table 12. The subscripts refer to in-phase (i) and 
out-of-phase (0) motions, the first subscript referring to the nature of the 
mode in a single chain and the second subscript to the relationship 
between the mbtions of the two chains in the unit cell. The T' and R' 
modes refer to t ranslatory and ro ta tory  motions of the chain as a unit. 
In  the former modes the chains move against each other along the axis 
indicated; in the lat ter  modes the chains librate about their axes, in one 
case (R~.) both rotating clockwise at the same time, and in the other (R~) 
one rotating clockwise while the other rotates counter-clockwise. As far 
as the infrared spectrum is concerned, the analysis according to the unit 
cell yields only one more active mode, viz., R 0, than was predicted by  the 
single chain analysis. In the Raman  spectrum four new modes become 
active, Ta, T~, T~, and R}. I t  should be noted tha t  infrared active bands 
are now Raman inactive, and vice versa. Actually the frequencies of 
most  of the Raman  fundamentals should be quite close to the correspond- 
ing infrared fundamentals;  they will be separated only as a result of 
interaction between the chains in the unit cell. 
In arriving at a satisfactory analysis of the spectrum we must  make 
use not only of the polarization'data, but  also of the results of deuteration 
studies, full [NARITA, ICHINOHE, and ENOMOTO (145)] and partial  [FoLT, 
SHIPMAN, and BERENS (55)], and studies of C--CI frequencies in small 
molecules. [MIzuSHIMA, SHIMANOUCHI, NAKAMURA, HAYASHI, and 
TSUCHIYA (139); SHIMANOUCHI, TSUCHIYA, and MIZUSHIMA (196)]. The 
lack of the Raman  spectrum is a definite handicap, but  is in par t  miti- 
gated by  the expectation that  many  of the Raman active fundamentals 
should be close to the frequencies of infrared active fundamentals. 
The above-mentioned studies on C--C1 frequencies of small molecules 
lead to a fairly unambiguous assignment of the v (CC1) modes of PVC. 
These studies show tha t  the v(CC1) modes occur in fairly restricted 
frequency ranges depending on whether the CI a tom is trans to a H atom 
or to a C atom across the common C--C bond. For secondary chlorides, 
the former modes are found at  605--650 cm -1 and the latter modes at 
670--700 cm -~. The absorption in the 600--700 cm -1 region of PVC is 
complex, but studies on highly crystalline samples made by  polymeri- 
zation in a urea-canal complex EKRIMM, BERENS, FOLT, and SHIPMAN (106)] 
indicate that  only two bands, at 604 and 642 cm -1, are to be associated 
with the crystalline phase. These both correspond to v (CC1) with C1 trans 
to H, and are both a, in agreement with expectations. Tilting experiments 
with partially double oriented specimens indicate tha t  the 604 cm -1 band 
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is polarized along the b-axis of the crystal while the 642 cm -1 band is 
polarized along the a-axis. This suggests the particular assignment of the 
BI~ and B~u v (CC1) modes shown in Table 11. I t  is interesting to note that 
full deuteration of the chain shifts these v (CC1) modes from a mean 
position at 623 cm -1 to one at about 581 cm -1 [NARITA, ICHINOHE, and 
ENOMOTO (145)]. This points up the fact that  what we call a v (CC1) mode 
is actually a vibration which also significantly involves the carbon chain 
skeleton. I t  is therefore not unreasonable to expect that  the interaction 
between neighboring C1 atoms in the syndiotactic repeat unit will be 
large enough to give the observed 38 cm -I separation between v (CCI)I and 
(CC1)o, even though at first glance the large separation between the C1 
atoms might tend to indicate a weak interaction between their stretching 
modes. This is an example of a case in which simple group frequency 
concepts are not completely adequate. The remaining bands in this 
region, at about 615 and 693 cm -1, undoubtedly arise from chains in the 
amorphous regions which are atactic, so that the splitting disappears, 
and/or in non planar zig-zag conformations which place C1 trans to H at 
some points and trans to C at others along the chain. The disappearance 
of the 604, 642 cm -1 doublet and its replacement by a single broad band 
at about 615 cm -1 when PVC is swollen in cyclohexanone or heated 
[SHIMANOUCHI, TSUCHIYA, and ~IZUSHIMA (196)] support this conclu- 
sion. There does not seem to be any good evidence for associating any of 
these bands with a helical isotactic structure, as has been proposed 
[SHIMANOUCHI, TSUCHIYA, and MIZUSHIMA (197)]. 
The v (CH) and v (CH~) modes can be assigned with fair confidence on 
the basis of studies on partially deuterated PVC's [VOLT, SHIPMAN, and 
BERENS (55)]. These confirm the assignments previously made [KRIMI~t 
and LIANG (107)]. For example, the 2968 cm -1 band disappears only 
when CDC1 replaces CHC1, thus identifying this as a v (CH) mode of PVC. 
Tilting experiments on a partially double oriented specimen favor its 
assignment to v (CH)o. The presence of a weak band at about 2930 cm -1 
which seems to have ~ dichroism provides a likely assignment for the 
va (CH2)o~ (B~) mode predicted by the symmetry analysis. The 2914 cm -1 
band is reasonably assigned to the a va(CH2) mode. The 2849 and 
2820 cm -1 bands are then assigned to the v~ (CH2) and v (CH)~ modes. 
We consider next the remaining B3, modes which are to be assigned. 
Of these, the 7~(CC1)o, and v(~)(b~),  are expected to be found below 
2 ~ 
X - - /  
600 cm -~, while the four others should occur roughly in the 600--1400 
cm -1 region. There are five ~ bands observed in this region ; for the weak 
band at 764 cm -~ the ~ dichroism is uncertain. Studies on partially 
deuterated PVC's [VOLT, SHIPMAN, and BERENS (55)] show that  the 
833 cm -1 band moves progressively down until it is at 670 cm -1 in the 
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fully deuterated polymer, making this most likely the ?r(CH2)oi mode. 
I ts  position, as predicted from calculations (see section I I I .  A. 2.), and 
relatively small shift on deuteration suggest that  the 1125 cm -1 band is 
to be assigned to v+(~r)i. The remaining assignments are less certain, 
but  1230: Yw(CH)0~ and 1380: ?~ (CH2)~ are favored. I t  might be noted 
tha t  the 1230 cm -1 band cannot be an overtone or combination involving 
v (CC1) modes since these cannot combine in any way to give a B~  mode. 
In accordance with earlier suggestions [t{RIMM and LIANG (101)7 , the 
and v(-~) (b2) i modes are most  reasonably assigned to bands at yw(CC1) o~ 
315 cm -1 and 182 cm -1 respectively. 
The remaining BI~ and B2u modes can be assigned with fair certainty 
on the basis of deuteration and o t h e r  data. The 1424 cm -1 band is 
undoubtedly ~ (CH2)i0 (B2u) ; it shifts to 1110 cm -1 in the fully deuterated 
polymer. The 1431 cm -1 band, which is strongest in the least crystalline 
polymers, is probably also a ~ (CH~) mode. The frequency shift may  
indicate a different environment for the CH 2 groups giving rise to this 
mode, e.g., their presence between neighboring C1 atoms which are on the 
same side of the carbon zig-zag, as in atactic portions of molecules. 
The 1333 and 1254 cm -1 bands are probably the two ~(CH) modes 
expected in the syndiotactic unit of structure. This is supported by  their 
shift to 1018 cm -1 and 960 cm 4 respectively in the fully deuterated 
polymer [NARITA, ICHINOHE, and ENOMOTO (]dS)] ,  and by  the dis- 
appearance of these two bands and their replacement by  a single band 
midway between (at ~ 1290 cm -1) in chlorinated PVC [FUCHS and 
Louis  (63)]. The lat ter  is just what would be expected from chlorination 
of the CH 2 groups to CHC1, which would destroy the syndiotactic 
configuration of the original polymer. The specific assignments to 
symmet ry  species are suggested by  tilting experiments on partially 
double oriented specimens. The 1095 cm -1 band appears to shift to 
1040 cm -1 on deuteration. I ts  position and small shift suggest its assign- 
ment  to v+ (0)0. The 960 cm -1 band moves progressively, with increasing 
deuteration [FoLT, SHIPMAN, and BERENS (55)] to 787 cm -1 in the fully 
deuterated polymer. This shift suggests its assignment to ?r(CH2), .  I t  
will be noted that  the isotopic frequency shifts observed here bear little 
relation to the values predicted b y  the t rea tment  of section I I I .  B. 2. 
This is not unexpected, since that  t rea tment  assumed an isolated CH2 
(or CH) group whereas we know that  some of the modes in PVC are most 
unlikely to be significantly confined to a single group. On the other hand, 
known skeletal modes shift by  about  1.05--1.07 on complete deuteration, 
and it is therefore unlikely tha t  the shift of the 960 cm -1 band to 787 cm -I  
(ratio = 1.22) could be associated with a skeletal vibration. The assign- 
ments of the other bands expected in this general region, viz., ~,+ ~ -  o 
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and 7t(CH2)00, cannot be made with any 
great certainty, but  calculations for the 
former mode and the polyethylene assign- 
ments for the latter suggest the bands at 
920 em -1 and 1167 cm -1 respectively as 
possibilities. For the remaining C1 and 
skeletal modes we follow earlier arguments 
[KRIMM and LIANG (101)] based on study 
of small molecules and calculations. The 
R 6 (BI~) mode may possibly be assigned to 
the band at 102 cm -~. The remaining weak 
bands are probably combination bands, 
but  it is difficult to be certain because of 
the lack of a Raman spectrum. 
I t  will be seen that  the overall set of 
proposed assignments for PVC is quite 
satisfactory, although uncertainties do exist 
on some points. This provides important  
evidence in support of a syndiotactic 
chain configuration and of the crystal 
structure which has been proposed. I t  will 
be noted that  the characteristic spectral 
feature of a syndiotactic structure is the 
doubling in some of the bands, and this 
should provide a significant guide in the 
analysis of other syndiotactic polymers. 
Several assignments, as We have noted, 
require additional confirmation. This could 
be achieved by extended studies on parti- 
ally deuterated PVC's, a polarized spectral 
s tudy of oriented highly crystalline urea 
complex polymers, and further work on 
better  double oriented specimens. 
D. Polyvinyl Alcohol 
The spectrum of polyvinyl alcohol 
(PVA), -(CH2CHOH)~, was the subject of 
much early s tudy [THOMPSON and TOR- 
KINGTON (228)]; ELLIOTT, AMBROSE, and 
TEMPLE (53) ; BLOUT and  KARPLUS (J7) ; 
AMBROSE, ELLIOTT, and TEMPLE (6); 
GLATT, WEBBER, SEAMAN, and ELLIS (66) ; 
GLATT and ELLIS (65)], but  with only 
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T a b l e  13. Infrared Spectrum of l~olyvinyl Alcohol 
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Yr(CH~) ( a m o r p h o u s )  
a ( c o )  + 7 ~ ( c o )  = 890 (?) 
~+(o) 
v (CC) ( C _ ~ - - C - - ~  u n i t )  ? 
, , , (CO) + yi(;H)L 1040 
~,+(:~) 
,, (co)  
v'(CO) (C---C---C--C un i t )  ? 
I I 
O . . . O  
2 x 610 = 1220 ? 
7o(CH)  
,~ (CH + OH) 
,5 (CE + OH) 
(CH2) 
7~(CH0 
7,~(CH2) + v ' (CO) = 2587  (?) 





{ v.(CH2) + v(CO)  = 4038 v,(CH2) + v(CO)  = 4006  
v ( C H )  + ~ ( C H  + O H )  = 4216  
v.(CH2) + 6 ( C H  + O H )  = 4262  
v,(CH2) + (~ (CH~) ~ 4340  
v (OH) n u yw(CH2) ~ 4786 
2 x v ( C H )  = 5680 
v . (CH,)  + v.(CH~) =- 5852 
2 x v ( O H )  = 6680  
rudimentary success at  its interpretation. This is understandably a 
consequence of the increased complexity of the molecule and of some 
ambiguities as to its structure. In  fact, despite the detailed studies which 
have been undertaken in recent years, many  aspects of the spectrum still 
remain uncertain. Nevertheless a basically correct analysis seems to be 
emerging from this work. We will be concerned with outlining this 
analysis and discussing some of the problems which remain. 
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The polarized infrared spectrum of an oriented specimen of PVA is 
shown in Fig. 11 [KRI~tM, LIANG, and SUTI-IERLAND (70d)~. The band 
positions and polarization, given in Table 13, are derived from this and 
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Fig. 12. Infrared spectrum of oriented polyvinyl aleohol-D. - - :  E perpendicular to stretching direction; 
. . . .  : E parallel to stretching direction [TADoKORO, SEKI, and NXTTA (218)] 
other studies [GLATT, WEBBER, SEAMAN, and ELLIS (66); GLATT and 
ELLIS (65); TADOKORO, SEKI, and NITTA (2/8)1. The subscripts _k and tl 
on the a bands at 2900 cm -1 and in the 800--1200 cm -1 region refer to the 
~ 
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Fig. 13. Crystal structure of polyvinyl alcohol [BuNN (27)] 
(~~176176 
polarization with respect to the plane of the zig-zag carbon chain, and 
were obtained from spectra of doubly oriented specimens [AMBROSE, 
ELLIOTT, and TEMPLE (6); TADOKORO, SEKI, NITTA, and YAMADERA 
Fortschr. Hochpolym.-Forsch.~ Bd. 2 9 
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(220) ]. Spectra of PVA-D, ~CH2CHOD)~, have also been obtained [TADo- 
KORO, SEKI, and NITTA (217); KRIMIvl, LIANG, and SUTHERLAND (104)], 
and constitute an important  part  of the analysis. A polarized spectrum 
of an oriented PVA-D sample is shown in Fig. 12 ETADOKORO, SEKI, and 
NITTA (218); TADOKORO (215a)]. No Raman  spectra of PVA or related 
low molecular weight molecules are available. 
The structure of PVA has been the subject of some controversy. X-ray  
diffraction studies have suggested two structures EMooNEY (140) ; BUNN 
(27)1, although the data seem to favor the Bunn structure. A careful 
analysis of the infrared spectrum EKRI~I~I, LIANG, and SUTHERLAND 
(704)], primarily via the dichroism of the v (OH) and Yw (OH) modes, also 
supports the Bunn structure. We will therefore assume that  this structure, 
shown in Fig. 13, is the correct one. I t  will be noted that  it is characterized 
by  a random placement of the O H  groups along the chain (i. e., an atactic 
arrangement) and by  hydrogen bonding between chains, as shown in the 
figure. From the standpoint of x-ray diffraction it is permissible to 
replace this structure by  one containing two half-oxygen atoms at  the H 
and OH positions of each CHOH group. I t  does not seem valid, however, 
to do this for purposes of spectroscopic analysis, as has been done [LIANG 
and PEARSON (116)~. Such a procedure results in the prediction of 
skeletal modes which would not be expected to occur (e. g., the v~ (S) mode 
proposed by  LIANG and PEARSON). Furthermore,  the symmet ry  of the 
average structure deduced from x-ray analysis is only correct if the 
locations of the OH hydrogen atoms are neglected. Assume an infinitely 
long planar zig-zag PVA chain on which the arrangement of the OH 
groups is atactic, and consider the mode which can be described as 
involving primarily a stretching of the C--O bond. Defining the phase of 
the vibration in one monomer unit (e. g., by  the length of the C--O bond 
in relation to its equilibrium length), we can ask for the phase relation 
between such modes in adjacent units which will give rise to a large 
transition moment  for the chain. I t  will be seen that  only for a phase 
difference of zero (i. e., all C--O bonds elongating simultaneously) is this 
moment  large, otherwise it will be zero. For example, for the case of a 
phase difference of ~ (a C--O bond in one monomer unit elongating while 
tha t  in the neighboring unit contracts, corresponding to the va (S) mode 
mentioned above), since the location of OH groups is random, we expect 
to find as many  C--O bonds on one side of the zig-zag plane contracting 
as are elongating and the same for those bonds on the other side of the 
plane, resulting (for a very long chain) in a net transition moment  of 
zero. The same should be true for any other phase difference. I t  appears 
tha t  any interaction between the two chains in the unit cell will lead, 
because of the pseudo-symmetry characteristics of long atactic PVA 
chains in the crystal, to operation of the mutual  exclusion rule, with all 
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of the infrared active modes being derivable from those of a single chain. 
When, for a given mode, the motions on the two chains are in-phase 
(symmetric with respect to the pseudo center of inversion) the band will 
be Raman  active; when the motions are out-of-phase the band will be 
infrared active. The pr imary consequence of this argument is tha t  the 
skeletal modes must  be determined by  the C--C--O (monomer) unit and 
1 ~ - ~  0 
not b y  a c--b~. .} 0 unit. We wiU assume this to be the case in what  
follows. 
On the basis of such a single chain analysis in which no rigorous 
symmet ry  is assigned to the structure we are forced to describe the modes 
and their polarization properties in terms of simple group vibrations. 
This leads to the following 17modes: CH~-- v~, va, 6, 7w, 7o )Jr; CH - -  v, 6, 
Yw; O H - - v ,  6, ~w; ske le ta l - -  v+(0), v+(z~), v(CO), ~5(CO), )~w(CO). (For 
the CH, OH, and CO groups the ~ mode represents a deformation per- 
pendicular to the chain axis and the 7~ mode a deformation parallel to 
this axis.) I t  will be recognized at the outset tha t  this description is less 
than adequate, but  it is not possible at  present, in the absence of normal 
vibration calculations, to be more specific. We must  therefore maintain 
caution in the interpretation placed on the above symbolic descriptions, 
recognizing the likelihood of interactions between CO and skeletal modes 
and between hydrogen vibrations of the OH group on the one hand and 
the CH and CH 2 groups on the other. In the following discussion on the 
assignments we shall t ry  to assess these interactions for the various modes. 
Certain of the modes can be assigned quite readily on the basis of 
existing information. Consider first the CH 2 modes. The general position, 
intensity, and polarization in the doubly oriented specimens of the bands 
at 2910 cm -1 and 2942 cm -1 identifies them with the vs (CH2) and va (CH2) 
modes respectively. Similarly, the 1430 cm -1 band (located at  1428 cm -I 
in PVA-D) can be identified with ~ (CH~). The deviation of these frequen- 
cies from the values found in polyethylene and other polymers is an 
indication that  these CH 2 modes are not completely separable. The v (OH) 
mode is clearly assignable to the broad band at  3340 cm -1, the value of 
this frequency being indicative of the existence of an essentially inter- 
molecular type of hydrogen bonding [BELLAMu (13)]. On the basis of 
studies on alcohols [STuAI~T and SUTHERLAND (212)] and on PVA-D 
[KI~II~II~t, LIAI~G, and SUT~IERLAND (70d)l, the 7~(OH) mode can be 
assigned with fair cer tainty to the band at 630 cm -~. And finally, the 
2840 cm -1 band is most  probably to be associated with the v (CH) mode 
while the 1235 cm -x ~ band is likewise to be correlated with 7~(CH). 
The assignment of the remaining bands presents somewhat greater 
problems. We will consider first the bands in the 1300--1500 cm -~ region of 
the spectrum. In  earlier work [KRIMM, LIAI~G, and SUTHERLAND (104)] the 
9* 
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assignments in this region were based on studies of PVA-D which did not 
include polarization measurements.  Such measurements have since been 
made [TADOKORO, SEKI, and NITTA (218) ; TADOKORO (215a)], and seem to 
require some reconsideration of the earlier assignments. I t  will be seen from 
Fig. 12 tha t  deuteration of the OH group in PVA leaves essentially three 
bands in this region: 1428 m (a), 1383 s (~), and 1360 (a), the 1326 s (a) 
band having been removed. I t  is most likely tha t  all three of the former 
bands are associated with CH 2 and CH modes. As we have seen, the 
1428 cm -1 band is the b(CH2) mode, found a t  1430 cm -1 on PVA. 
A strong ~ band comparable to the 1383 cm -1 band of PVA-D is found at 
1446 cm -1 in PVA, and it would thus seem tha t  these two bands have a 
common origin. Earlier arguments [KRIMM, LIAI~G, and SUTHERLAND 
(103, 104)] had suggested tha t  the 1326 and 1430 cm -1 bands of PVA 
were coupled CH and OH bending modes, 6 (CH + OH), the 1383 cm -1 
band of PVA-D being the uncoupled ~ (CH) mode. I f  this is so, then it is 
indeed strange tha t  the lat ter  mode exhibits z polarization. I t  would 
seem that  a mode which basically has the character of ~ (CH) should 
exhibit a polarization. An alternative assignment would be to assign the 
1446 cm -1 band of PVA (and the 1383 cm -1 band of PVA-D) to 7w (CH~), 
and the 1376 and 1326 cm -x bands of PVA to coupled (~(CH + OH) 
modes, the former probably being main ly  b (CH) and the lat ter  ~ (OH). 
The weak a band at 1360 cm -1 in PVA-D would then represent the 
uncoupled ~$ (CH) mode. This would be consistent with the polarizations 
and relative intensities of the bands in PVA and PVA-D, and would 
imply tha t  the position of 7~ (CH2) is determined by  interaction with 
(OH) (plus ~ (CH) in PVA) or b (OD), the lat ter  interaction presumably 
being smaller than the former. Although we will propose this set of assign- 
ments, it is clear tha t  the s tudy of the ~CD2CHOH)~ and -(CH2CDOH)~ 
polymers is essential to a satisfactory resolution of this problem. 
Some problems also remain in the assignment of the bands in the 
800--1200 cm -1 region. On the basis of the above single chain analysis we 
would expect the v(CO), 7~(CH~), v+(0), and v+(~) modes to be found 
here. I t  seems tha t  most  of these modes can now be identified with fair 
certainty;  the main problems are the additional bands occurring in this 
region, The v (CO) mode of a chain unit should exhibit a polarization, 
with slightly higher intensity of absorption perpendicular to the zig-zag 
plane than parallel. This and other arguments [KmMM, LIAI~G, and 
SUTHERLAND (704)] lead to the assignment of the 1096 cm -1 band to 
v (CO) without too much ambiguity.  Similarly, the frequency and the 
polarization with respect to the zig-zag plane of the 825 cm -1 band make 
it highly probable that  this band is to be assigned to 7, (CH~). The 
skeletal modes are more difficult to identify. On the basis of the presence 
of a ~ band at 1083 cm -z in PVA-D, we can assign the weak 1085 cm -1 
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~(?) band of PVA to the mode corresponding to v+ (3r) in polyethylene. 
Calculations on ethyl alcohol ECRoss and VAN VLECK (43)1 indicate that  
the v (CC) mode should occur at about 910 cm -1, and on this basis it is 
probable that  the mode corresponding to v+ (0) in polyethylene can be 
associated with the 915 cm -1 band of PVA. It  also has the correct 
polarization with respect to the plane of the carbon zig-zag chain. The 
remaining bands which require interpretation are those at 850 and 1141 
cm 4 .  The former shows no preferred polarization with respect to the 
zig-zag plane in a doubly oriented specimen [TADOKORO, SEKI, NITTA, 
and YAMADERA (220)], and it is possible that  it may be associated with 
a 7r (CH~) mode of chains in the noncrystalline regions, which are known 
to be oriented along the stretching direction CMAcGILLAVRY (122)7. This 
could be confirmed by studies on <CD2CHOH~. 
The origin of the 1141 cm -1 band has been the subject of much 
discussion. I t  has been established [TADOKORO, SEKI, and NITTA (216); 
KRIM.~I, LIANG, and SUTHERLAND (104); TADOKORO, K6ZAI, SEKI, and 
NITTA (219); TADOKORO (215b)] tha t  the intensity of this band, and 
presumably only this one, increases significantly when the sample is 
heated, a t reatment which appears to increase the degree of crystallinity. 
I t  is also observed [HAAs (70)] that  the intensity of this band increases 
when a sample is humidified, a t reatment  which is thought to result in 
an increase in the relative amount of ordered regions. This observation 
seems to preclude the assignment of the 1141 cm -a band to an ether linkage 
~ C - - O - - C / ,  as has been suggested [KRIMM, LIANG, and SUTHERLAND / \ 
(104)1. I t  has been suggested [TADoKORO, SEKI, and NITTA (2J8) ; TADO- 
KORO (215b)7 tha t  this band arises from a symmetric C--C stretching 
mode, which would be consistent with its polarization parallel to the 
z igzag chain, but  this assignment presents difficulties too. In particular, 
it places such a skeletal mode at what seems to be much too high a 
frequency, and the skeletal vibration involved, viz., v+ (0), is already 
adequately assigned to the band at 915 cm -~. 
Several arguments suggest that  the 1141 cm -I band may be a v(CO) 
mode. Although this band is clearly associated with the crystalline regions, 
there is reason to believe that  it is not correlated with the assumed 
structure. If it were, and its intensity increase on crystMlization were a 
result of the presence of more crystalline chains, then we should expect 
other bands which are also due to the planar zig-zag chain conformation 
to similarly increase in intensity. There is no evidence that  this is the 
case. I t  would therefore seem that  this band is associated with a structure 
that  is more likely when the chain is in the crystalline state, a structure 
which represents only a small modification of that  proposed by  BUNN. 
We wish to suggest tha t  this band may be associated with the v (CO) mode 
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of a portion of a chain in which an intramolecular hydrogen bond is 
formed between two neighboring OH groups that  are on the same side of 
the plane of the carbon chain. The transition moment  for this vibration, 
which involves at least a C--CO--C--CO segment, could easily be pri- 
marily parallel to the plane of the zig-zag. This suggestion is supported by  
recent work on pentane-2,4-diol ~X~AGAI, KURIBAYASHI, SHIRAKI, and 
UKITA (141 a)3. For the isomer in which it appears tha t  both  OH groups 
are on the same side of the plane of the carbon atoms, it is found tha t  a 
band at  1157 cm -x (similar in appearance to the 1141 cm -1 band of PVA) 
increases markedly  in intensity under conditions (in dilute CS z solutions) 
tha t  lead to a preponderance of intramolecular over intermolecular 
hydrogen bonds. Also, it appears tha t  both  the 1141 and 1096 cm -1 bands 
move to higher frequencies on deuteration, the former to 1148 cm -1 and 
the lat ter  to 1122 cm -1 in PVA-D, suggesting a similarity in the nature of 
the vibrations associated with the two bands. The increase in frequency 
on deuteration is not unreasonable if the v(CO) mode is coupled with 
other vibrations of the COH group, as is evidenced by  studies on alcohols 
[STUART and SUTHERLAND (272a)]. For example, the smaller anharmoni- 
cities associated with the motion of D atoms as compared to H atoms 
could, since anharmonicity constants are usually negative, well result in 
the increases observed. This suggested assignment could be checked b y  a 
careful s tudy of changes which occur elsewhere in the spectrum associated 
with the change in intensity of the 1141 cm -1 band. Thus, it might  be 
anticipated tha t  v (OH) modes associated with intramolecular hydrogen 
bonds should be detected, and possibly also changes associated with 
v (OH 9 9 9 O) modes (see below). A C--C stretching mode associated with 
such a group might also be anticipated, and perhaps this is the origin of 
the 1040 cm -x band. 
Of the remaining modes to be assigned, 7c (CH2) is not identifiable 
with any certainty. The ~ (CO) and 7~ (CO) modes are probably to be 
associated with the bands at 480 cm -1 and 410 cm -1 respectively. I t  
seems not unlikely tha t  the 185 cm -1 band, and perhaps also the shoulder 
at 135 cm -1, arises from a v ( O H . . .  O) vibration [GRoss (69)], i.e., a 
vibration in which the O 9 - .  O distance changes but  not the OH distance. 
Many of the high frequency bands seem to be interpretable in terms of 
binary combinations, and some of these are suggested. 
I t  will be seen tha t  many  features of the PVA spectrum can be inter- 
preted moderately well. On the other hand, the assignments of certain of 
the bands still require confirmation. This can probably be accomplished by  
a s tudy of other deuterated species of the polymer, with substitution on 
the CH and CH~ groups. The value of such a s tudy is evident in this case, 
since, for example, if the suggested assignment of the 1141 cm -1 band 
could be confirmed a deeper insight into the structure of this polymer in 
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the crystalline state would have been 
achieved. Similarly, the relatively large 
frequency splitth~g between the ~ and 
components of the v(OH) 3(OH), and 
7w (OH) modes, which has not yet been con- 
vincingly explained, probably also reflects 
important aspects of the structure and inter- 
nal forces. 
E. Polypropylene 
The infrared spectrum of polypropy- 
lene, (CH~CH)~, has not been the subject 
I 
CH3 
of a very detailed investigation. Although 
infrared and Raman data have recently 
been published, and studies have been 
undertaken on crystalline bands, no exten- 
sive studies on deuterated species have as 
yet been published. We will, nevertheless, 
undertake to outline the problem of the 
assignments for polypropylene, since this 
polymer is structurally typical of a large 
class of isotactic polymers. We will t ry to 
show how the infrared spectrum of this 
polymer can shed significant light on its 
structure. 
Polarized infrared spectra of oriented 
specimens of isotactic polypropylene are 
shown in Fig. 14 [PERALDO (167)]. The 
band positions, polarizations, and relative 
intensities are given in Tab]e 14, together 
with Raman data [ToBIN (231)] and infor- 
mation on the phase of origin of the bands 
[NATTA (14/9); POKROVSKY and VOLKEN- 
SHTEIN (178); ABE and YANAGISAWA (1)]. 
Some preliminary data on partially deuter- 
ated polypropylenes are available [PER- 
ALDO (167) ; NATTA (150)], but no detailed 
spectra have as yet been published. 
The structure of isotactic polypropylene 
has been investigated by x-ray diffraction 
[NATTA and CORRADINI ( 1 5 1 )  ; NATTA, COR- 
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Table 14. Vibrational spectrum o/Polypropylene 
I R, Raman, 
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9',~(CH3) amorphous  ? 
? .(CHs) (A) 
y~(CH) (E) 
7,,(CH) (A) 
?,(CH,) (E) ? 
(5 (CH) (A) 
(5,(CHa) (A) 
~,(CH,) 
~,(CHa) amorphous  ? 
~5 (CH) (E) 
~,(CH~) (E) 




2 • y,(CH2)(E) = 1618 
yr(CH,) (A) -]- yr(CH,) (E) = 1708 ? 
999 + I168 = 2167 
v,(CH,) (E) + 6,(CHa) (E) = 2187 
999 + 1378 = 2377 
~.(cga)  (E) + r~(CH~) (h) = 2629 
6(CH2) (E) + 7 , (CH,) (E)  = 2740 
v(CH) (A) 
v (CH) (E) 
v,(CH2) 
v,(CH,) (A and E) 










CORRADINI ( 7 5 ~ a ) ] .  These studies indicate that  the polymer chain is 
helical, with three monomer units in the repeat distance of 6.50 A along the 
fiber axis. Thus, the only symmetry element possessed by  the structure is 
a 3-fold screw axis. The chain is polar, since the axis of the methyl  group 
makes an angle of about 72 ~ with the helix axis (the C--C--C angle in the 
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chain is 114.5~ Although the unit cell contains more than one chain 
[NATTA, CORRADINI, and CESARI (155); KEITH, PADDEN, WALTER, and 
WYCXOl~F (86)], it is most fruitful at this stage of the analysis to deal 
only with the spectrum of a single chain. As has been shown [PERALDO 
(167)], the normal modes are expected to split up into 25 of species A, in 
which the phase difference between motions in neighboring groups is zero 
and the transition moment is 
parallel to the helix axis, and 
52 of species E, in which the 
corresponding phase difference 
is • 2 ~/3 and the transition 
moment is perpendicular to the 
axis (the latter consisting of 26 
degenerate pairs). Modes in ei- 
ther species are both infrared 
and Raman active. The chain 
modes can be described in 
terms of modes of the individ- 
ual groups [PERALDO (167)], 
as was done forpolytetrafluoro- 
ethylene. Although this may 
not be a valid approximation 
in some cases, it is justified 
as a starting point for the 
analysis (at least until it is 
demonstrated to be invalid). 
Such a classification of the 
chain modes is shown in Ta- 
ble 15. In addition, on the 
Table 15. Classification of Normal ~lodes of 
Polypropylene 
Hydrogen Modes, 
A and E: 
Skeletal Modes: 
CH a Group v (C--CH3) A, E 
(C---CH3) A, E 
T~(C--CHa) A, E 
vx- -v  ~ A 
vs--v a E 
Chain 
Vibration l.a/IE 
v(CH) 0.8 : 2.1 
v,(CH~) 2.9 : 1.6 
va(CH2) 0 : 2.3 
v,(CHa) 0.8 : 2.1 
v~(CHa) ~ 1.6 : t.9 
%(CH~) 0 6.5 : 0.6 
e$ (CH) 1.6 : 1.9 
b (CH,) 2.9 : 1,6 
6,(CH3) 0.8 : 2.1 
5~(CI-I~)~ 1.6 : 1.9 
c~a(CH:~)o 6.5 : 0.6 
y~(CH) 6.5 : 0.6 
yw(CH~) 6.S : 0.6 
v~(CH3) 6.5 : 0.6 
~,,(CH2) 0 : 2.3 




1.6 : 1.9 
6.5 : 0.6 
basis of the assumed structure it is possible to compute the approxi- 
mate intensity ratio of the A to the E species chain vibrations cor- 
responding to a given group mode. We show this ratio also in Table 15 
for some of the hydrogen and skeletal modes. I t  is more difficult to 
specify for the remaining skeletal vibrations since the form of these modes 
is unknown. (The separation of the skeletal modes into those of the CH 3 
group and those of the carbon chain backbone is open to question.) 
The i and o on the % (CH3) and ~(CH3) modes indicate in-plane and 
out-of-plane, the plane referred to being that  of H--C--CH v We expect 
the degenerate vibrations of the isolated CH a group to be split in the poly- 
mer, the transition moments of the components probably being deter- 
mined by the local pseudo plane of symmetry referred to above. 
Several interesting observations can be made from the IA[IE ratios. 
Thus, for example, the intensities of % (CHz) (A) and Yr (CH2) (A) should 
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be zero. For some of the modes Iv (CH), v, (CHs), 6s (CHa), and v (C--CH3)l 
the A component  should be weaker than the E component;  for others 
[v~ (CH3) i, 6 (CH), 6a (CH3) i, ? ,  (CH3), and ~ (C--CH3)] the intensities of the 
two components should be approximately equal; for v~ (CH~) and 6 (CH~) 
the A component  should be somewhat stronger than the E component;  
while for another group Ira (r 0, ~ (r o, Yw (CH), Yw (CH2), ?w (CH~), 
and ?~ (C--CH3) ] the A component should be very much stronger than the 
E component. If  the structure is correct, and the assumption of a single 
chain analysis is valid, then these relationships should help identify the 
bands. Conversely, if the modes can be independently assigned, saywith the 
help of studies on deuterated species, then the analysis of the I4 / I  E ratios 
should permit  something to be said about the structure. I t  will be seen 
that  neither case is clearly supported by  the presently available data, 
so that  further s tudy is definitely required. 
We consider first the hydrogen stretching modes. If  we require tha t  
va(CH2) (A) be zero, and tha t  v(CH)(A) (by analogy with polymer 
spectra) be weak, then we are left with three ~r bands to be assigned to 
four A modes. This suggests that  perhaps the splitting between va(CH3)i 
and va (CH3)0 is too small to be observed. If  we assume this to be the case, 
then with the help of data  on the general regions in which the frequencies 
a r e  to be expected [SHEPPARD and SIMPSON (1Q~)] we can make the 
following assignments: 2960 ~ v~ (CHa) (A), 2920 - -  v, (CH3) (A), and 
2840 - -  v, (CH~) (A). For the E components we would then probably have: 
2950 - -  v~ (CH3) (E), 2928 - -  v~ (CH2) (E), 2880 - -  vs (CH3) (E), and 2840 - -  
v 8 (CH2) (E). The v (CH) A andE  modes are perhaps to be assignedto the very 
weak bands at 2790 and 2820 cm -1 respectively. The band at 2868 cm -1 
may  be the overtone of the 1437 cm -1 band, and the 2920 cm -1 band 
may  contain a contribution from the overtone of the 1453 cm -~ band. 
Even with these possibilities the intensity ratios do not seem to agree too 
well with those predicted. I t  must  be remembered though that  the 
calculated ratios are based on transition moments  which are simply 
related to the symmet ry  of each group, and this may  not be valid. These 
results therefore indicate tha t  the assignments must  be confirmed by  
deuteration studies. Thus, for example, the 2920 cm -1 ~r band is at a 
position which would be consonant with an assignment to v~ (CH2), but  
its intensity seems to be much too high on the basis of prediction, even 
considering the presence of some amorphous material. If  deuteration studies 
should indicate tha t  this is such a CH 2 mode, then it would seem tha t  
some modification in the proposed structure would have to be considered. 
In  the hydrogen bending region, deuteration studies ~PERALDO (167) ; 
NATTA (150)] indicate tha t  the 1437 cm -1 a band is associated with the 
CH2 group, thus suggesting its assignment to ~ (CH2) (E). This would then 
require tha t  the 1453 ;r and 1461 a bands be assigned to 3~ (CHa) (A) and 
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~a(CH3) (E) respectively (the splitting of the degenerate mode being 
neglected). This is a moderately satisfactory assignment, except that  the 
intensity ratio is not  ill accord with that  predicted by  the structure. 
Again, however, we have made the simplest assumptions about the tran- 
sition moment directions, and these may not be correct. The ~ (CH2) (A) 
mode is not identified, but  since the ~ (CHz) modes are much weaker than 
the b~ (CH3) modes [FRANCIS (57)] it is possible that  b (CH~) (A) is over- 
lapped by  the stronger ~a(CH3) bands. The very strong a band at 
1378 cm -1 is undoubtedly the 68 (CHs) (E) mode. The a s (CH~) (A) mode is 
expected to be much weaker, and may be associated with the very weak 
band at 1325 cm -1. Again the intensity ratio is quite different from 
that  expected. 
The assignment of the remaining hydrogen modes and the skeletal 
modes is far from unambiguous on the basis of existing data. Therefore 
the assignments to be proposed for these modes must be taken as provid- 
ing no more than a preliminary working framework, to be verified or 
modified by  further studies. We will assume the absence of p~ (CH~) (A) 
in the spectrum, as predicted f3om the model. Then the assignment of 
7~ (CH~) (E) to the 809 cm -1 band is perhaps likely. I t  may  be that  the 
808 cm -1 Raman band is assignable to ?r (CH~) (A), since the A species 
modes should be strong in the Raman spectrum. The strong ~ bands at 
1168 and 975 cm -1 are undoubtedly the deformation modes of the CH3 
groups, and many  arguments suggest the assignment of the former to 
7w (CH3) (A) and the latter to 7~ (CH~) (A). The corresponding E modes 
cannot be identified with any certainty at present; bands at 1105 cm -~ 
and 900 cm -1 are suggested for these assignments. By analogy with the 
spectra of other polymers, assignments for ~ (CH) and Vw (CH) can be made. 
The assignment of ~, (CH~) (E) to the 1303 cm -1 band is based on analogy 
with the results for polyethylene. The ~w (CH2) modes do not seem to be 
identifiable. More by default than otherwise, the remaining bands may be 
assigned to skeletal modes, although it must be admitted that  in two 
cases (842 and 999 cm -~) the intensities are surprisingly high. 
I t  will be apparent from the  above discussion that  a satisfactory set 
of assignments has not yet been achieved for the polypropylene spectrum. 
In most cases this is because the basic nature of the mode is unknown. 
Studies on partially and fully deuterated polypropylenes would answer 
these questions, and will clearly have to be undertaken in order for the 
final results to be more certain. When this has been done it should then be 
possible to evaluate more meaningfully the significance of the deviations 
between the observed and calculated I~/I~ ratios. As we have noted, 
these ratios are determined by  the structure, if we make simple assump- 
tions about the group transition moment directions. The deviations imply 
that  either these assumptions are not valid or that  the structure requires 
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modification. (Another possibility is that  the 
single chain analysis may  not be adequate.) 
Which of these possibilities is the more likely 
could be better determined after the assign- 
ments are more securely known. These con- 
siderations illustrate the way in which a 
complete analysis of the spectrum of a poly- 
mer can serve to illuminate significantly 
various aspects of the structure and proper- 
ties of the molecule. 
F. Polystyrene 
The spectrum of polystyrene, ~CH2CH)n, 
r 
C6H5 
provides a good illustration of the impor- 
tance of detailed studies on small molecules, 
in this case benzene and monosubstituted 
benzenes, i/i the analysis of the spectrum of 
a polymer. I t  also demonstrates the feasibility 
of applying local symmetry considerations 
to the analysis of the spectrum. Early work 
was done on the atactic polymer. I t  will be 
seen that  this analysis permits us to draw 
some conclusions about the structure of iso- 
tactic polystyrene. 
The infrared spectrum of a sample of 
atactic polystyrene is shown in Fig. 15 
[LIANG and KRIMM (114) ]. The band positions 
are given in Table 16, on the left-hand side 
of the "Infrared"  column. Raman data  for 
atactic polystyrene [SIGNER and WEILER 
(198); PALM (163)] are also included in the 
table. Polarized spectra of oriented specimens 
of isotactic polystyrene have recently been 
published [TADOKORO, NISHIYAMA, NOZA- 
KURA, and ]~[URAHASHI (227); TADOKORO, 
NOZAKURA, KITAZAWA, YASUHARA, and 
MURAHASHI (222); TAKEDA, II~IURA, YA- 
MADA, and IMAMOP.A (222a) ; MORERO, MAN- 
TICA, CIAMPELLI, and SIA•EsI (140a)]. The 
spectrum of the isotactic polymer differs 
slightly from that  of the atactic polymer, and 
these differences (above 500 cm -1) are shown 
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v~(B2) - -  E ? 
*'6~ (AI) 
vdB2) - -A 
v,B (BI) 
vn(Bs) - -  A 
v i i ( B 2 )  
vn(B,)  - -  E 
vlOS (B~) - -  A 
vlo.8 (B,) - -  E ? 
y,(CH~) ? 
vloa (As) 
v17s (B2) - -  A 
V, TS (B~) 
v,~s (Bz) - -  E 
v4 + vv~.,+. ---- 950 (B,) 




v (CC)~. .  ? 
VlOA + v,6s = 1060 (B,) 
visa (B0 
v 4 +  v,a = 1098 (B2) 
Vn-t- Vl.A = 1110 (B1) 
v{o(B1) 
V,o~ -{- v~a = 1170 (B,) 
v (CC)~u~ ? 
vsa (At) 
vlo.a + va~a = 1247 (A,) 
yt(CH~) - -  A 
{ vI4(B~) y,(CH~) 
y+(CH~) -- E 
v~ (B,) 
(CH) 
1 ( ) : n ew  b a n d s ,  appea r i ng  in  t h e  s p e c t r u m  of i so tac t ic  po lys ty rene .  
s ( + )  (__) : b a n d s  of a t ac t i c  p o l y s t y r e n e  wh i ch  increase  or decrease  in i n t ens i t y  
in  t h e  i so tac t ic  po lymer .  
8 O t h e r  b a n d s  are  c o m m o n  to  t h e  spec t r a  of b o t h  po lymers .  
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in Table 16 by  enclosing the different band positions for the isotactic poly- 
mer in parentheses. In some cases (e. g., at 550 and 1297 cm -1) new bands 
appear in the isotactic polymer; in others (e. g.. at 700, 906, and 1070 cm -~) 
a band of the atactic polymer is split in the spectrum of the isotactic 
polymer; and in still others (e.g., at 945, 985, and 1027 cm -1) a band of 
the atactic polymer is either enhanced (+) or diminished (--) in intensity 
in the spectrum of the isotactic polymer. The dichroism of the bands of 
isotactic polystyrene are also shown in the table. 
The structure of isotactic polystyrene has been studied by  means of 
x-ray diffraction [NATTA and CORRADINI (152 ,  153)] .  I t  is found that  the 
chain configuration is helical, with three monomer units per repeat 
exactly as in polypropylene. The only difference is that  the chain repeat 
of 6.65 A in polystyrene implies an opening of the CCC bond angles in the 
chain to 116.5 ~ The orientation of the benzene ring is apparently not 
settled. In the above structure, if the axis of the benzene ring were 
perpendicular to the helix axis, then the plane of the benzene ring would 
be almost exactly perpendicular to the helix axis. In a variation of this 
structure proposed on the basis of stereochemical considerations [BUNN 
and HOWELLS (30)1 , and shown in Fig. 16, the plane of the benzene ring 
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would be tipped about 25 ~ away from the above position. The polarized 
infrared spectra permit  a choice to be made between these two structures. 
As has been shown ELIANG and KRIMM (114)], the bands at 700 and 
760 cm -x are associated with transition moments  perpendicular to the 
plane of the benzene ring, those at  1027 and 1493 cm -1 correspond to 
modes with transition moments  parallel to the axis of the ring, and the 
1450 cm -1 band is associated 
with a mode whose moment  
is in the plane of ring and 
perpendicular to the ring axis. 
As expected, the first two 
bands show ~ dichroism while 
the others show a dichroism. 
The ~ dichroism, however, 
is relatively small, and this 
would seem to favor the ori- 
entation of the benzene rings 
shown in Fig. 16. This is sup- 
ported by  examination of the 
cr dichroism of the above 
bands. If  the orientation of 
the benzene rings were tha t  
proposed by  NATTA and COR- 
RADINI, it would be expected 
tha t  the 1450 cm -1 band 
would exhibit a higher cr di- 
chroism than tha t  of the 1027 
and 1493 cm -1 bands. (The 
dichroism of the 1450 cm -1 
band can be examined in poly- 
o~, t ,  fl-trideuterostyrene [TA- 
DOKORO, NISHIYAMA, lXlOZA- 
Fig. 16. Chain structure of isotactie polystyrene [BONN and 
HOW~LLS (30)] 
KURA, and MURAHASHI (221)], where overlap with the ~(CH2) mode is 
avoided. The spectra show tha t  the a dichroisms are comparable, 
thus favoring the tilt of the benzene rings shown in Fig. 16. In fact, 
with a ~ 25 ~ tilt of the benzene rings the two perpendicular tran- 
sition moments  in the plane of the ring would be expected to make 
roughly about  the same angle with the helix axis. On the basis of these 
results we are led to favor the structure shown in Fig. 16. (Recent x-ray 
diffraction studies [NATTA, CORRADINI, and BASSI (154b)] support  this 
conclusion.) 
The analysis of the spectrum of isotactic polystyrene is in many  
respects similar to that  of isotactic polypropylene. Both chain structures 
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have the same symmetry, and if we restrict ourselves again to a single 
chain analysis (as seems to be valid here), the modes of the polystyrene 
chain should split into A and E species. The spectrum of isotactic poly- 
styrene, when compared with that  of the atactic polymer, however, 
indicates tha t  in general this splitting is not observed. The analysis can 
therefore be carried out largely in terms of that  of the atactic polymer 
ELIANG and KRIMM (714)~, except, as we shall see, for those ring modes 
which do seem to split up into A and E species in the chain modes. As was 
pointed out earlier (section III .  A. 1.), the modes of the benzene ring can 
be satisfactorily analyzed in terms of the local symmetry of the ring, 
which for monosubstituted benzene is C2v. Symmetry coordinates for 
the ring modes have been suggested [LIAI~G and KRIMlVi (114)1 , and are 
shown in Fig. 17. The A1, B1, and B~ modes are predicted to be infrared 
active, while all of the species give rise to Raman active modes. The 
remaining modes are those of the CH and CH 2 groups and the carbon 
chain. 
The analysis can be carried out fairly satisfactorily on the basis of the 
previous analysis of atactic polystyrene and the recent polarization and 
deuteration studies on isotactic polystyrene. Only a few modifications of 
the earlier assignments seem to be required. If we consider the B 2 ring 
modes first, these should be identifiable as ~ bands in the spectrum. I t  
will be observed that  not only can they be assigned in accordance with 
the previous analysis [LIANG and KRIMM (] ]4)~, but  these modes seem to 
split into A (~) and E (a) components. This is true of the bands at 700, 
760, and 906 cm -1, and apparently also for the components at 550 and 
567 cm -1 [TAKEDA, IIMURA, YAMADA, and IMAMURA (222a)~ (which seem 
to be correlated with the 542 cm -1 band of atactic polystyrene). The only 
questionable case is that  of v5 (B2) : no ~ band is observed in the expected 
frequency region (~ 990 cm-1). I t  may be that  this mode is too weak to be 
observed (it is inactive in the spectrum of benzene), or that  it is to be 
assigned to the weak ~ band at 1005 cm -1 observed in polystyrene 
[TADOKORO, NOZAKURA, KITAZAWA, YASUHARA, and MURAHASHI (222)1 
and poly-a, fl, fl-trideuterostyrene [TADOKORO, NISHIYAMA, NOZAKURA, 
and MURAHASHI (221)~. If these assignments are correct, and, as will be 
seen, the other modes do not exhibit the same degree of splitting, then 
we may infer tha t  only for the out-of-plane ring vibrations is the inter- 
action between monomer units along the chain sufficient to observably 
separate the A and E chain frequencies. 
The remaining ring modes can be assigned on the basis of the previous 
analysis of atactic polystyrene. Slightly different assignments of the 
v~ (A1) and v~0a (A1) modes are suggested here, although the evidence for 
any specific assignments in the hydrogen stretchingregion is meager. The 
v6(B1) and v~4(B1) modes are reassigned as a result of the change in 
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Fig. 17. Approximate normal modes of monosubstituted benzene [LxANG and I{mMM (714)] 
assignment of the 1298 cm -1 band; the new assignments seem satis- 
factory. Polarization and deuteration studies support the earlier assign- 
ments of the remaining ring modes. The changes which occur in the 
spectrum of the isotactic polymer seem to be associated primarily with 
changes in the relative intensities of some of the CH and CH~ modes, and 
the probable appearance of bands (e. g., at 1048 and 1182 cm -~) asso- 
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ciated with skeletal vibrations of the helical 
backbone. I t  will be noted that  the A1, B 1, 
and A 2 vibrations of the benzene ring do 
not exhibit splitting into A and E species 
chain vibrations. This emphasizes the earlier 
remark that apparently only for the out-of- 
plane ring modes does the intra-chain inter- 
action lead to significant splitting between 
these species. 
Several changes in assignments of the 
CH and CH 2 modes are suggested by the 
recent polarization and deuteration studies. 
The assignments for v,(CH~) and %(CH2) 
are unchanged. Their polarization, espe- 
' ~ v~ (CD2) is cially in ~CD2CD,~, where 
C6H5 
and % (CD2) is o, provides further spectro- 
scopic support for the proposed helical 
structure (see Table 15). In isotactic poly- 
styrene a shoulder is observed at 1440 cm -1 
which disappears on deuteration: this is 
undoubtedly the 6 (CH2) mode. As was sug- 
gested by the earlier analysis and is con- 
firmed by the deuteration results, the 
1376 cm -1 band (at 1364 cm -~ in the isotactic 
polymer) seems to be associated with a 6 (CH) 
mode. The 1310 cm -1 band of atactic poly- 
styrene appears to be split in the isotactic 
polymer, with components at 1297 em -1 (a) 
and 1314 cm -1 (0). If these bands in fact go 
together, then an assignment to the A and 
E species 7t (CH2) modes is reasonable. The 
other CH and CHI modes do not seem to be 
identifiable, except perhaps ?r (CH~), and this 
may  be a result of their weakness or overlap 
by  benzene ring vibrations. 
Although some aspects of the proposed 
assigmnents will require additional confirma- 
tion in order to be more certain that  they are 
correct, it appears at present that  the basic 
framework of a set of assignments for isotactic polystyrene exists. These 
assignments enable the use of the infrared spectrum of an oriented 
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specimen to determine the orientation of the benzene ring on the 
helix. They also suggest the nature of some of the interactions within 
the chain. 
G. Polyvinylidene Chloride 
The spectrum of polyvinylidene chloride -(CH2CCI~)~, (PVdC) provides 
another illustration of the possibility of using the infrared spectrum as a 
means of obtaining information on the chain configuration. In this case, 
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two different chain structures have been proposed on the basis of x-ray 
diffraction studies. The infrared spectrum of oriented PVdC samples 
provides a means of deciding between these two structures if a correct 
interpretation of the spectrum can be achieved. As we shall see, several 
important  questions arise in connection with the latter problem. 
The infrared spectrum of PVdC is shown in Fig. 18 [KRI~l~t and 
LIANa (101)].  I t  is not possible to orient a PVdC film in order to obtain 
polarized spectra, but  when a copolymer is made of vinylidene chloride 
10" 
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with a small amount  of vinyl chloride the resulting specimen can be 
oriented. Since the contribution of the vinylidene chloride predominates 
(only bands at  868 and 1206 cm -1 are specific to the copolymer [NARITA, 
ICmNOHE, and ENOMOTO (746)]), it is possible to identify the PVdC bands 
and determine their polarization [KRIMlV[ and LIANG (lOl); NARITA, 
ICHIXOHE, and ENOMOTO (147)]. These, together with band positions are 
given in Table 17. 
The unique aspect of the structure of PVdC is exhibited b y  its chain 
axis identi ty period of about 4.7 A [FULLER (64); NARITA and OKUDA 
(143)1. This indicates tha t  there is more than one monomer  unit in the 
C H CL 
Fig. 19a and b. Proposed structures of polyvinylidene chloride, a) REIUHARDT (185). b) PULLER (64) 
chain repeat, in all probabil i ty two. Yet, if there are two monomer units 
per repeat, the chain must  be in a configuration other than the planar 
zig-zag, since this would give rise to a fiber axis repeat of 5.1 A. Two 
models have been proposed for the manner  in which the carbon skeleton 
folds in order to give the observed shorter repeat distance. One, due to 
REINHARDT (185), is shown in Fig. 19a; the other, due to FULLER (64), is 
shown in Fig. 19b. As has been shown [KmMM and LIANG (101)], these 
structures predict different numbers and polarizations of bands asso- 
ciated with the v (CC12) modes. I t  was also shown that  the assignment of 
the four strong bands at  530, 603, 657, and 754 cm -1 to v (CC12) modes, 
which is indicated, favored the FULLER structure as the correct one. 
Recent work on deuterated PVdC [NARITA, ICHINOHE, and ENOMOTO 
(748)] has questioned the above interpretation, and it is therefore 
appropriate to re-examine the spectral assignments in detail. 
The assignment of the above-mentioned four bands can be clarified by  
reference to the spectra of deuterated PVdC and polyvinylidene bromide 
[NARITA, ICHINOHE, and ENOMOTO (147)]. The lat ter  crystallizes in a unit 
cell very  similar in size to tha t  of PVdC, its fiber axis repeat  being 4.77 A 
rather  than the 4.68 A of PVdC [I_XTARITA and OKUDA (143)]. We may  
therefore assume tha t  the two structures are essentially similar. In  the 
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appropriate region, PVdB exhibits bands at 416 (w), 618 (vs), 599 (s), 
and 717 (m) cm -1. From the v(CX2) bands in the spectra of CHaCC12CH 3 
and CH3CBr~CH 3 ~KoHLRAUSCH (92)1, viz., at 557 and 652 cm -1 in the 
former case and 481 and 585 cm -1 in the latter, it can b e inferred that the 
657 and 603 cm -1 bands of PVdC shift to 599 and 518 cm -1 respectively 
in PVdB. This implies the further correspondences of the 754 and 530 cm -1 
bands of PVdC with the 717 and 416 cm -x bands of PVdB. (The weak 
intensity of the 416 cm -~ band in comparison with that  at 530 cm -1 may 
be a result of the slight variation in identity period and therefore struc- 
ture of PVdB as compared with PVdC.) The essentially similar features 
of the rest of the PVdB spectrum are thus seen to carry through to the 
v (CX2) region. The primary question to be answered in connection with 
the assignments is whether the 754 cm -1 band of PVdC is a v (CC12) mode, 
as suggested earlier [KRIMM and LIAlqG (101)1, or a ?~ (CH2) mode as has 
been suggested recently [NARITA, IcmNogn,  and ENOMOTO (ldS)~. Its 
shift to 717cm -1 in PVdB, a rather low value for a ?r(CH~) mode, 
suggests that  such an assignment must be carefully questioned. The 
value of 754 cm -1, on the other hand, is not too high for a v (CC12) mode : 
in CHCI~CHCI~ such modes are found as high as 814 cm -1 [NAITO, I~AKA- 
GAWA, KURATANI, ICHISHIMA, and 1V[IzUSHIMA (142)]. 
Two other principal lines of evidence indicate that  the 754 cm -1 band 
should be assigned to a v (CC12) mode. First, the shifts of known CH 2 
modes between PVdC and PVdB is much less than that  of the 754 cm -~ 
band. For example, 6 (CH2) shifts from 1407 cm -1 in PVdC to 1396 cm -1 
in PVdB, a ratio of 1.007, and ?w (CH2) shifts from 1357 to 1347 em -1, 
a ratio of 1.007, whereas the shift in the 754 cm -1 band corresponds to a 
ratio of 1.050. This is markedly out of line. The band in PVdC which we 
will later suggest should be assigned to ?~ (CH2), viz., the weak band at 
about 778 cm -1, has a counterpart at 773 cm -1 in the PVdB spectrum. 
The shift ratio is 1.007, in excellent agreement with that of the other CH 2 
modes. Second, the band shifts on deuteration agree quite well with the 
predicted values for all but  the 754 cm -1 band, which suggests that  it is 
not associated with a CHa mode. Thus, from the results of deuteration 
studies [NARITA, ICHINOHE, and ENOMOTO (147)~ we find the following 
frequency shift ratios: % (CH2) - -  1.340, v, (CH2) - -  1.378, ~ (CH2) - -  1.340 
?,o (CH~) - -  1.322. The excellent agreement with the predicted values (see 
Table 4) suggests that  for ?r (CH2) a frequency shift of about 1.38 should 
be expected. Yet the shift for the recently suggested assignment is 
754/607 = 1.24, completely out of line. If  the 754 cm -1 band were to shift 
by  about 1.38, we would expect the associated ?~ (CD~) mode to occur at 
about 545 cm-l:  no band appears near this position in deuterated PVdC. 
The assignment of the 778 cm -1 band to ?r (CH2), however, results in the 
prediction of the ?~ (CD~) mode at about 564 em-l:  a comparably weak 
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band is found at 560 cm -1 in deuterated PVdC. The evidence therefore 
strongly favors the assignment of the 754 cm -1 band to a v (CClz) mode. 
Thus, on the basis of this more conclusive evidence for the existence of 
four a v (CC12) modes in PVdC it seems valid to maintain the conclusions 
leading to the acceptance of the Fuller structure. These arguments 
[KRIMM and LIANG (101)] would lose some of their force if it should be 
shown that  not all of these four bands are associated with the crystalline 
material, but, for example, some are due to rotational isomers in the 
amorphous regions, as is the case for PVC. There is not sufficient evidence 
Table 18. Classification ol CH~ and CCl2 Modes in Polyvinylidene Chloride 
CHs 
Mode Pol 'n  
v, (CH2) , (A') a 
v,(CHs) 0 (A") 
v,(CH,)~ (A') a 
%(CH2) 0 (A") r~ 
~5 (CH,)~ (A') a 
b (CHz) o (A") 
7~(CH,) o (A') 
y,~ (CH2) ~ (A") 
7,(CH,)~ (A') 
7,(CH,)o (A") 
T,(CH2) 0 (A') 
7,(CH=), (A") 
x The designations s and w refer 















v,(CCI2) , (A') 
v,(CC12) 0 (A') 
va(CCl~), (A') 
%(CCI~) o (A') 
(CCl,), (A') 




yt(CClz) o (A') 
7,(CC12)~ (A") 
~,(CC12) o (A") 
only to 












a comparison of the intensities of the i 
on this point from the study of small molecules, but  the spectra of 
melted specimens of PVdC [NARITA, ICHINOHE, and ENOMOTO (ld7)] 
suggest that  this is not the case : all four bands diminish about equally in 
intensity on melting. We will therefore assume the Fuller structure as the 
basis for a spectral analysis of PVdC. 
As has been shown [I{RIMM and LIANG (707)], the Fuller structure for 
PVdC has only one symmetry element, a mirror plane through the CC12 
groups, and this leads to a division of modes into those symmetric with 
respect to the plane (A', a) and those antisymmetric with respect to this 
plane (A", ~). These can be further subdivided (in terms of the group 
mode approximation) into 12 CH~ vibrations ( 6 A ' +  6A"),  12 CC12 
vibrations ( S A ' +  4A"),  8 carbon chain vibrations ( 4 A ' +  4A") ,  one 
rotation about the chain axis (A'), and 3 translations ( 2 A ' +  1A"). The 
relative intensities of some of these modes can be predicted from the 
structure [KRIMM and LIANG (707)] ; this information, shown in Table 18 
for the CHa and CCIe modes, is of help in making the assignments. As in 
the PVC case, we will designate by  a subscript i or o modes in which the 
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motions in the two monomer units comprising the fiber axis repeat are, 
respectively, in-phase or out-of-phase with each other. Some corrections 
of the earlier results are included in Table 18. 
The assignments of the v (CH2) bands in terms of the assumed model 
are not entirely unambiguous. Two strong ~ bands and two weak a bands 
Ev, (CH~)0 is probably close to zero intensity~ are predicted. In  pure PVdC 
four bands are found, all apparent ly  of ~ polarization. Two of these, 
however, at 2850 and 2930 cm -1, are of highly variable intensity; in the 
copolymer spectra they become quite weak in comparison to the other 
two at  2948 and 2990 cm -1 [NARITA, ICttlI~OI-IE, and ENOMOTO (147) 
quote frequency values of 2966 and 3010 cm -1 for these two bands]. 
A possible explanation is that  the 2850 and 2930 cm -x bands are asso- 
ciated with amorphous structures, while the 2948 and 2990 cm -1 bands 
are associated with the Fuller structure. We would then have to assume 
tha t  the va (CHz)o mode is too weak to be observed. I t  is clear tha t  these 
proposals require additional confirmation. 
The other CH~ modes are more readily identified. The band associated 
with ~ (CH2) i is observed at 1407 cm -x. The ~ (CH2) o mode, which should 
give rise to a ~ band, is expected to have nearly zero intensity. The 
1460 cm -1 band may  be a ~ (CH2) mode associated with amorphous chains 
since it also exhibits variable intensity. The 1360 cm -1 z band is most  
likely to be Yw (CH2), and the weak a band at 1325 cm -1 m a y  be yw(CH,) 0. 
As we have noted earlier, the reasons for assigning Yr (CH~), to the weak 
band at  about 778 cm -1 are more compelling than any other assignment. 
The Yr (CH2)o mode seems not to be observable. The y, (CHe)i mode m a y  
be the origin of the ve ryweak  band at  about  1290 cm -~. 
Of the chlorine vibrations, the v (CC1,) modes are, as we have seen, 
satisfactorily assigned to the four strong ~r bands in the 500--800 cm -1 
region. The exact assignments are uncertain, but  we m a y  tentat ively 
correlate the lower frequencies with the vs (CCl~) vibrations. The ~ (CC12), 
?r (CClz), and ?~ (CCI~) modes cannot be identified with certainty, but  
arguments based on the spectrum of CH3CCI~CH 3 [KRI~I  and LIANG 
(707)] appear to lead to fairly satisfactory assignments. The Yt (CC12) mode 
has not been identified in the spectra of small molecules, and we can only 
hazard the suggestion tha t  it m a y  be contributing to the z bands at  430 
and 454 cm -~. Of course, the distinction between CC1 z and carbon chain 
skeletal vibrations m a y  not be completely valid, and the above designa- 
tions for the CC12 modes should be considered in this light. Several of the 
remaining bands in the spectrum can be assigned to skeletal vibrations, 
although the exact nature of these modes is presently unknown. Some of 
them probably resemble the modes of a planar zig-zag chain; the form of 
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While it cannot be said that  all of the 
assignments in the spectrum of PVdC 
are satisfactorily established, it would 
seem that  the majority are. The impor- 
tant  ones from the standpoint of the 
chain structure are the v(CCls) modes, 
and the present evidence on their assign- 
ment supports the correctness of the 
FULLER structure. A study of a partially 
deuterated polymer might be of further 
assistance in this respect. What  is also 
clearly needed is a more detailed study 
of the skeletal modes to be expected 
from the proposed chain structure, since 
these clearly contribute significantly to 
the spectrum. Finally, knowledge of the 
crystal structure might permit more to 
be said on the nature of interchain inter- 
actions and their effect on the spectrum. 
FI. Polyethylene Terephthalate 
One of the most complex polymer 
molecules to be analyzed spectroscopi- 
cally is polyethylene terephthalate, 
-(OCHsCHsOOC<--)CO)~, (PETP). As 
would be expected, the spectrum is 
quite complicated from the standpoint 
of the number of bands present. In ad- 
dition, several other unusual features 
exist : there are marked intensity 
changes in some of the bands as a func- 
tion of the crystallinity of the specimen, 
9 and severalbands of fairly unambiguous 
origin exhibit dichroism which is the 
opposite of that  expected from the pro- 
posed structure of the chain. An under- 
standing of these aspects of the spec- 
t rum would lead directly to a more 
detailed knowledge of the crystalline 
molecular structure and the way in 
which it changes when a molecule 
enters the amorphous phase. As a re- 
sult a great deal of work has been 
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Tab le  19. In/rated Spectrum o/Polyethylene Terephthatate 
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V,oB ( B J  
v~u (B~.) 
y . (C=O) 
(coo)  
vl.~ (B1J 
( cco)  
~(c=o) 
v.A (A~) 
hob (Ba~ : 145) + h s n  (BI. : 430) = 575 (B~.) 
v.n (B,) ? 
visn + d (COC) = 633 
vdB2) ? 
vii(B1.) 
7 , ( C = O )  + d(CCO) = 792 
7,(CH~) (crystalline) 
v . n  (B1.) 
7,(CH2) (amorphous)  
{ v~2(B2.) ? ~ (o--c) ? 
VlSA (B=.) 
(CC) ? 
{ vis(B~.) v (O--C) ? 
(o--c) 




7~(CH2) (crystall ine) 
7~(CH2) (amorphous)  
{ v~3(B2.) vs(B~: 978) + h6~ (BI.: 430) = 1408 (B2.) 
(CH2) (amorphous)  
(CH~) (crystall ine) 
v . a  (B~.) 
v (O- -C )  (1100) + ~(CCO) = 1537 
v ( O ~ C )  (1120) + J(CCO) = 1887 
~sa (A1) 
v u  (B1) 
~, (c = o) 
boa  (B2a: 853) + hTa (A.: 977) = 1830 (B~.) 
h u  (A.: 977) + vs(B~o: 978) : 1955 (Ba.) 
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Table 19. (Continuation) 
F r e q u e n c y ,  
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done on deuterated polymers, polymers of varying crystallinity, and on 
model compounds. Nevertheless many problems of assignment have 
not been completely clarified. Our discussion of the spectrum of P E T P  
will therefore center in some detail on these questions of spectral assign- 
ment, since the structural insights hinge so closely on the results of these 
interpretations. 
The infrared spectrum of an oriented, fairly crystalline, specimen of 
PETP  is shown in Fig. 20a [LIANG and KRI~IM (115)3. The band positions, 
relative intensities, and polarizations are given in Table 19. Also shown 
in the table is the phase from which the band originates, drawn from data 
on intensity changes in polymers of varying crystallinity examined by  a 
number of authors [COBBS and BURTON (36) ; MILLER and WILLIS (133) ; 
TOBIN (229) ; DANIELS and KITSON (44) ; GRIME and WARD (67) ; MIYAKE 
(134)]. In Fig. 20b, c, and d are shown spectra of various deuterated 
polymers; band positions will be found in the original publication 
[LIANG and KRIM~I (715)]. For  two of these deuteratedpolymers  the 
intensity variation of the bands with crystallinity has also been studied 
[GmME and WARD (67); MIYAKE (135)]. 
The structure of crystalline P E T P  has been the subject of a detailed 
x-ray diffraction study [DAUBENu BUNN, and BROWN (45)~. The results 
of this s tudy are indicated in Fig. 21. The molecules are nearly planar and 
have a center of symmetry. A slight departure from planari ty results from 
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the CO0 group being about 12 ~ out of the plane of the benzene ring. I t  is 
also thought that  the CH~--CH2 bond is rotated about 20 ~ around the 
O--CH~ bond from the planar configuration, but  this is less certain since 
the positions of the CH,. carbon atoms are not known as well as those of 
Fig. 21. Crystal structure oI polyethylene terephthalate [DAvBENY, BtJNN, and BROW~ (ffS)] 
the other carbon and oxygen atoms. Although the molecule possesses only 
a center of symmetry,  it seems possible, to a good first approximation, to 
analyze some of the chain modes in terms of local symmetries [LIANG and 
KRIMM (115)~. Thus, for example, the vibrations of the C--CGH~--C part  
of the chain appear to be classifiable in terms of the V~ symmetry of a 
simple para-disubstituted benzene. The symmetry analysis shows that  the 
infrared active modes of this unit will be split up as follows: BI~ (0) - -  3, 
B2~(~ ) -  5, and B3,(a ) -  5. Possible symmetry coordinates for these 
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modes are shown in Fig. 22. The remainder of the chain is assumed to give 
rise to separable group modes, although it is to be recognized that  in some 
cases such a description may not be completely adequate. 
One of the characteristic features of the P E T P  spectrum is the rela- 
tively large number of bands whose intensity is a function of the crystal- 
linity of the specimen. Since an interpretation of these changes can lead 
to information on the chain configuration in the amorphous phase, many 
- + 
Fig. 22. Possible infrared active symmetry modes for the ~ e H 4 - - C  portion of the polyethylene terephthalate 
c h a i n  [LIA•G and KRIMM (115)] 
workers have studied this aspect of the problem in great detail. In almost 
all of these c a s e s  [V~ARD (237, 238) ; SEIDEL (194) ; GRIME and WARD (67) ; 
DANIELS and KITSON (44); MIYAKE (t3d)] it  has been asserted that  the 
bands whose intensity is a function of specimen crystaUinity are asso- 
ciated with the - -OCH,CH,O--  portion of the chain, and that  the spec- 
tral changes point to a trans configuration of this unit in the crystalline 
regions and a gauche configuration in the amorphous regions. However, 
it has been pointed out [LIANG and KRIMM (115)] that  not only do several 
band intensities vary  with crystallinity for bands definitely not associated 
with the --OCH~CH20-- unit, but  the polarization of some of the bands 
are not consistent either with the proposed chain structure or the trans- 
gauche assignments. While these difficulties appeared serious at  the time, 
it seems that  a new synthesis of the presently available data does permit 
a more satisfactory analysis. The results of this analysis indicate that  the 
chain structure is in need of some revision, and that  while the band 
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intensi ty changes m a y  indicate trans-gauche rotational isomerism, 
rotations involving bonds near the benzene ring may  not be negligible. 
In tensi ty  changes due to intermolecular interactions in the crystal do not 
appear  to be operable in the present case. 
The assignment of the CH~ modes will be considered first, since they 
lead directly to the problems of structure and rotational isomerism 
mentioned above. The pr imary  difficulty tha t  has arisen is tha t  it has 
appeared tha t  all of the bands assignable to CH~ modes of the crystal 
phase have ~ polarization. I f  we assume mutual ly  perpendicular tran- 
sition moments  for the CH 2 modes (and there seems no reason not to, in 
first approximation),  then for a uniaxially oriented polymer, which is the 
case for stretched P E T P  [LIANG and KRIlVIM (172)1 , it has been shown 
[LIANG and KRIMM (173)1 that  it is not possible for the three perpendi- 
cular moments  to all give rise to ~ bands. Only the combinations ~osz and 
~ o  are possible with polarized bands. An examination of polarization 
data  [LIANG and I(IIlMM (7 ]5)] and crystallinity data [GI~IME and WaRD 
(67)] in the v (CH~) region, combined with the previous assignments for 
the other CH 2 modes, now reveals that  the earlier difficulties can be 
circumvented and a consistent interpretation proposed. The 2852, o and 
2908, ~ bands of the former s tudy are revealed by  the lat ter  work to be 
crystallinity bands. I f  they are assigned to v,(CH2) and va(CH2) re- 
spectively, then the 1473, a(C), 1343, z(C), and 845, ~(C) bands can 
natural ly be assigned to ~(CH2), 7~(CH~), and 7~(CH~) modes, presum- 
ably of a trans - -OCH2CH20--  unit. Not  only are the v, and 8, and v~ and 
7~, polarizations alike, as they should be, but  the ~ o  combination is an 
allowed one. I t  should be noted tha t  a 0 vs(CH2) mode and a ~r v~(CH~) 
mode are not in agreement with the predicted dichroisms of the proposed 
crystal  chain structure [LIANG and KRIMM) 115)], still indicating a need 
for a revision of the proposed structure, though perhaps not as severe as 
originally suggested. The remaining bands can also be interpreted satis- 
factorily: va (CH2) - -  2970, ~, v 8 (CH~) - -  2890, ~, ~ (CH2) - -  1455, ~, 
7~(CH2)--1370,  0, and v,  (CH2) - -  897, ~(?) .  The v(CHe) modes also 
seem to move consistently on deuteration: 2852, o to 22S0, 0, 2908, z to 
2380, ~ [these two CD 2 bands seem to increase in intensity with crystal- 
linity [MIYAKE (735)], 2890, ~ to 2118, ~, and 2970, z to 2190, z.  The 
frequency ratio is higher for v, than for v~, as expected (see Table 4), and 
the v~ (CD2) mode has increased in intensity relative to the v~ (CD2) mode 
similarly in both  cases. (The weak band observed at 2160 cm -1 [MIYAKE 
(135)] m a y  not be a CD~mode but  an overtone: 1107 + 1055 (C) = 2162 (C).) 
While most  of the above assignments are satisfactory, it is necessary 
to point out that  some difficulties do exist [LIANG and KRIMM (715)]. The 
assignment of the 1455 and 1473 cm -1 bands to d (CHe) modes is reason- 
able in view of the range observed in the polymers discussed so far, viz., 
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1407--1473 cm -1. However, in polyethylene glycol [DAVlSON (47)] in 
which the --OCH,CI-I20-- units are presumably in the gauche configura- 
tion, the strong band is at 1470 cm -1, the 1455 cm -1 band being very 
weak. Similarly, in this polymer the strong ?w (CH2) mode is at  1344 cm -1, 
and the strong ?r (CH2) mode is at 844 cm -1. The lat ter  band again seems 
to be most reasonably associated with a gauche configuration [DAvISON 
(47); KURODA and KOBO (107)~. On the basis of such frequency corre- 
lations it would seem that  the configuration in the crystal might be the 
gauche rather than the trans. Perhaps this accounts for the observed 
polarizations of the vs (CH2) and va (CH~) modes. Another difficulty is the 
assignment of the 1343 cm -1 band to a ?w(CH2) mode. First, this band is 
much more intense in comparison to the ~ (CH~) modes than is the case 
for other polymers. Second, a band appears at this position in all deu- 
terated polymers except PE-D~-TP. If it is assumed that  in the case of the 
CeD 4 polymers this band is due to a deuterated ring mode, than its origin 
and its high intensity are difficult to explain. Likewise, the constancy of 
its intensity relative to the 1410 cm -1 band in both CeD 4 polymers is 
difficult to account for if we assume ?w (CH2) to be contributing in one of 
these cases. This assignment therefore requires further substantiation. 
Although these several difficulties exist, it seems that  the present set of as- 
signments is nevertheless somewhat more satisfactory than an alternative. 
The assignment Of the ring modes can be made with the help of 
previous analyses [LIA>ZG and KRI~IM (115)~, and require only some 
small modifications. The B2~ modes should show ~ polarization, and of 
these five modes the assignment of visa and V'~oA gives little difficulty. The 
vlga mode, at 1485 cm -1 in benzene, is most probably to be assigned to the 
1504 cm -1 band. In the earlier analysis the v13 mode was found to be 
reasonably assigned to the 1343 or 1410 em -1 bands. If we now assign the 
former to ?w(CH~), then we should choose the 1410 cm -1 band for vla. 
Its constancy of position with deuteration would be consistent with this 
assignment. The v~ mode cannot be identified with certainty. Some 
arguments [LIANG and KRIMM (115)~ suggest its assignment to the 
973 cm -1 band, and this would be supported by  the presence of a band 
near this frequency in poly-p-xylylene [CoRLEY, HAAS, KANE, and 
LIVINGSTONE (39)]. Other arguments [MIYAKE (134, 735)] indicate that  
the 973 em -1 band should be assigned to a v (O--C) mode of a trans 
--OCH2CH~O-- unit, which seems to be in agreement with studies on 
polyesters [DAVlSON (46)] and polyethylene glycol [DAvISON (47)]. This 
assignment needs further clarification, perhaps by  studies on crystalline 
and amorphous compounds such as CHsOCH2CH~OCH s. The three out- 
of-plane BI~ modes of the benzene ring can be assigned fairly satis- 
factorily, vn and v~B on the basis of studies on the deuterated polymers 
and vx,B on the basis of expected combination bands [LIANG and KRII~IM 
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(715)]. Of the B3~ modes only V2oB can be assigned with confidence to the 
band at 3082 cm -1. Probable assignments can be given for two others, 
vi5 and V~sB [LIANG and KRIMM (115)]. We will also suggest the assign- 
ment  of VloB to the weak band at 1387 cm -1. Finally, if we accept the 
assignment of v14 in benzene to the 1309 cm -1 band [BRODERSEN and 
LANGSETH (lQ)], occurring at  1282 cm -1 in C6D 6, then the 1280 cm -1 band 
of P E T P  m a y  be associated with this mode. In the ring-deuterated poly- 
mers this band m a y  have moved to 1300 cm -1, perhaps indicating tha t  
this vibration is mixed with others. 
The above bands in the P E T P  spectrum are not the only ones associat- 
ed with vibrations of the benzene ring; Raman-act ive  modes appear  to 
give rise to some of the bands, and combination bands are found [LIA~G 
and KRIM~I (115)]. Raman-act ive modes can become act ivated by  loss 
of the center of symmet ry  of the p-disubsti tuted benzene ring in PETP,  
probably b y  rotations of the COO group away from the symmetrical  
position. I f  this is so, then it suggests another mechanism, other than  
rotational isomerism of the - -OCH2CH20--  group, by  means of which the 
amorphous chain structure differs from tha t  in the crystalline regions. 
On this basis we expect such bands to be most  intense in the amorphous  
material.  Thus, for example, the assignment of the 1580 and 1617 cm -1 
bands to yon (A~) and vsn (B1) natural ly suggests itself (see Fig. 17 for the 
approximate  form of these vibrations). Other possibilities of this type are 
V~A(A1) at  1172cm -i, v4(B2) at  680cm -1, v~B(B1) at  613cm -1, and 
possibly v6.~ (A1) at  525 cm -1. The 1042 cm -1 band, which is also present 
in poly-p-xylylene, m a y  be a v (CC) mode which becomes active in the 
amorphous phase as a result of the loss of a center of symmetry.  As has 
been shown ~LIANG and KRIMM (115)] several characteristic combination 
bands of ring fundamentals appear  in the spectrum; these are shown in 
Table 19. The assignment of the remaining skeletal modes can be made 
with confidence in only a few cases. The results of arguments concerning 
these assignments [LIANG and t{RIMM (115)] are shown in Table 19. 
Although some of the assignments of the bands in the spectrum of 
P E T P  cannot be made with great cer ta inty at  this time, it appears tha t  
the main outlines of a satisfactory spectral interpretation have been 
established. At least the problems involved in achieving this now stand 
out more clearly. As has been noted in the previous discussion, these 
assignments hold the key to a deeper understanding of the molecular 
chain structure, both in the crystalline and in the amorphous phases. 
V.  C o n c l u s i o n  
In  Par t  IV of this article we have a t t empted  to show how the methods 
discussed in Par t  I I I  can be, and have been, applied to the detailed 
analysis of the spectra of  some high polymers. The coverage was not 
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intended to be exhaustive, but  rather to at least bridge the gap between 
the simpler and the more complex polymers. For references to discussions 
on other polymers a recent review is available [SCH~ELL (793)]. 
What  conclusions can be drawn from the results of the spectral 
analyses discussed here ? I t  seems fair to say that the kind of approach to 
polymer spectra which we have been considering reveals a new dimension 
of power in the spectroscopic tool of analysis. As we have seen, the 
achievement of a complete set of assignments for a polymer can lead to 
deeper insights into questions of structure and internal forces in the chain, 
both in the crystalline and the amorphous regions. Such information is 
also of primary importance if the spectrum is to be used to full advantage 
in following changes in structure and properties contingent on various 
kinds of physical and chemical treatments. In general, the extent  to 
which such detailed analyses have been achieved is less than is desirable. 
This is primarily because the methods of analysis discussed in Part  I I I  
have not always been prosecuted to their fullest. Spectral studies of 
deuterated polymers are only now being undertaken more frequently, 
and even then only of the fully deuterated polymer when studies of 
partially deuterated polymers are often more important. Polarization 
studies are not as common yet  as they should be. And as has been pointed 
out, there is a significant absence of Raman data on polymers. The theme 
underlying the present developments in the spectroscopy of high poly- 
mers is tha t  fuller application of presently available techniques can lead 
to detailed understanding of the spectrum, which in turn opens up 
potentially more powerful uses of the infrared spectrum in gaining an 
understanding of the physical and chemical properties of polymers. 
This investigation was supported in part  by a PHS research grant, A-2830, from 
the NNational Inst i tute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases, Public Health Service. 
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